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NOMENCLATURE

Remark: the units shown here are those preferred or used by default. Other units are

also used when indicated.

Roman letters.
A

AD 	 m2
AH	 m-5•s2

AM 	 kg.m-4

a	 m2

B	 m
BH	 m2s2

BM	 kg.m'

b
	

m
C
	

£
C,
	

£
CH
	 ms2

C
	 m.s-1

Cu

Cm
	 m.s-1

D
	

m
d

Ec
	 J

Er

Horizontal area (surface or internal)
Cross-section internal area of penstock
First coefficient of turbine-mode head characteristics

(Eq. [68], p. 90)
First coefficient of turbine-mode torque characteristics

(Eq. [67], P . 90)
Circumferential area between rotor blades
Economic advantage (Eq. [10], p. 21b)
Square root of the volute throat area (Eq. [24], p. 59)
Second coefficient of turbine-mode head characteristics

(Eq. [68], P. 90)
Second coefficient of turbine-mode torque characteristics

(Eq. [67], p. 90)
Width of rotor
Cost (Eq. [9], p. 20)
Approximate cost (Eq. [79], p. 101)
Third coefficient of turbine-mode head characteristics

(Eq. [68], P. 90)
Absolute flow velocity
Tangential component of the absolute flow velocity
Meridional component of the absolute flow velocity
Diameter
Discount rate (Eq. [4b], p. 18)
Energy generated per cycle (intermittent operation)

(Eq. [12], p. 34)
Elasticity of head characteristics at the turbine BEP

(Eq. [69], p. 90)
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E2T	 'Second' elasticity of head characteristics at the turbine BEP
(Eq. [70], P . 91)

e	 Used instead of i in graphs
F	 Cumulative probability function
f	 Density probability function
f	 Friction coefficient
g	 ms-2	 Gravitational acceleration
H	 m	 Turbine head
Hatm	 m	 Atmospheric pressure, as column of water
h	 m	 Head-loss
KFT	 rn-4	 Hydraulic loss coefficient (Eq. [47], p. 68)
KLT	 m35.kg-'•5 Leakage loss coefficient (Eq. [52], p. 70)
Kd 	 s	 Discount factor for instantaneous benefit (Eq. [ 4b], p. 18)
K'd	 Discount factor for O&M costs
Ke	 £.W-"	 Economic function coefficient (Eq. [1], p. 16)
k	 £	 Cost coefficient
k'	 £	 Coefficient of the approximate cost function C'
L	 m	 Length
M	 N.m	 Shaft torque
m	 N.m	 Mechanical losses (Eq. [40], p. 66)
N	 years	 Lifetime of the scheme (Eq. [4bJ, p. 18)
n	 Number of machines in parallel
P	 W	 Output power
p	 Pa	 Pressure (relative to atmospheric)
Q	 Turbine flow
q	 Relative flow (Eq. [6], P . 19)
r	 m	 Radius
S	 Slip factor
t	 s	 Time
tR 	 s	 Running time (intermittent operation) (Eq. [ 1 6], p. 36)
tF 	 s	 Reservoir-filling time (intermittent operation) (Eq. [17], p. 36)
V	 m3	 Volume
V	 £	 Benefit (Eq. [4a], p. 18)

Instantaneous rate of generating value (Eq. [1], p. 16)
v	 ms'	 Water velocity

(Remark: v is the Greek flu, not a v)
X	 Variable used in function A
Y	 Ratio of area between the impeller blades at exit (normal to

flow velocity) to the throat area of volute (Eq. [37], p. 65)
Z	 m	 Static head
Za, Zb, Zr.,

Zd, Ze	 m	 Double siphon design margins (intermittent operation)
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11
B

m3•s

kg.m-3

Vr

p

a
I

':1:'

I1

8'
0
K

A
x
11
Va

Greek letters.
a	 Volute or diffuser angle

(see also subscripts, below)
Angle of absolute flow velocity

[3	 Rotor blade angle
(see also subscripts, below)

13*	 Angle of relative flow velocity
F	 Exponent of the economic function: sensitivity of output value

to output power (Eq. [1], p. 16)
Incidence loss coefficient (Eq. [45], p. 67)

A	 Difference
(see also subscripts, below)

Relative distance between PAT 'classes'
E	 Flow-head elasticity of the system {turbine + penstock) (head

is static head):
dOz

S =
dZQT

Efficiency
Exponent of the cost function for turbomachinery

(Eq. [7], p. 19)
Exponent of the approximate cost function C'
Double siphon dimensionless parameter
Bias parameter for the definition of the application range of a

PAT 'class'
Function of the specific speed (Eq. [561, p. 84)
Hydrological magnitude parameter (Eq. [2], p. 16)
First hydrological shape parameter (Eq. [2], p. 16)
Ratio between eye and tip circumferential areas

(Eq. [30], p. 61)
Ratio between eye and tip radii (Eq. [30], p. 61)
Second hydrological shape parameter (Eq. [2], p. 16)
Water density
Thoma cavitation coefficient
Torque coefficient: I = M/(p.a2.r23o2)
Normalised available flow: QA/r

Flow coefficient: =
Head coefficient: = gH/(r22.o2)
Dimensionless specific speed:

- Wpen)
-	

0.75

{gIIp,e)]

rad•s1
	

Shaft rotating speed
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Subscripts.

A

B

C

crit

D

E

F

H

I

L

M

0

P

R

S

T

U

V

w
s,x,Y,z

Available
Cavitation noise onset
Cycle (intermittent operation)
Critical
Penstock (duct), or: required to fill the penstock (intermittent

operation)
Predicted (estimated) point
Friction (hydraulic or mechanical)
Hydraulic (efficiency)
Ideal point
Incidence
Leakage
Miscellaneous costs
Actual operating point, or: operation and maintenance (costs)
Pump-mode performance
Rotor ( = impeller = runner)
Storage reservoir
Turbine; turbine-mode performance
Useful
Vapour saturation
Swirl (whirl)
Points of the double siphon

a	 Object for economic comparison
Reference for economic comparison
Difference between turbine outlet (or pump inlet) and vapour

pressure
Turbine outlet / pump inlet

1	 Rotor eye

2	 Rotor tip

1,2,3,4,5,6	 Sections of the double siphon

Diacritics.
-	 Average
-	 Rated
A	 Optimum

Shock-free entry
Swirl-free outlet
Shut-off

NOTE: The nomenclature appears in a different way in graphs: the subscripts appear

as lower-case letters in the normal position; the efficiency is e' instead of i; w is
printed as w'; K as kappa' and E as E. Finally, the diacritics are printed as separate
characters (except in the case of f1, that is printed e).
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ABSTRACT

The use of reverse-running pumps as turbines (PATs) is a promising technology for

small-scale hydropower. This thesis reviews the published knowledge about PATs and

deals with some areas of uncertainty that have hampered their dissemination,

especially in 'developing' countries. Two options for accommodating seasonal flow

variations using PATs are examined and compared with using conventional turbines

(that have flow control devices). This has been done using financial parameters, and it

is shown' that, under typical conditions, PATs are more economic. The various

published techniques for predicting the turbine-mode performance of a pump without

expensive tests are reviewed; a new heuristic one is developed, and it is shown (using

the same financial parameters and a large set of test data in both modes of operation)

that the cost of prediction inaccuracy is negligible under typical circumstances. The

economics of different ways of accommodating water-hammer are explored. Finally,

the results of laboratory tests on a PAT are presented, including cavitation tests, and

for the latter a theoretical framework is exposed.
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0
INTRODUCTION

For several decades, reverse-running pumps have found various applications as

turbines in industrial environments, and more recently they have been successfully

used in stand-alone and grid-linked hydropower, especially in developed countries. On

account of the much larger size of their market, pumps-as-turbines (PATs) - as well as

their spares - are cheaper and more promptly available than conventional turbines, and

their maintenance is easier due to the broad availability of spares and know-how.

However, there are still many areas of uncertainty that have hampered their

dissemination, particularly in the context of 'developing' countries.

Chapter 1 of this document reviews the published knowledge on PATs, including their

limits of application and the types of pumps suitable to be used as turbines. Chapter 2
develops an economic methodology for micro-hydro, aimed at comparing technical

options in a given economic and hydrological context.

The principal difference between a PAT and a conventional turbine is the former's

lack of a flow control device. This is at the same time an advantage - it makes it

cheaper, and a disadvantage - it makes it less versatile. The disadvantage has been

reduced by the advent of electronic load controllers, that keep the generator torque

constant by switching in ballast loads whenever electrical demand drops. Due to their

fixed geometry, PATs also require constancy in their drive conditions. Seasonal flow

variations have been met either by simply designing the system for the minimum

annual flow or by operating several machines in parallel. In Chapter 3 these options

are examined, a new one is presented (namely the intermittent operation of a single
PAT), and all of them are compared with one another and with conventional turbines

using the methodology of Chapter 2. Thus the penalty for using unregulated hydraulic

machines is assessed.

1



Introduction	 2

Chapter 4 compares two different options to accommodate water-hammer in a scheme

with PATs, namely a thick penstock and a thin penstock combined with a mechanical
device.

The dissemination of PATs has been hampered by a lack of information. Especially in

developing countries, even the pump manufacturers ignore the turbine-mode
performance of their pumps. Chapter 5 deals with the prediction of PAT performance

when only the pump-mode performance is known: it reviews the published knowledge

on this field, presents a new prediction method and evaluates the actual economic cost
of the inaccuracy of the prediction.

Finally, Chapter 6 deals with cavitation in PATs (a subject that has not been properly

studied before). It presents a theoretical background and the results of laboratory tests
made to explore the incidence of cavitation in PATs.

It is hoped that the contributions made here to reduce the areas of uncertainty in PAT

knowledge will promote the use of this technology and hence of micro-hydro. The

development of small-scale hydropower reduces the emissions of CO 2. SO., and NOx

and therefore slightly contributes to the control of the greenhouse effect (as pointed
out by De Vries91 ). However, the impact of the availability of energy on rural

development makes micro-hydro even more promising for the isolated rural

communities of developing countries, where it is in many cases the only feasible
inanimate energy source.



1
THE USE OF PUMPS-AS-TURBINES

1.1 Why Use a Pump-as-turbine?

1.1.1 The Inter-changeability of Pumps and Turbines

Pumps-as-turbines' lack of regulating devices is not the only difference between them

and conventional turbines: a comparison between a pump-as-turbine (PAT) and an

unregulated turbine purpose-made for a similar duty reveals that the former has a

larger runner with the curvature of the blades in opposite direction (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Comparison between the runner of a Francis turbine
and the runner of a PAT, for a similar performance.

Based on a drawing by Meier.

The extra cost of the larger runner and the small efficiency loss due to the improper

design are largely compensated by the cost reductions derived from its mass
production.

The difference in size between a PAT and a turbine of similar duties arises from the

need in pump mode to avoid flow separation and diffusion loss. Its decelerating flow

3



The Use of Pumps-as-Turbines	 4

is more difficult to control than the accelerating flow of a turbine, and requires a

bigger impeller (between 30% and 40% bigger), with long, gradually diverging

channels. The reversed curvature of the PAT blades is due to the need to have a small

angle at the outlet in pump-mode for reasons of stability.

A turbine can certainly work as a pump. However, the relatively short channels of a

Francis turbine and the big angles of its runner would produce in pump-mode an

excessive deceleration and instability. Because of this, pumps can be used as turbines

more readily than turbines as pumps; and the purpose-made reversible machines

(pump-turbines) for energy storage schemes are much more similar to pumps than to
turbines (Chapallaz etafl2, Krivctienko86, Meier62 , Raabe81 , Sharma84 , Stepanotf57, Sub59, WiHiams).

1.1.2 History

The oldest recorded pump-as-turbine seems to be one installed in Orchard Mesa,

USA, in 1926 and that was still working in 1983 (Sha1er). It is remarkable how this
idea arose in such an early age, before any formal studies of the turbine-mode
characteristics of pumps were published.

The early research on the 'four quadrant' characteristics of pumps had in fact a

completely different aim, namely the analysis of water-hammer in large pumping

stations. The laboratory tests made with this objective led D. Thoma and Clifford

Proctor Kittredge to notice incidentally that a reverse-running pump was an efficient

turbine (Thoma31 ), and then to hint the possibility of using the same machine as pump
and as turbine in storage stations (Kttredge33). Later, Sprecter51 mentioned the possibility of
using a pump as a water turbine on its own.

The further development of the technology of pumps-as-turbines, as well as its

dissemination, has been inadvertently nurtured by the research on water-hammer in

pumping stations and on pump-turbine schemes. This development of a low-cost
technology made possible by the indirect benefits derived from R&D on advanced

technologies is a pattern that can be observed in many other areas.

Presumably inspired on PATs, there was in 1981 an attempt to use marine bow
thrusters as low-head turbines (Huefter & B. 81 , Makansi83). The 'thrusters' are large diameter

shrouded propellers driven by diesel engines to guide tugboats while positioning

supertankers in small harbours; they work in both directions. Instead of making

studies on a model, it was decided to install a prototype, but the project was a
downfall: the turbine produced only one-half of the expected power. After modifying

the runner blades and the guide vanes, the efficiency could be improved, but only
by 3% (DeLano84).
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1.2 Limits and Applications of PATs

1.2.1 Size Limits

Some people suggest that the upper limit of application of PATs is established by their
market availability h off the shelf', i.e. around 100 kW (SchmiedI 88) or 250 kW
(Engeda & R .8th) . However, other authors affirm that PATs, even if they have to be

manufactured to order, continue to be more economical than conventional turbines up
to a much higher threshold: Lawrence79 mentions 1,5 MW; Garay9° 2 MW; Grant & B. talk
about several MW, with various 500 kW machines in parallel; and Hochreutner91 describes
a Swiss hydropower station with seven 931 kW PATs in parallel, using "a pump

model, cheap and solid, frequently used in South African gold mines and in the Gulf
countries".

On the other hand, in some countries with wide availability of locally made cross-flow

turbines, and reduced availability of pumps, such as Nepal or Pakistan, the upper limit

for application of PATs could be as low as 15 kW, as proposed by Williams9lb, for
relatively low specific speeds (see also below).

1.2.2 Specific Speed Limits

Lower Boundary.

The applicability of PATs may be restricted also according to their specific speed. In

the low specific speed area, they have to compete with impulse turbines. As can be

seen in Fig. 2, below a certain threshold, reaction (Francis) turbines are less efficient

than impulse (Pelton) turbines, and the same applies to PATs. This is due to the

narrow flow passages characteristic of reaction machines of low specific speed.

In the domain of pumps, where the impulse principle does not work, very low specific

speeds can only be achieved by using multistage pumps. Multistage pumps can be

used as turbines, but their cost advantage over impulse turbines is offset by (]) the high

cost of multistage pumps (that are more expensive than single-stage pumps) and © the

low cost of small Pelton, Turgo and cross-flow turbines (that can be fabricated in local

workshops).

Moreover, multistage pumps have higher maintenance costs, especially for bearings
and seals, than Pelton turbines (Torbin eta/a4)

There is no consensus on this issue. Some think that Pelton turbines are unbeatable for

<0.2 (Ventrone & N.) and that multistage pumps are too expensive (Acres Amecan80), but
other people have found these pumps to be cost-effective (Fraser&A. 81 , Hergi eta/a1,

Hhreutiner91 , Semple &W.&I).
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100%.

Fig. 2. Relation between specific speed (2T) [1] and
efficiency (1T) [21 of turbines.

Based on Shepherds.

Upper Boundary.

At the other end of the specific speed scale, where axial machines have to be used,

PATs have also some disadvantages: axial flow PATs are more expensive than other

pumps; there is little turbine-mode experimental information available on them; their

long shaft (in the case of vertical pumps) may be unreliable (Wang87), and the shape of
the impeller blades, used to promote stability in pump-mode, has the potential to be

counter-productive to turbine stability (Acres Amencan80).

Moreover, Ventrone & N.82 have identified that, unlike other turbines, small axial turbines
(with 2T> 2) are suitable for standardisation, on account of the possibility to adjust

their performance to a range of conditions, just by changing the number and pitch of
the blades.

There are some disadvantages that affect all axial machines - turbines and PATs: their

proneness to cavitation, their high runaway speed and their low efficiency. The latter

is due to the lack of proper guidance of the fluid by the impeller blades, which in turn

is due to the shorter blade length and smaller blade lap (Engeda & R.a7).

For these reasons, and for the specific disadvantages of axial PATs, Fraser & A. 81 proposed
the use of several mixed-flow PATs in parallel instead of an axial machine. In the

context of the USA, a set of up to five mixed-flow PATs was found to be cheaper than

a single conventional hydraulic turbine of comparable capacity. This approach has a

The notation proposed by Ida etai° is adopted here for the dimensionless specific
speed, which is defrned for both turbine-mode and pump-mode as
i.e. the metric specific speed divided by 53.

2 Diacritic means the best efficiency point (BEP). Some diacritics will be used
throughout this document to represent the different operating points of hydraulic
machines, because the use of subscripts would make the notation too clumsy,
especially in the following chapters.
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very important additional advantage: it permits part-load operation during low-flow
seasons (see also p. 28).

Conclusions.

It is not possible to draw a general rule regarding the limits of applicability of PATs

according to their specific speed, since they will vary from one country to another,

depending on the availability and cost of pumps and turbines.

In countries like Peru or Nepal, where there is expertise in the manufacture of impulse

turbines, the lower boundary may be near the - 0.2 limit proposed by Ventrone
and Navarro. In other countries, this boundary wifi be shifted jo a lower specific
speed, especially if multistage pumps are locally available.

Lastly, the standardised axial turbines proposed by Ventrone and Navarro require

building up an industrial infrastructure that is unjustifiable in most countries. Under

these circumstances, the upper boundary of specific speed is defined only by the

availability of pumps, and axial-flow PATs or mixed-flow PATs sets may be the best

solutions for low head sites, that have most of the small hydro potential in the world

(Ku mar & 1.84).

1.2.3 Maintenance and Silt Resistance

The maintenance of PATs is easier than that of conventional turbines due to the broad

availability of spares and know-how. According to the experience of McClaskey & L. 76, the
maintenance of a pump is easier when it is used in turbine-mode (i.e. as a PAT) than

in 'normal' pump-mode! The availability of spares leads to the philosophy of 'repair
by replacement', as suggested by Grant& B,TM.

Yedidiah mentions an additional advantage of PATs: their ability to handle abrasive or

corrosive liquids in industrial environments. In micro-hydro, this ability may permit a

reduction in intake costs, as long as the PAT has adequate seals (WiIIiams9lc). For
instance, Giddens91 reports a PAT scheme with a perforated stainless steel plate inclined
30° as intake3 , that has worked in New Zealand for one year without any problem:
'the intermittent flow of fine material (in this case greywacke, which is quite hard)

passing through the cast iron pump casing and impellers at times of flood flow has

done no serious damage to the pumps; in fact, it has fettled them!"

1.2.4 Examples of Applications

In addition to free-standing energy generation from rivers, PATs have found a number
of other applications:

3	 For more about intakes see: Dechaumé9l , Giddens84 86a, Koonsitian & A. 51 and Wiesner67.
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They are used for energy recovery in water supply and sewage systems (Engeda & flSth,

Mikus82 , Schnier82 , Wilson & P,82), especially in Germany, where it has been estimated that the
energy potential of the water supply systems is 64 MW (Apfelbacher & E.88).

They can work together with pumps, to make variable-duty pumping stations more
energy-efficient, instead of throttling (Yedidiah83): a PAT can be installed in series with

the pump, to reduce the head; or in parallel, as a by-pass, to reduce the flow, although
Holzenberger & fl. 88 showed that a variable speed drive for the pump is usually a better

solution in the first case. In pumping stations where a single pump has to deliver water

up to different levels, as often happens in irrigation schemes, PATs can be installed in
the lower branches (Yedidiah).

In some cases, the actual pumps of irrigation or sewage pumping stations can

themselves be used as turbines during a small part of the year (De Vries 91). One such
scheme, a big one with three 4.5 MW pumps, is described by Duncan82.

PATs can also be used to drive pumps (Laux88, Naber & H., Schnier85, Shafer82). Kasperowski 88 and
Priesni 87 studied the performance characteristics of these PAT-pump sets.

They have been described as "the ideal drive for the hose-reel in irrigation machines,
to retract the sprinider attached to the end of the hose" (World Pumps).

PATs have found also a number of industrial applications, driving generators or

machines; they have a particular advantage over electrical drives in explosive
environments (Yedidiah83). In the oil-related industries, they can be used in wells
(Engeda & R.88b), in gas and oil separation plants (Wong87), in synthetic ammonia production
and in refineries (Engeda & R. 8 , Taylor83), especially in those situated on the shore and
cooled with sea water (Wong87). PATs can handle two-phase flows, present in many of

these applications, in which a gas comes out of solution during the expansion,

contributing additional energy, although usually at a lower efficiency (Bolliger&G.84,

Daffner & D., Gopalakrishnan 86 , GUlich81 , Hamkins eIat. 8, Kamath & S. 82 . Kennedy etai 0, Nelik & C. 4 , Olson74 , Winks).

Finally, they have found applications in mine-cooling (Torbin et&r84, World Pumps) as well as
in reverse osmosis schemes (Engeda & R., Salaspini 88) and they have been used to drive heat
pumps by means of a magnetic drive (Schnier).

1.3 Suitable Pumps

1.3.1 Suitable Pump Categories

Vertical Diffuser versus Horizontal Volute Pumps.

There is a wide range of low to medium specific speed performances that can be met

by pumps with two very different constructions: vertical and horizontal shaft. The
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former always have a diffuser and are sometimes called vertical turbine pumps; the

latter have typically a volute without diffuser vanes.

Vertical pumps are more expensive, but "they differ from horizontal type centrifugal

pumps in that the addition of stages is a simple standard option requiring a minimum

of parts, no additional bearings or lubrication devices and is virtually unlimited in the

number of stage additions" (Fraser & A, 81 ). The possibility of using relatively few pump

designs to cover a wide range of conditions, including not only the axial-flow domain

(by using several machines in parallel; see p. 6), but also the radial-flow range, by

using up to 15 stages in series, has made the vertical mixed-flow PATs a widespread
option in the United States, because they make possible some degree of

standardisation of small hydropower schemes.

As the specific speed of their impellers is near the optimum (about 1), vertical

multistage pumps are more efficient than single-stage centrifugal pumps: they are "an

optimal compromise between high specific speed axial pumps, which have inherent

disadvantages, and the lower specific speed pumps which tend to be much larger,

bulkier and with disadvantages of scale". They have a minimum wear surface and

simplified bearings (idern).

When used as turbines, vertical pumps can be installed directly above the tail-water

channel (Cooper eta/Si, PeIton88) or with a secondary outlet siphon, to reduce foundation and

structure costs (Fraser&A.81 ). Their diffusion ring permits a more efficient and stable

operation than would a simple volute (idem) and makes easier the modification of the

turbine-mode performance by machining the diffuser (see below, p. 13) (Chapallaz eta/S,

Laux, Mikus8 ). Lastly, the installation of an induction motor to be used as generator is

easier with vertical pumps, as they are usually sold with vertically mounted motors.

However, in the context of developing countries, the low cost of labour and the high

cost of capital reduce the relative advantages of vertical mixed-flow pumps. Their

high cost makes them suitable only in large-scale construction programs where the

cost reductions derived from standardisation play an important role.

Submersible Pumps.

Submersible pumps, available in small sizes, are usually more expensive than other

pumps of similar rating; however, their use as turbines avoids the need of a power-

house and tail-race channel: the machine can just lie on the river bed, or it can be

located inside a pipe leading to the draft tube (Giddens eta!82; and also: Hellmann & D.).

Moreover, pumps of this kind are robust and very resistant to silt (Williams efa/S8), and they

can run continuously for long periods without servicing.

There are several types of submersible pumps, but not all are suitable to be used as

turbines: only the dry-motor (motor below the pump), jacket-cooled pumps are
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recommended Mlliams90). Some new designs of submersible pumps may be inadequate:
for instance, Williams92 met a pump with a semi-open impeller which runs against a hard
rubber coating on the diffuser in order to cut the leakage losses and whose sharp blade

edges, when run in reverse, became locked into the rubber, preventing the machine
from running.

With a submersible PAT, the use of brakes and flywheels (see p. 49) to avoid damage
by load rejection is impossible, and other means have to be employed (Gkdens91).

Double Suction Pumps.

Shafer83 mentions that double suction pumps have worked successfully as turbines, and

other authors agree in this possibility (Apfelbacher & E, Grant & B.). Sthnier 92 even suggests
that split-casing in-line double-suction pumps are the ideal to be used as turbines.

However, some pumps of this type have had a very low efficiency when operated as
turbines (Williams90 91c, Yedidiah83). The "adverse conditions" (Swanson 53) of the turbine-mode
performance of double-suction pumps could be related with the fixed (pump-mode)
inlet vanes (Williams92), with the bends, with the split-casing, with the larger wetted
surface or with the shaft across the rotor eye (see Anderson53). According to Lawrence79, some
double-suction pumps would probably require major casing modifications for
acceptable operation as turbines.

Unconventional Pump Designs.

Some unconventional pumps may be inadequate as turbines. For instance, a pump

with a cylindrical casing (no volute) had as turbine a very low efficiency, when tested
by Williams9la. Vortex impellers are also unsuitable (Williams9lc).

1.3.2 Suitable Components

Seals.

There is very little information on seals for PATs. It seems though that mechanical

seals are to be preferred to packed glands, as a clean supply of gland sealing water is

unlikely to be available (Giddens), and because the former require less maintenance
and offer less mechanical resistance (WilIiams 9lc). However, some modern mechanical

seals are inadequate, especially those with springs, that will fail with reverse rotation
(Chapallaz ota, 2 , Williams9lC). (Although a good mechanical seal may cost almost as much as
the pump itself.)

Bearings.

Radial hydrodynamic bearings with lubrication grooves in the shell, as well as all
axial hydrodynamic bearings are designed for only one direction of rotation, and
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therefore pumps with these should not be used in turbine-mode. Radial bearings with

circular shell are adequate (Chapallaz eta!92).

Rubber bearings lubricated with pressurised water have been successfully used in
PATs, and their maintenance is very easy (Cooper eta!81 , Makansi83).

Open versus Closed Impeller.

This is another controversial issue: according to some authors, closed impellers are to

be preferred because of their higher efficiency (Acres American80), and because "there is no
evidence that open impellers (or impellers with few blades and large passages) will

handle a large solid content in the turbine mode as favourably as in the pump-mode"
(Chapallaz eta!92).

However, semi-open impellers have other advantages: they are accessible for

cleaning, easier and cheaper to manufacture; they have a higher stress limit and their

efficiency does not fall as sharply in turbine-mode as in pump-mode, i.e. pumps with
semi-open impellers are "better turbines than pumps" (Engeda& R,87.89a, and also: Wifliams92).

1.3.3 Checks

The main check to be made in a pump to be used as turbine concerns the impeller

thread and other threaded shaft couplings. Some authors recommend fixing them by a

locking plate or by set screws, because under certain circumstances the torque can be
negative (Chapallaz eta!92, Chappell eta!82, Jyofi Ltd.n/a, Sdnier92 , Spangler88). Shaft sleeves screwed onto
the shaft should also be protected by set screws. Almost all pumps have these screws,

but an operator may forget to put them back after tightening sleeves and stuffing
boxes (Chapaaz eta!92).

Some authors recommend checking the bearings and the shaft stress. However, it has

been already shown in the literature that both axial and radial loads on the shaft are

smaller in turbine-mode than in pump-mode (Santolaria & F. 92, Yang80, Yedidiah80), and the
turbine-mode torque is usually within the operating range of the pump (as long as the
speed is not higher than the maximum pump speed).

The critical speed is not generally a problem below the maximum speed for the pump,

but in multistage pumps with long shafts this should be checked with the manufacturer
(Chapa]Iaz efa!92; and also: Franke eta!80, Garay, Mayo&W.82, Semple&W. 84). Mikus80 recommends

measuring the vibration in situ always, but this would be relevant only in relatively
large schemes.

Tognola80 suggests removing any flow straightener in the pump inlet, since it could be
damaged by the outlet swirl in turbine-mode.
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Other possible source of problems, especially in large schemes, could be pressure

fluctuations, but it has been shown that they are smaller in turbine-mode than in
pump-mode. (Vissaiionov etaL; and also: Martinn/a).

1.3.4 Modifications

Although it is usually possible to use pumps as turbines without any alteration, the

literature mentions some ways to improve their efficiency, adjust their performance,
improve their stability, and increase their durability.

Most of these modifications are not feasible in small schemes, ilue to the limited

ability of the purchaser to communicate with the manufacturers, and to the

considerable expense involved in going back to them. In the case of larger schemes,

some of the modifications could be viable, either by the manufacturers themselves or
after purchase.

Reduction of Impeller Diameter.

The most straightforward modification to a pump, and one that can usually be made

after purchase, is turning down the impeller. In turbine-mode, the performance

adjustment that can be achieved by reducing the impeller diameter is very limited, as
compared to pump-mode (Hergt eta!84, NichoIas, Schner92, Yedidiah83): whereas in pump-mode,
the head-flow curves are displaced laterally with both impeller and speed changes,

turbine-mode characteristics are displaced approximately along the operating curve
(Fraser&A. 81 , Thome79a), and performance should be altered by using other techniques (Laux82,

Lueneburg & N.85).

Some authors propose the reduction of the impeller as a means of fine-tuning the PAT
performance (Chapallaz eta!82, Hancock63 [41 , James63), but this is required only in very special

circumstances, namely when a over-dimensioned PAT is already bought, and it is not
possible to change it for another one.

However, there may be another benefit to be gained by trimming the impeller: an

increase in the efficiency. This improvement has been repeatedly reported (Diedecli67,

Mkus63, Thome), although no explanation has been proposed. More research is required to
establish in what cases this effect can be obtained.

In tests made by Knapp & 0 .42, "cutting the discharge tips of the impeller blades while
leaving the shrouds extended lowered the efficiency", but when the whole impeller

Hancock proposes in fact reducing the impeller to achieve the required pump-mode
performance (when using conversion factors to calculate the ideal pump-mode
performance for the known turbine-mode requirements), but this does not make
sense.
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was reduced the efficiency in both modes of operation (pump and turbine) remained
equal.

The diameter reduction should be small; because with big reductions, the efficiency

may fall more sharply than in pump-mode, due to excessive losses in the volute
(Thome79a). On the other hand, the trimming has as a secondary effect "a reduction in the

head-flow curve", that can be compensated by sharpening and chamfering the tip of
the impeller (Mikus) (see below). Finally, Chapaiaz eta/92 recommend restricting this
technique to specific speeds below 2T 0.6, as above this threshold the whole
geometry of the high pressure side of the impeller is affected.

Other Impeller Modifications.

A sharp edge to the blades on the tip of the impeller, that is harmless in pump-mode,

may cause in turbine-mode vortices and separation of flow with a subsequent decrease
of efficiency (Chapallaz et 2). An increase in efficiency of 1 or 2% can be achieved by
machining the impeller tip in both radial and tangential planes (Luenurg & N. 85). Mikus83

proposes increasing 132 by sharpening the tip of the blade and increasing b2 (the
entrance width) by chamfering the side walls; he reports a small change in

performance as well as an efficiency improvement. The blade edges can also be
under-filed (Chapallaz eta/ 2, Yidiah83). Finally, Grant & B. 4 mention the possibility of polishing
the impeller.

Special Impellers.

The replacement of the pump impeller by a runner designed to have an optimal
performance in the turbine mode has been proposed by Acres Amecan 80, Cooper & W. 81 and
Nicholas88.

Modification of Volute or Diffuser Vanes.

"The energy transfer between the fluid and the impeller in pump-mode is mainly

established by the shape (angle) of the blades at the impeller outlet. When flow is

reversed in turbine-mode, it is the shape of the pump casing (volute) which determines
the energy transfer" (Chapaflaz aL92, Hergt eta 4). Therefore, the best way to adjust the
performance of a PAT is to modify the diffuser vanes or the volute (Mayo & W.82,

McClaskey & L. 76), by increasing the internal diameter of the diffuser (Mikus 85), by grinding or
welding the guide vanes, to change the cross sectional area of the passages andlor

angles of the vanes (Chapailaz etaL92), or, with volute pumps without fixed-vanes, by
increasing or reducing the throat (or 'nozzle') area (Laux 82, Lueneburg & N. 85, Nicholas 85, Williams92),

or by modifying the region of the cut-water (l-iergt etaL).

Finally, Sanchez91 reports his experience on using a small conventional pump impeller in

a purpose-made wooden casing and bearings, aimed only at reducing costs.
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Modifications of Axial Pumps.

In order to ensure a stable performance in turbine-mode (see p. 6), the shape of the
impeller blades should be changed (Acres Amecan 80). The use of a suitable shape, not only

for the impeller blades, but also for the diffuser guide vanes, can also increase the
efficiency of axial pumps (Mayo&W, 82). Finally, Acres American recommends the

modification of the hub nose cone.

Other Modifications.

Other possible modifications are the replacement of the pump intake pipe or bell

intake by a draft tube (Chapallaz eta!!, Chappell eta!82, Cooper82, Mayo & W. 82, Yang82), the modification
of labyrinth seals, to make them more sophisticated (Grant & B.'), the use of two seals in
tandem for industrial applications (Chadha84) and the epoxy-coating of the volute and the
discharge nozzle (Chappell eta!!).



2
AN ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY FOR

EVALUATING MICRO-HYDRO

For the purpose of comparing technical options, an economic parameter will be

required in the following chapters. As the available economic models for micro-hydro

assume a constant value per unit of generated energy, as well as a constant efficiency

(of the turbine and the penstock), a new micro-hydro economic model will be

developed in this chapter, integrating the hydrology and the technical characteristics
of the system.

2.1 Benefit

The benefit of the project is determined by the value of the power generated, which is

an economic function of the power, which in turn is a technical function of the

available flow, and the latter is a random variable with a hydrological probability
function.

2.1.1 Economic Function

The economic function is the one that relates the power T being generated at any
specific time with its instantaneous value V. In a large electricity grid, this is a linear
function whose slope depends on the price of the unit of energy (that can change in
some countries according to the season and the time of the day).

In a small rural community, on the other hand, the instantaneous value is in fact a

random variable, fluctuating continuously as the appliances are switched on and off.

However, it is proposed to assume, that, on average, there is a fixed relation between
the generated power and its value.

15
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The value is defmed in this case not as the price paid by the consumers, but as the

social value of the task performed by the energy, without taking into account how the

revenue is distributed between the end users and the suppliers. The relation between

power and this use value is clearly non-linear: if a small amount of power is

generated, the essential high-value social needs are satisfied, while a higher power

satisfies also low-value, non-essential needs.

The mathematical model proposed is a power function whose exponent (F) is 1 for a

large electricity grid and smaller for an isolated system.

-	 [1]

2.1.2 Technical Function

The technical function is the one that relates the available flow QA with the power
generated P-. This function varies with the rated flow T 

[1] , as well as with the type,
size, number and method of operating machines as turbines. (Examples of technical

functions are displayed in Fig. 7, p. 25, Fig. 11, p. 27, Fig. 13, p. 29 and
Fig. 20, p. 38.) For flows below some minimum (usually non-zero), T is zero, and for
flows above some maximum, P is constant.

2.1.3 Hydrological Function

The hydrological function is a probability function of the available flow QA. The
cumulative probability function FQA of the random variable QA is known in hydrology
as the flow-duration curve, although by custom flows are plotted against the

probability of their being exceeded (and hence the curve assigns a probability one to a

null flow and a probability zero to an infinite flow), whereas cumulative probability
functions are usually the other way round.

The analysis of typical flow-duration curves shows that, in the range of flows smaller

than the average annual flow (the range of interest for micro-hydro), they fit very well

(see Fig. 3) in the following mathematical model, written in the standard notation of
probability theory...:

];4 =l—(l—e
	 [2]

As in most cases = 1, we will simplify this model to:

A

t is a number between —0.8 (small basins) and —3 (large basins).

1 The diacritic -means 'rated point'.
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Fig. 3. A flow-duration curve and its fitting mathematical
model.

Hydrological data published by Nèmec72 (region Ill). = 1; i = —1.91;
A. = —0.43. Regression made by giving to the errors a weight proportional

to (1 —FQA). q, is defined as in Eq. [6].

Finally, the density probability function fQA is the derivative of the cumulative

function:

dF	 d(e)
	

[3]

dQA

2.1.4 Mathematical Expectation of the Instantaneous Value

The instantaneous rate of generating benefit V is a function of a random variable QA.
(This dependence is in two stages: QA-3PQA}---V{PT}.) As the probability density

function of QA is fQA. the average of V is a mathematical expectation:

E{V(QA )} = JV(QA )fQ dQA

(As T' and therefore V. is zero for flows below some minimum, an equivalent - and

probably clearer - expression would have the minimum flow as the lower limit of

integration, as in Eq. 77, p. 101, where QT iS the minimum flow.)
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2.1.5 Present Value of the Benefit

By assuming that the expected yearly benefit will be constant2 (namely

1 year x	 we can apply a constant discount factor to establish the present value

of the benefit...:

V=KdE{V}=KdJJ'fQdQA	 [4a]

where Kd is a function of the discount or interest rate d and the lifetime of the

scheme N:

Kd=O+N1.lyear	 [4b]
d(1+d)

Substituting Eq. [1], we get:

V=KdKeJPTrfQdQA

Finally, from Eq. [3]:

V = KdKejPd(e)	 [5]

2,2 Cost

The cost of a scheme is considered as the sum of the initial investment (i.e.

turbomachinery, penstock3 , storage reservoir, and miscellaneous items) and the

discounted yearly operation and maintenance costs:

C=CT+CD+CS+CM+CO

All these costs are function of the size of the scheme, that is best characterised by the

rated flow. In order to handle only dimensionless variables, we defme the normalised

rated flow cT as the rated flow T divided by the annual average flow:

2 This economic model is aimed at making decisions before the system is built and
therefore, unless there are reasons to believe expected flow has a time trend (e.g.
reduction due to afforestation), the average forecast can be calculated by assuming
that every year in the future will be an average year. This assumption is never true in
practice, which 'means that this average forecast may have in some cases a large
standard deviation: the occurrence of dry years early on in the project life may
profoundly reduce the profitability of the scheme, and vice-versa.

The penstock is represented by subscript D (from duct), because subscript p will be
used later for pump-mode performance.
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2.2.1 Turbomachinery

For a given head, the cost of each PAT or conventional turbine is a power function of

its rated flow. If we have n turbines operating in parallel (for the sake of simplicity,

we will assume that they are identical to each other), their total cost is:

CT = k.4T-) =	 [7]

The exponent E) varies between 0.55 and 0.7 for PATs.

2.2.2 Penstock

By studying price lists of piping, it is possible to prove that the cost of a given length

of pipe is nearly proportional to its cross-section solid area. For a given pressure-

rating, the thickness is proportional to the diameter, and then the solid area is

proportional to the diameter squared, i.e. proportional to the internal area.

From the standard formula for head loss in pipes...

h =f?QXQ
D 

D2g

it is possible to establish the relation between internal area, flow and head loss:

0.4

A - ( LD	 [8]

4g

The head-loss is a function of the efficiency of the penstock:

liD =(i— hlD)Z

Therefore, the cost of the pipe is:

-
CD =kD (l- D) q

2.2.3 Reservoir

A storage reservoir is required in the case of the intermittent operation of PATs, as

explained in p. 30. Its cost is a complex function of its depth, its surface area and its

shape. However, we will assume that it is simply a linear function of its volume
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(Cs oc V5). The reservoir volume can be related to the penstock volume VD, which is

in turn proportional to the penstock's internal area (for a given length of the penstock).
Therefore, from Eq. [8]:

C	 k3	(	
- '-0.4 -08

=	 I	 7A!,)	 q

2.2.4 The Rest

The cost of the remaining miscellaneous elements (other civil works, and the

equipment that uses the energy provided by the turbine shaft) is assumed as a power

function of the rated flow. The exponent is close to 1 for the civil works, and close to

8 for the equipment. As the latter is relatively more expensive, we choose 8 (the

same exponent as for the turbomachinery).

(7	 1-®
- MT

2.2.5 Operation and Maintenance

The yearly O&M costs are considered as a fixed proportion k0 of the initial

investment. Therefore the present value of the O&M costs is...:

c _vh1(cr+cD+Cs+cM)0 - 11 d "P0

where the discount factor K'd (similar to Kd, Eq. [4b]) is defmed as:

(1+d)M—1
d d(1+d)N

2.2.6 Present Value of the Cost

Putting all together:

c = [(ki1® + kM )q + kD + ksJ(1 - 
-0.4 081

qD) q- J(1^Kk0)	
[9]

2.3 Economic Comparison of Two Technical Options

2.3.1 Financial Criterion

Three of the most frequently used financial parameters to evaluate and compare

investment projects are the net present value (NPV V—C), the benefiticost ratio
(BCR = V/C) and the internal rate of return (IRR = d V—C = 0).
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The main difference between the NPV and the other two parameters (BCR and IRR) is

that the former compares the net benefits per site, whereas the latter compare the net

benefits per unit of capital invested, regardless of the size of the project.

The NPV is sensitive to the choice of a discount rate, whereas the IRR is not. As for

the BCR, its ranking is also unaltered by discount rate, under the conditions assumed

in this economic model, namely that.

U the projects have an initial investment followed by a series of constant expected

yearly benefits and O&M costs (simple projects),

U all projects being compared have the same lifetime N, and

U all projects have equal O&M factors k0, relating yearly O&M costs to initial

investment.

Under these three conditions, the BCR assigns the same preference rank to the

projects being compared as the IRR. However, the ranking according to the NPV

disagrees in some cases with the ranking according to the other two parameters. An

example is illustrated in Fig. 4a, that compares a (large) project L with a (small)

project S. From the point of view of the IRR (and hence of the BCR), project S is

preferable, regardless of the discount rate. On the other hand, the ranking according to

the NPV depends on the discount rate: a low rate favours project L and a high rate

favours project S.

Discount rate: d

Fig. 4a. The NPV as a function of the discount rate, for
projects L and S.

Since the BCR and the IRR do not provide any information on the size of the project,

they will tend to favour the smaller projects: "rejection of a project with a lower IRR

may come down to rejection of voluminous profits" (Opdam 91 ). However, most real
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situations in development amongst the rural poor tend to require high discount rates

(capital scarcity), at which the three parameters tend to give the same ranking.

The parameter that will be used here for the ranking of the technical options is the

BCR, since the use of the NPV would require chosing a discount rate. However, the

decision-maker is warned that in many circumstances, especially with low discount

rates, the NPV would be preferable (In1ante-ViIlarreai).

Incidentally, the BCR is nearly proportional to the IRR when the lifetime of the

projects is relatively long (as in micro-hydro), since the limit of the IRR when is

simply the yearly net benefit (yearly benefit minus yearly costs) divided by the initial

cost.

2.3.2 Economic Advantage

For our purpose of comparing technical options, we will assume that every scheme is

designed by maximising the BCR - V/C (see Fig. 4b), under a given set of

hydrological, technical and social conditions.

This of course is very far from the reality. The hydrological probability function of the

site, for instance, is seldom based on data taken in a daily basis over a period of at

least 15 years. However, we pretend that this assumption does not hamper

significantly the achievement of the goal of comparing technical options.

The comparison of two different technical options will be made by calculating the

ratio of the respective benefiticost ratios. This ratio of ratios will be called economic

advantage. i.e: when comparing the optimum BCRs obtained with options 13 and a, the

economic advantage of 13 with respect to a is defined (using the German letter £) as:

= V/C	 [10]
a Va/Ca

This parameter is in fact the optimum BCR that would be obtained with option 13 if

option a produced an optimum BCR equal to one, i.e. identical benefit and cost.

As the purpose is just to compare technical options, we do not care about the actual

values of the coefficients Ke and Kd (Eq. [5]), that 'disappear' in Eq. [10]. As for the

costs, it is relevant only to take into account the proportion of kT, kD, k8, kM with

respect to each other, and k0 and K'd in Eq. [9] are irrelevant. Therefore, the discount

rate d and the lifetime of the scheme N are not applicable. Similarly, the only pertinent

hydrological parameter is the shape of the curve, defined by t, and not its magnitude,

defined by X.

The economic advantage will be used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 to compare respectively

different ways to accommodate flow variations, different techniques for managing
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water-hammer and different formulae for predicting the turbine-mode performance of

pumps.

V

0

C

0

V/C
(BCR

V-C
(NPV)

0

Fig. 4b. Typical shape of the curves for V, C, V/C and V—C, in
terms of the rated flow T of a micro-hydropower scheme.

Note that maximising the NPV (V—C) occurs at a higher value of Qrthan
maximising the BCR (V/C), because the NPV tends to favour the larger

projects.



3
ACHIEVING FLOW FLEXIBILITY

AND ITS ECONOMICS

3.1 Introduction

Conventional turbines have flow-control devices to enable them to meet two kinds of

variations in their operating conditions: short term - due to changes in shalt load, and

seasonal - due to changes in the available head and flow. PATs, on the other hand, do

not have hydraulic controls; on account of this lack, their efficient operation needs

constancy of both drive and load conditions.

Among the different possible applications of micro-hydro, neither direct drive of

machinery nor grid-linked electricity generation present problems of short-term

constancy. This is because either they are constant-load applications or they do not

require high efficiency to be maintained over their full range of speed. In stand-alone

electricity generation, electronic load controllers or induction generator controllers 1,

used instead of traditional mechanical flow controllers, keep the generator torque

constant by switching in ballast loads whenever electrical demand drops. The energy

provided to ballast loads can be used in a productive way (Kumar&T., Minoft&D), or

simply wasted. As most micro-hydro schemes are run-of-the-river (i.e. without

The recent development of induction generator controllers (Smith etaft, and also:
Giddens eta 52, Shimizu efaL), that avoid the need for separately regulating the output
voltage and the frequency, facilitates the use of PATs for small-scale free-standing
electricity generation: the use of induction generators instead of the conventional
synchronous machines permits the use of cheap induction motors as generators and,
therefore, of pump-motor sets as turbine-generator sets (Williams etaLS9a 89b) In addition,
with an induction generator, the eventual link of the micro-hydro station with a grid,
"the inevitable trend of small hydropower development" (Deng85), by removing the
load controller and leaving the generator 'floating on the line', is much easier than
with a synchronous generator.

22
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storage), this energy would have been 'wasted' anyway, as unused flow, even if a flow

controller had been used.

Seasonal flow variations, on the other hand, have been met either by simply designing

the system for the minimum annual flow or by operating several machines in parallel.

This chapter examines these options and presents a new one, namely the intermittent

operation of a single PAT. Finally, using the economic methodology developed in

Chapter 2, these techniques will be compared between themselves and with

conventional turbines, and the penalty for using unregulated hydraulic machines will

be assessed.

3.2 The Performance of Fixed-geometry Turbines

Fig. 5 shows the typical constant-speed performance of a fixed-geometry reaction
turbine, such as a pump-as-turbine.

Fig. 5. Typical constant-speed performance of a
radial-flow PAT.

Percent of best efficiency point (BEP).

When installed in a typical 'fixed-head small hydropower scheme 2, the rated or
design operating point is defined by the single intersection, in the head-flow plane, of

the turbine curve and the penstock curve. For the latter curve, the head is the available

head minus the penstock's head-loss, as in Fig. 6. (When we say fixed-head' we

mean fixed available head; the turbine head can vary.)

2 The operation of PATs under variable-head conditions is discussed by SheIdon, James

and Apfebacher & E!.
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0%	 50%	 100%	 150%
Norrnalised turbine flow: Qt/Q''t

Fig. 6. Penstock and turbine curves.
Percent of rated point (that can be slightly off the BEP).

If the flow available to a PAT falls below the rated flow, the machine can continue to

operate, but only if its head is reduced as well, so that its head-flow curve can be

followed. In a fixed-head' scheme, reducing the turbine head means in fact wasting

some of the available head. This waste can take place in a throttling valve3.

If, on the other hand, the available flow is larger than the rated flow, the excess cannot

be used without increasing the head. The resulting flow-power curve is shown in

Fig. 7.

Figs. 8 and 9 show how the shape of the flow-power curves changes with different

specific speeds and patterns of operation, respectively. The latter demonstrates that

there is absolutely no point in changing the speed of the PAT: if it is kept not constant,

but proportional to the cubic root of the power, the efficiency of the turbine stays at its

maximum, but the turbine head is smaller, and the generated power is in fact lower4.

3 Although throttling increases the cost and complexity of the system, and can cause
excessive vibration, as reported by Cooper &W. 81 . If the flow is reduced and the head is
not throttled in a valve, the free surface of the water in the penstock descends until
the head matches the new operating point of the turbine, and the upper part of the
penstock works as a turbulent channel, in which the extra head is dissipated: Williams92
reports a scheme running smoothly with a partly empty penstock down to a power
equal to 25% of the full power, but this could be the exception rather than the rule,
because in many cases the entrained air originated in the turbulence in the partially
filled section of the penstock can cause operating problems. (Giddens 83 86a, designed
an air eliminator, but the need to install it in the transition point between channel and
full flow reduces its flexibility.)

4 Variable speed operation is only relevant for variable head conditions (Aplelbacher & E.88,

James83 , Levy 90 , Sheldon84), and not as suggested by, for example, Santolaa & F92.
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Fig. 7. Typical operating flow-power curve of a PAT.
Constant speed and constant available head; radial-flow PAT. To the left
of the rated flow, turbine head is less than available head (some head is

wasted); to the right, turbine flow is less than available flow (some flow is
wasted). The normalised available flow (I) relates available flow to rated

turbine flow: (I) = QA/T.

Constant torque operation (when driving a positive-displacement pump, for example)

is the worst case (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. Flow-power curves for PATs of
different specific speeds.

Constant speed and constant available head.
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Fig. 9. Flow-power curves for different patterns of operation of
a radial-flow PAT.

Constant available head.

Unlike a PAT, a conventional adjustable turbine has hydraulic controls that enable it

to have a large (usually infmite) number of head-flow curves, one for each setting of

its guide-vanes, runner-blades or spear-valves. The intersection of each of these curves

with the penstock curve defme the operating locus of the turbine. A well-designed

turbine can maintaIn a high efficiency along a broad range of flows (see Fig. 10).

r 
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Pelton	 ...Cross—f low
Kaplan	 ..Francis

Fig. 10. Typical fixed-head, constant-speed efficiency curves
of conventional turbines.

From Engeda & R.88 . Note that the rated flow QT is usually larger than the
best-efficiency flow QT; turbines are designed like this in order to achieve

a higher average efficiency.
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The efficiency of the machine on its own (Figs. 5 and 10) is a misleading parameter

for the comparison of the performance of PATs and conventional turbines. The latter

can use all the available head, whereas the former need to waste it when the flow is

reduced. A better performance parameter is the actual power generated, taking into

account all the head losses, as in Fig. 11. (The ideal parameter would be the task
performed, because the efficiency of the energy-using devices is often a function of

the power, but it is not considered here.)

Fig. 11. Flow-power curve for a typical regulated Pelton
turbine, under constant avaUable head.

Assuming penstock head loss at full flow = 15%. To the right of the rated
(i.e. maximum) flow, turbine flow is less than available flow (some flow is

wasted).

If we want to compare the efficiency of PATs and conventional turbines, we need to

take into account the penstock efficiency', i.e. the ratio between the turbine head and

the available head. Fig. 12 shows the product of turbine efficiency (r ) and this

'penstock efficiency' 'ID) [5] The part-load IDX1T curve of the PAT is much lower

than the TjT shown in Fig. 5, on account of the reduction in turbine head. On the

contrary, the Pelton IDX 1 2 curve is in fact a bit higher than IT in Fig. 10, because the

turbine head is actually increased when the flow is reduced (for the reduction in

penstock's head-loss).

Fig. 12 displays the main disadvantage of unregulated turbines, namely their poor

performance with reduced flow. However, two approaches make possible the

operation of schemes with PATs under variable flow conditions, namely the parallel'

See footnote 2, p. 18.
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Fig. 12. Combined efficiency (11DxIT) for a radial-flow PAT and
a Pelton turbine.

operation (P. 0.) of several machines and the intermittent operation (I. 0.) of a single

machine. They are discussed below.

3.3 Parallel Operation

If two or more PATs are operated in parallel, they can be switched on and off

according to the available flow. Parallel operation (P. 0.) has proven to be more cost-

effective than a single conventional hydraulic turbine of comparable capacity

(SpangIer): the limit for this advantage is 5 PATs in parallel, according to Fraser&A 81 , or 7,

according to NchoIas88 . Hochreutiner91 mentions also a Swiss station with 7 PATs in parallel,

although it seems that this is simply due to the lack in the market of a pump large

enough to meet the requirements of the scheme. Finally, PATs can be installed in

parallel with conventional turbines, the fine-tuning being given by the latter (Schner85).

The machines can be different or identical to each other (for example, in a two-PAT

scheme, the turbines can handle either 1/3 and 2/3 of the full flow, or one half each).

The first option increases the energy generation, as it enables more combinations (in

this case 1/3, 2/3 and 3/3); the latter restricts the combinations ( 1/2 and 2/ 2), but makes

maintenance easier, as the same set of spares can be used in all machines.

Fig. 13 shows the staircase flow-power curve for a P. 0. system. Only at the outside

corners of the staircase (marked • on Fig. 13) is the turbine flow equal to the available

flow. At all other points some of the available flow has to be wasted. Just like

conventional turbines, P. 0. takes advantage of the increase in head (due to fall in
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penstock friction loss) when the flow is reduced, as long as the penstock is common.

This increase explains, by the way, the uneven size of the steps of Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Flow-power curve for a system with 5 identical PATs
operating in paraUel, without part-load operation.

Radial flow; constant speed; penstock head-loss at rated flow 15%.

The performance of P. 0. can be slightly improved by enabling the part-load operation

of PATs. In Fig. 14, n machines continue to operate with partial head as the flow is

reduced (see footnote 3, p. 24), until they generate the same power that n—i machines

would generate with full-head. In this moment one is switched off.

Fig. 14. Flow-power curve for 5 identical PATs with part-load
common operation.
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A third variant is to throttle just one of them with a valve 6, in order to enable the rest

to operate at full head. In this case the power generated is slightly larger (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Flow power curve for 5 identical PATs with part-load
operation of only one machine by throttling it.

3.4 Intermittent Operation

3.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages

Another technique to accommodate flow variations with a fixed geometry turbine is to

store water in a reservoir and to release it intermittently, with a pattern either fixed or

variable. The former option means usually a daily cycle (e.g. to provide continuous

energy for lighting during the evening), requiring a relatively large storage, whereas

the cycle times of the latter can be much shorter, requiring a smaller reservoir.

It is the variable pattern (mentioned by Schnier92) that will be analysed here. It means

that the reservoir is emptied always as soon as it is full, irrespective of the time of the

day, by means of an automatic device such as a siphon.

The reservoir can be located behind a weir or dam, especially when one is already

available, but in most cases a forebay outside the river bed will be a better option, to

reduce the consuuction costs7. It can act as a silting tank as well.

As compared with parallel operation (P. 0.), intermittent operation (I. 0.) is more

efficient and simpler to operate, because it uses all the available water and its

6	 See footnote 3, p. 24..
"A dam is a dangerous source of stored energy right where it is not wanted'
(Giddens91).
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operation is automatic. Furthermore, it uses a larger machine, that wifi usually be

more efficient and cheaper than several small machines. Finally, unlike P. 0. or a

conventional turbine, the I. 0. can be simply added to a existing unregulated scheme,

in case the dry-season flow turns out to be insufficient.

The main disadvantage of I. 0. is that its generation pattern is unsuitable for many

end-uses. It can be easily used in grid-linked electricity generation, where it would

provide the same kind of erratic power pattern as a wind generator. However, in the

context of developing countries, where most micro-hydro schemes are isolated, it can

be used only with end-uses such as water-lifting, ice-making, heating and battery-

charging, i.e. end-uses where an intermediate short-term storage exists between the

station and the user - at no extra cost 8. Lighting is the best example of an end-use that

would require an expensive intermediate energy storage (in batteries).

Another disadvantage of I. 0. is the thick penstock required to withstand the water-

hammer that takes place when the siphon is primed and a column of water rapidly

descends the penstock until it is suddenly obstructed by the turbine. This disadvantage

can be mitigated by using a valve instead of a siphon.

Moreover, unlike P. 0. or a conventional turbine, I. 0. does not take advantage of the

reduction in penstock head-loss that occurs when the flow is reduced.

Finally, I. 0. does not have the following two advantages of P. 0.: firstly, the

possibility of part-load operation during maintenance, and secondly the possibility of

installing some of the PATs at a later stage, to reduce the initial cost.

The options for turning on and off the flow in a I. 0. system are a valve and a siphon.

The former makes the system more efficient, since the penstock is not emptied in each

cycle, but it increases the cost and complexity of the system.

The siphon itself can be either double or simple. Double siphons are more complex

and expensive, but more efficient as well, as their priming wastes much less water

than simple siphons (see Fig. 16 and Appendix A). Moreover, a double siphon can

operate with a very small available flow, whereas the efficiency of a simple siphon

drops suddenly to zero when it cannot be primed any more, and acts continuously as a

weir instead.

8 Kumar & mention some end-uses adequate for the dummy loads of an electronic
load controller (especially a fermentation unit), that would also be adequate for I. 0.
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Fig. 16. Principle of operation of double-siphons.
a. The beginning of the cycle: the siphon has just lost its prime and the

reservoir starts to fill.
b. A small amount of water enters the air-admission lithe when its open

end is submerged. From this moment, the air trapped inside the first peak
will be compressed.

c. The double siphon just before priming: its first peak is full of
compressed air, that is about to be suddenly expelled through the air-

expelling tube.
d. The double siphon, just after being primed, begins its running stage.

e. The double siphon just before losing its prime by air coming in through
the air-admission tube.

A—*	 high water level
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Fig. 17. Schematic layout of an I. 0. system.
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3.4.2 Performance

The cyclic performance of I. 0. is described in Figs. 17 and 18. The turbine flow is a
maximum (T) when the turbine starts (z = z), falling slightly as the head falls,
dropping to zero when the head has fallen to z = ZZU and remaining zero until the
reservoir has refilled.

Static	 -
ZA=Z+ZD

head	
-

QT
Turbine	 -
flow	 QT	 -	 1
OUtput	 SUmedPT

poWer

:-------------El
lime

K	
tR	
'	 tj

K	
C

Fig. 18. Intermittent operation performance.
Not to scale.

At the beginning of the running stage, the turbine is accelerated and reaches its full

speed and power after a start-up time that depends on the inertia of the system. During

the start-up, the efficiencies of both the turbine and the driven machinery are reduced.

However, as the inertia of micro-hydro systems is usually insignificant, we can
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neglect this mechanical loss. The inertia energy itself can not be considered a start-up

loss, because it is recovered in the shut-down.

At the end of the running stage, the penstock is emptied, the head is reduced and the

turbine slows down; we then have a head loss and also a mechanical loss, as the

efficiencies of the turbine and the driven machinery are diminished. This again

depends on the inertia and the characteristics of the system, but we assume that the

turbine stops running as soon as the siphon loses its prime (and then we assume that

all the water in the penstock is wasted)9.

At the end of the filling stage, a volume of water required to prime the siphon and fill

the penstock is taken from the reservoir before the running stage begins. Even though

a single siphon can be primed with a head as little as '/6 of the diameter (Thomas&A,),

this waste can be significant. On the contrary, if a double siphon is used (see p. 31),

almost no water is required for the priming, and the only requirement is filling the

penstock. (This water is actually used by the turbine, but we can consider it as a stock

that will be eventually lost at the end of the cycle; see previous paragraph). The

extraction of this volume of water reduces the level of the water in the reservoir by a

small depth ZD.

Assuming that the load is constantly adjusted to accept all the varying power produced

by the turbine, the average power over a complete cycle (of duration tc) is...:

[11]
I T -

IC

where the energy produced per cycle (Ec) is the integral of the power produced

during the 'running' part of the cycle:

tR

E 
= JIR 

P1. dt = pgJ z QT 7lT 7/DC/I	
[12]

During a time step dt in the running stage, the change in the volume of the storage

reservoir is equal to the volume provided by the river minus the volume taken by the

turbine (as the former is smaller than the latter, this number is negative):

Asdz=QAdI—QTdI

9 Ref sum & 1! made something similar, although with a different purpose (namely cheap
turbine tests with an elevated tank instead of a large and expensive feed pump).
According to them, "the energy in the water taken to fill the down pipe is most likely
to be lost in turbulence". "It was noticed that the filling of the pipe was associated
with a fair amount of swirling and, although the pipe filled rapidly, it did so with
much less violence than anticipated". Unfortunately, the few results published by
them do not permit drawing conclusions applicable to 1. 0.
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dt=_
A5

 dz
	 [13]

QA-QT

Substituting Eq. [13] in Eq. [12], we replace the variable of integration from time to

head:

A5
E=pg	 ZQT71Ti1D	 dz

QA-QT

To proceed with the analysis we will make four further assumptions, namely:

CD Both penstock efficiency (1D) and turbine efficiency (lr) are constant as QT and

z vary.

© The flow drawn by the turbine varies linearly with the available head.

© The storage reservoir has a constant surface area As.

CD The variations of the available river flow during one cycle are negligible.

Over the small range of variation of the available head met with in a practical scheme

(a reservoir with ZS> O.1Z would usually be, not only uneconomic, but also

inefficient), the first two assumptions are readily justified. The third is less tenable, as

As will sometimes vary by a factor of 2 or more during drawn down, especially if the

storage is located behind a dam. However, by choosing for A5 a value equal to the

reservoir volume variation divided by its height variation, the error due to this third
approximation will be small.

From assumptions CD and ©:

= pg 1r T1DAs 5	
z Q dz	 [14]

QA-QT

Assumption © is illustrated in Fig. 19. a is the dimensionless derivative (i.e.

'elasticity) of QT with respect to z. It is typically between 0.35 and 0.8, for constant-
speed operation (0.05 and 0.9 for constant-torque operation):

(-Q) 2 -
constant = e

(!—z)

[15]



[16]

[17]
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Fig. 19. Actual and assumed relationship between turbine flow
and static head.

Substituting in Eq. [14] and using the normalised available flow 1 = QA/T:

(SZ ZU ZI 1—e+—

	

I	 z

	

E=pg77A8 
i	

dz

J—1+6--
z

Ec=pg1lT7lDAs 2 ft + U	 CD CD ') I	 6cr, 1----+— 11nl-
6 8)	 (l_CD)]

The length of the cycle still remains to be evaluated. From Eqs. [13] and [15], the

running time is:

r_zu

	

tR j
	

A8	 —u12	 6Zr

	

-	 6QT	 (1—ct).
oT( 1	

dz= - ml-

- — +6__)

During the filling stage, the reservoir must be able to store the available river flow:

V8 = t. Q

VAz8

F

OL
0

(Note that we are using here Z instead of ZU; see Fig. 17)
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Neglecting the time required to prime the siphon (a double one is primed almost

instantly) and fill the penstock (i.e.: tD 0), the cycle time is simply the addition of
the running and the filling times:

— !1nl - 6Zu fl
tC_(F+tR_O_ s	 ('-)IJ

Substituting in Eq. [11], the average power is:

I _____
-----+-- mu-

e )z 2Z6	 &	 s)	 (1—)2

ezu
e	 (1—)2

Or, using the dimensionless coefficients O zg/f and O, = ZU/Z, as well as the rated
power PT:

	lcD i'e	 02(cD2 ct cD '\ I
—+	 U	 I 9 + Ilnil-

)	 S	 e) I
69

O--lnl-- U

i—cI

This equation is not valid when the available flow is only slightly smaller than the

rated flow, on account of an inherent instability of the intermittent operation of PATs:

when the water level of the reservoir drops, the flow through the turbine is slightly

reduced; and, if it happens to then match the available flow, the system sticks there,

operating continuously.

;

[18]

Substituting in Eq. [15], for Qr= QA:

QA t)QT

Therefore the head in this small range is:

I 1—cD
z = zI l-

S

And the power is then:

P_pgcDOl_)_cDPl1J

[19]

[20]
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When the available flow matches the turbine flow with the reservoir empty, i.e. just
before the siphon loses its prime, we have the critical condition that defmes the border
between Eqs. [18] and [20], i.e. between the intermittent and the continuous operation.
Substituting in Eq. [19], for z = z—zu:

QA,crit =	 QT(1 —6+

The critical normalised available flow is then:

=1— eO

Eqs. [18] and [20] constitute the mathematical model of the intermittent operation.

The flow-power curve shown in Fig. 20 was constructed by dividing the power by the
rated power PT.

Fig. 20. Flow-power curve for an intermittent operation system.
= 0.7; O = 0.045; e = 0.05

This curve shows the unstable performance of I. 0. around the critical flow. Between

this flow and the rated flow, the (continuous) operation is quite inefficient, on account

of the loss of head in the reservoir. Just to the left of the critical flow, the I. 0. begins,

but mosi of the time is spent with a low water level, and thus with high reservoir head
losses.

3.4.3 Optimum Reservoir Depth

It is interesting to note that, for a given surface area of the reservoir, a given volume of

the penstock and a given available flow, there is an optimum depth of the storage

(Fig. 21): If it is too shallow, the cycles are too short and too much water is wasted in
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each cycle to fill the penstock. On the other hand, the deeper the reservoir the larger

the head loss in it (until the critical condition is eventually reached).

The optimum depth is obtained by differentiating the average power:

dz

	 [21]

100%9-

:
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0
W70%
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Normalised reservoir depth: 95

Fig. 21. I. 0. efficiency in terms of 0.
0.7; t' = 0.9; 8D = 0.005

As Eq. [21] does not have an explicit solution, we can get an approximation by
assuming a constant flow:

0	 192
limPT=cIPT	 U 2 U

e-+o	 (l_)08+cD0

By differentiating this equation we obtain the optimum depth. Using

= OS—OU = Zj ,/Z, we get:

= J(1_i)20 +2(1_ct)OD —(1c)0D	 [22]

As the optimum reservoir depth depends on the available flow, ideally, the depth
should be continuously adjusted by varying the level at which the siphon loses its

prime. Unfortunately, as any siphon requires a minimum depth, it is impossible to

avoid the instability of I. 0. for relatively large flows, that optimally require a very
shallow reservoir (see Fig. 22). Taking into account the cost of building the reservoir,

its optimum depth will usually be the minimum, dictated by the siphon, and an
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adjustable depth will be a feasible approach only in sites were the reservoir already

exists. (Ways to adjust the depth are discussed in Appendix A.)

Fig. 22. Comparison of I. 0. output power when keeping the
reservoir depth fixed [9 = 0.05], and when optimising it with a

minimum depth [9 ^ 0.031.
£ = 0.7; 9D = 0.005. For smaller flows, both lines are almost identical.

3.5 Economic Comparison of the Methods for Accommodating
Reduced Flow

We have identified 5 methods for accommodating flow variations in a system with
unregulated turbines, i.e. PATs. We will now employ the economic methodology
developed in Chapter 2 to assess their relative merits.

As a reference system for this purpose (a in Eq. [101, p. 21b), let us choose an ideal

turbine whose efficiency is constant from zero to full flow. (As Fig. 10, p. 26 shows,
many conventional turbines are close to this ideal turbine.) Any PAT system is likely

to have a lower efficiency at rated flow - and certain to have a lower efficiency at

reduced flow. However, its cost is also less, and we are interested in exploring the

trade-offs. A PAT operated simply' at reduced flow is very inefficient and may

compare unfavourably with a very expensive conventional turbine. We are therefore

more interested to see how schemes containing PATs operated at reduced flow in the

intermittent operation (I. 0.) and parallel operation (P. 0.) modes compare
economically with conventional schemes.
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The parallel operation with part-load was calculated assuming that all the machines
operate with partial head 1° (Fig. 14, P. 29). This flow-power curve, as well as the one

without part-load (Fig. 13), were calculated using a mathematical model described

later (Chapter 5, p. 90), for a radial-flow PAT operating at constant speed, assuming

that the rated point is the best-efficiency point.

It is assumed that the cost of the turbomachinery includes the extra cost required to

withstand or prevent water-hammer and high runaway speeds (this cost is usually

higher for PATs than for fully equipped turbines, and higher for I. 0. than for P. 0.;

see Chapter 4), as well as operation and maintenance costs (usually higher for
conventional turbines than for PATs).

As the purpose is just to compare technical options, we do not care about the actual
values of ZA (the available static head). Assuming that the rated efficiency of
PATs 1TJ'AT is the same for P. 0. and I. 0., its actual value is not important; however,

the ratio between it and the efficiency of the conventional turbine will be taken into
account.

The comparison was firstly made for a reference hydrological and economic scenario,

defined by the following 8 variables:

-0.8

1.0

1.05
0.6
5

0.3
0.3
0.001

Ii.-

lturbine / 1PAT
9=

kTturbine/kT PAT =

kT PA T' kM

kD / kM

ks/kM =

(a small basin, with very variable flow)
(a large electricity grid: energy value does not vary
with power level)
(the ideal turbine is a bit more efficient than a PAT)
(sensitivity of cost to size)
(an ideal turbine is 5 times as expensive as a single
PAT for similar operating conditions)
(relative cost of turbine to rest of system)
(relative cost of 'unit' penstock to rest of system)
(relative cost of 'unit' storage to rest of system)

The optimum benefiticost ratio for each technical option in this scenario was

calculated by means of a numerical method of optimisation that varies not only the

rated flow, but also the rated efficiency of the penstock 1D (i.e. the relative head-loss),

the number of machines (for P. 0.) and the area and depth of the reservoir (for I. 0.).

(The adjustable depth described in Appendix A is not considered here.) The method

finds then the peak of the benefit/cost ratio hill (a multi-dimensional hill).

The optimum rated flow () for an ideal turbine is larger than for PATs, as shown in

Fig. 23, that includes the single-PAT option for the sake of completeness. The

10 The small advantage of throttling one PAT when operating several in parallel with
part-load (see Fig. 15, p. 30) would be reasonable only if the required valves and
control system increased the cost of the schemeby less than 1%, but this is unlikely.
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optimum number of machines (n) for P. 0. is 3 with part-load and 4 without. The
optimum value °iD is always between 12 and 15%. Finally, the optimum size of the
reservoir for I. 0. is approximately e = 0.02 and 3D 0.002 (note that VS/VD in
Eq. [9] can be substituted by 8s/9D).

A larger rated flow means larger value and cost (Fig. 24), but not necessarily a larger
benefit/cost ratio (Fig. 25).

Ideal turbine

l.0.
P.0.,with p.I.'i

P.0.,no p.1.

1 PAT,with

1 PAT,no p.1.

0%	 20%	 40%	 60%	 80%	 100%
Percent of time exceeded: 1 —Fqa

Fig. 23. Flow-duration curve for the reference scenario,
showing the optimum rated flows for each technical option.

p.1. means part-load. This curve follows the standard notation of
hydrology, instead of the probability theory, i.e. it is equal to Fig. 3 turned

900 anti-clockwise.

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Rated Q: Qt	 Value:

P.0.,with p.1.	 P.0.,no p.1.
1 PAT,with p.1.	 !i PAT,no p.1.

V	 Cost: C
l.0.
Ideal turbine

Fig. 24. Rated flow, value and cost for the different technical
options, under the reference scenario.
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Economic advantage: i,a
100%	 110%	 120%	 10%	 1407.

Fig. 25. Economic advantage £ of the different technical
options under the reference scenario.

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.

Some of the contextual variables were subsequently modified, one in turn, and the

same optimisation method described above was used for each point.

Firstly, as the hydrological basin is enlarged, its flow-duration curve is flattened and j.i

is reduced (i.e. its absolute value is increased). A flatter flow-duration curve is
obviously advantageous for PATs (Fig. 26).

150%
< — large river	 small river—>

ci
140%

'1)

.1307

120%

110%
0

L 
100%

—3	 —2.5	 —2	 —1.5	 —1	 —0.5
Exceedence curve shape parameter: j.i

.....P.0..with p.1.	 ...P.0.,no p.1.	 l.O.
. 1 PAT,with p.1. 	 .. 1 PAT,no p.1.

Fig. 26. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying t.

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine. Noteworthily,
both P. 0. curves join the single-PAT curves to the left of the graph,

because the optimum n becomes 1 when the flow-duration curve
is flattened.
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As the energy system becomes smaller, F is reduced, and the energy value varies
strongly with power (see p. 16). This reduction yields also a relative advantage for
PATs (Fig. 27). As F is reduced, the optimum size of the scheme is also reduced, and

<—small system	 large system—>

b
-18O%

160%
-4-,
C
0

140%
0

120%

LU 100%
0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9
Sensitivity of output value to output power: r

..P.0..with p.1.	 P.O..no p.1.	 l.O.

....,...1 PAT,with p.1.	 1 PAT,no p.1.

Fig. 27. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying F.

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.
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o i
.4-' I
C
0
>
0o 120%
C-)

E
110%

0
C)

Lii

100%
1	 1.05	 1.1	 1.15	 1.2

Ideal turbine efficiency/PAT efficiency
P.0.,with p.1.	 .P.O.,no p.1.

..^_ 1 PAT,with p.1.	 ... 1 PAT,no p.1.

Fig. 28. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying flturbine / 1PAT

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.
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becomes infinitely smail when F' approaches 6 [11]

Fig. 29. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.

Fig. 30. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying kT,pAT/kM.

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.

11 In order to be able to use values of F close to or smaller than 6, the model would
need to be modified in one or more of the following ways:

To change the cost equation to include a minimum fixed cost.
D To change the power-value equation to include a minimum power (nobody would

build a 10 W scheme!).
To use the net present value (option (D, see p. 20) instead of the benefiticost ratio
(©).
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The advantage of the ideal turbine is obviously increased when its efficiency is

increased (Fig. 28) or its price reduced (Fig. 29).

In small hydropower, the cost of the turbomachinery relative to the rest is much larger

than for large hydropower. As this relative cost is increased, PATs become more

desirable (Fig. 30).

Finally, the economic advantage of I. 0. is increased when the reservoir is cheaper

(Fig. 31).

0.002	 0.004	 0.005	 0.008
Relative unit reservoir cost: ks/km

...0..P.O..with p.1.	 P.0.,no p.1.	 J.O.

.^..1 PAT,with p.1.	 1 PAT,no p.1.

Fig. 31. Economic advantage of the different technical options
when varying ks/kM.

The reference system a (100%) represents an ideal turbine.

Figs. 25 to 31 (where I. 0. is represented by the symbol X and P. 0. by the symbols•

and A) indicate that the highest economic advantages come from using intermittent

operation (I. 0.).

We conclude that I. 0. is generally preferable to P. 0. (provided the load is compatible

with such interrupted power supply). Factors favouring PAT use under vaiying flows

are, in addition to high PAT efficiency and low relative cost:

D a flat flow-duration curve, and

J a small energy system, where the energy value varies strongly with power.

Note that, as mentioned in p. 20, the use of the benefiticost ratio favours small projects

(in this case PATs), in circumstances where the net present value would prefer a larger

project. In many cases, the latter is a preferred parameter for project ranking.
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4
ACCOMMODATING WATER-HAMMER

4.1 Transients in PAT Systems

In the event of sudden load changes 1 , conventional Pelton and Francis turbines have

devices to, respectively, deflect or by-pass the flow until the spear-valves or guide-

vanes are slowly adjusted, thus avoiding harmful water-hammers as well as excessive

speeds. (A flywheel may be required in addition to reduce the speed variations during

this process.)

PATs, on the other hand, have no means to avoid flow and speed changes when the

load varies suddenly. Even if it is possible to ensure that the normal operating load is

kept constant (especially when generating electricity), an electrical or mechanical

failure causing the total rejection of the load is usually impossible to prevent2.

PATs and the rotating equipment driven by them can be designed to withstand the

runaway speed, but this involves an additional cost 3 , especially with mixed and axial-

flow PATs, that can reach very high speeds (see Fig. 32).

On the other hand, the flow is increased or reduced (it is increased for axial-flow

PATs and, against what might be expected, reduced for radial-flow machines' see

I A water-hammer may be caused also by the sudden blockage of CD the trash-rack, or
even of © the turbine-inlet (e.g. by a log or an otter), but we will assume that an air
vent prevents damage caused by CD, and that an adequate trash-rack prevents the
occurrence of ©.

2 According to Minott&D.83, the use of electronic load controllers yields by itself a
reduction in penstock costs: he is presumably considering that such devices can be
fault-free.

3	 This is not the case for the sturdy induction generators, according to WiIianis.
According to Terry &J. 42, this is due to the "bucking effect on the head' created by the
centrifugal force with high speeds. (In a conventional turbine, with a shorter runner

47
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200%

160%

160%
D
U)
U)
a.
(." 140%

120%

100%
Time: t

- Axial

- Mixed

- Radial

Fig. 32. The change in the speed of PATs in the event of
sudden load rejection.

Rated penstock eff. = ID 0.85; simulation made neglecting hydraulic
transients, i.e. assuming a zero-length penstock, and using the

mathematical model of PAT performance described in Chapter 5. The
actual runaway speed of radial-flow PATs is often smaller, namely about

130%. A similar graph was published by Strub59.

150	
Axial

1 00%
	

Mixed

0

0

50%
Radial

0%
Time: t

Fig. 33. The change in the flow of PATs in the event of sudden
load rejection.

than a PAT, this effect is less important). A similar explanation is proposed by
Chapallaz eta!92.
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Fig. 33). As the inertia of typical micro-hydro systems is very small, PATs can reach

the runaway condition in a very short time in the event of sudden load-rejection, and

this abrupt variation of the flow can cause significant pressure surges. A penstock

designed to withstand them could have a prohibitive cost, especially taking into

account that it is usually the most expensive element of micro-hydro schemes.

From these two reasons arises the need to provide an external means to reduce the

speed and the pressure surges in the event of sudden load rejection.

The simplest techniques only damp the pressure surges produced by radial and axial

flow PATs, without reducing their runaway speed (Chapallaz etaI92, Hochreutiner91,

Schnitzer). They can be used on their own - e.g. with radial-flow PATs which have low

runaway speed, or in combination with other techniques - e.g. with mixed or axial-

flow PATs, with runaway speeds too high to tolerate. These simplest techniques are:

U a compressed air tank connected to the penstock, just upstream of the turbine.

U a flywheel on the shaft.

U a valve that is rapidly actuated in order to keep the flow in the penstock

constant. With a radial-flow PAT, a small valve in parallel is opened; with an

axial-flow PAT, a valve in series is slightly closed. The valve can be a standard

servo-valve, a weight-dropping valve or, for a radial-flow machine, a simple

pressure-relief valve. (A complex water-actuated valve and membrane system is

described by Peicheng eta/89.)

The two techniques that reduce the turbine speed are a valve in series and a brake.

A servo-valve installed upstream or downstream of the turbine can stop the turbine in

the event of sudden load rejection. However, as it cannot be closed suddenly without

causing excessive pressure surges, either (I) the flow must be simultaneously diverted,

or © the valve must be closed slowly. (D requires a changeover with two valves: one in

series with the turbine, and one in parallel, to divert the flow. The latter, smaller than

the former, causes a head loss similar to the head loss across the turbine. As there is no

valve in the market with a linear flow-displacement relation (Giddens 91), the valves must

be actuated in a non-linear way - or very quickly. The changeover must be made

before the turbine reaches a dangerous speed (Giddens a). © must be combined with one

or more of the three simple techniques described above in order to damp the pressure

surges caused by the abrupt increase or reduction of the flow andlor to prevent

excessive speeds while the valve is closing (the second aim is achieved only by a

flywheel) (Hochreutiner91 ). Water-actuated servo-valves (Schnier92, Wilson & P; and also:

Chapallaz etai9 ) or pneumatic membrane pinch valves (Fraser&A. 81 , Garay90) can reduce the

costs by taking advantage of the energy of the available water pressure, or from a
higher water source.
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The second technique is a brake, usually spring-loaded and held open by an

electromagnet, that releases it in the event of an electric failure. (The use of cheap car

and lorry brakes should be investigated.) According to EoId eta!88, brakes are much

cheaper than valves and flywheels for small schemes. The time delay must usually be

smaller than half a second (Apfelbacher&E. 88, Giddens). This technique is especially

convenient for radial-flow PATs, whose stall flow is similar to the best-efficiency

flow (Fig. 34). With mixed and axial flow PATs, the flow is reduced. The variation of

the flow can be smoothed by applying a small torque on the brake, but the torque has

to be higher than the stall torque. For this reason, brakes are probably unsuitable for

axial-flow PATs, as suggested by EoId eta!88. Finally, a brake can be used, not only in

emergencies, but also as the normal means to stop the turbine (Giddens91).

Time: t

Fig. 34. The change in the flow of PATs when a brake is
actuated in the event of sudden load rejection.

The brake torque is twice the normal running torque of the turbine. To be
compared with Fig. 33. Axial-flow PATs usually have an unstable

performance between the best-efficiency point and the stall point, not
reflected in this graph; therefore the flow could change more abruptly with

them.

4.2 The Cost of Accommodating Transients

Penstocks usually have a diameter larger than the most economical, in order to ensure

low water velocities and thus low pressure surges. However, if they are adequately

protected by one of the techniques described above, their diameter can be the most

economical (and of course their thickness as well).

The larger the relative cost of the penstock, the larger the savings that can be obtained

by protecting it. The savings are also larger in the context of an isolated energy system
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(low F) than in a large electricity grid, because the economic conditions of the former

lead to a smaller penstock, with higher flow velocities. Both conditions (relatively

expensive penstock and isolated energy system) are typical of micro-hydro.

The procedure developed in Chapter 2 was used to evaluate the economic advantage

of protecting the penstock, by comparing the optimum beneflticost ratios obtained

under the following two conditions:

1 Condition a represents a penstock that has been 'oversized' to give low

velocities. It is assumed that this condition is satisfied when the penstock head-

loss is kept below an arbitrary technical threshold of 10% of the available static

head (D ^ 0.9).

Condition (3 represents a protected penstock. The technical restriction is

eliminated, and the size of the penstock (and therefore iiD) is the one that

optimises the benefiticost ratio.

The scenario used here is similar to the one used above (p. 41), but with F = 0.7 and

kD/kM = 0.5. Under this scenario, the optimum rated flow for all technical options and

both conditions a and 13 is relatively small, i.e. it is available almost all the time, and

the optimum number of machines (n) for parallel operation (P. 0.) is only 1.

For a single PAT with part-load operation, the economic advantage of

condition (3 with respect to condition a is 103.8%. The optimum size of the scheme is

in fact a bit larger for condition 13 than for a: its output value is increased by 7.1%, but

the cost by only 3.2%. The penstock costs 46% of the total under condition a, and this

percentage is reduced to 40% under condition 13.

This economic advantage is similar for one PAT without part-load operation and for

1.0., but it is much smaller for the ideal turbine: only 1.3%. This is because the

economic conditions of an ideal turbine lead, under condition (3, to a larger penstock,

not very different from the 'oversized' penstock of condition a: the optimum relative

penstock head-loss for the rated flow (1 - iiD) is 19% for the single PAT, and

only 15% for the ideal turbine.

The two contextual variables F and kD/kM were subsequently modified, one at a time,

and the optimisation method was used for each point and for both conditions a. and 13.
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Connection to a large energy system (large F) decreases the advantage of condition

for PATs, but, paradoxically, it has the opposite effect for the ideal turbine (Figs. 35

and 36).
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Fig. 35. Economic advantage when F is varied.
p.1. means part-load.
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Fig. 36. Optimum value of the rated penstock efficiency lo for
condition , in terms of F.
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Finally, a penstock that is expensive relative to the rest of the system makes condition

more advantageous, with any technical option (Figs. 37 and 38).
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Fig. 37. Economic advantage when kD/kM is varied.
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4.3 Conclusion

On account of PAT's lack of a means to avoid flow and speed changes when the shaft

load varies suddenly, the options are:

a	 to stick to a low flow velocity and a large penstock, or

f3	 to provide an external means to protect the penstock5.

Although option 13 requires the additional cost of the external device, it permits a

substantial reduction in penstock costs: an economic advantage of up to 6% can be

obtained by dimensioning the penstock of a PAT scheme with no technical restriction,

i.e. only according to economic considerations, if it is adequately protected against

pressure surges.

In the case of schemes with conventional turbines, due to their higher costs, the

optimum penstock size from the economic point of view is larger and therefore the

economic advantage of protecting the penstock is reduced.

Or any intermediate solution. Giddens91 , for instance, suggests using a brake but also
sticking to low penstock velocities.



5
TUE PREDICTION OF PAT PERFORMANCE

5.1 The Problem of Selection

The turbine-mode performance of a pump can be established by the users or by the

manufacturers, by prediction or by test.

The prediction based on the pump-mode performance is the easiest technique, and the

only one that can be easily done by the users; it requires finding out from the pump

manufacturers or dealers some basic information about the pump-mode performance,

namely the best efficiency head ftp, flow p and efficiency 11p (for a given speed (Up),

and then doing some calculations. According to some authors, such a technique can be

used with reasonable accuracy (Acres American80 , Fraser & A. 81 , Garay90, Shamia), or it may produce

small errors that can be corrected by adjusting, after initial field tests, the rotating

speed of the turbine - i.e. by changing the gear ratio (Chapallaz eta!92) or the capacitance,

when using an induction generator (Smffli etafl).

According to other authors, the prediction based solely on the pump-mode

performance is unreliable, because the manufacture of pumps does not follow a
universal standard: two machines with exactly the same best efficiency point as pumps

may have different turbine-mode performances, on account of differences in

geometrical parameters (Burton & M, 92, Burton &W. 91 , Chaudhry87, Santolaria& F., Strate eta!80, Ventrone & N.).

According to Brown & R.80, the influence of geometry is more obvious with recently-built

pumps in the radial flow regime, that exhibit more radical differences in impeller and

casing designs. Moreover, WiIIiams notes that, as in many developing countries there are

no standards for the accuracy of manufacturers' data, "using this data as the sole basis

for predicting the turbine performance of a pump restricts the accuracy of the final

result, even if the prediction method itself is highly accurate".

55
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As pump manufacturers never release the geometric data of their pumps, they are the

only ones who can use this information in the prediction. The users could open and

measure the machine, but, as they usually want to know the performance of several

pumps, to fmd out which one is the best for a particular site, they need to have access

to many models - and it is unlikely that any pump dealer will be willing to see his/her

pumps disassembled. Although the basic geometric parameters required to calculate

the 'theoretical' performance can be easily measured, the accurate determination of

the hydraulic, mechanical and volumetric losses involves complex calculations and

too many geometric parameters, difficult to measure 1 . Indeed no published method

proposes establishing these losses based solely on the geometry; they all use in one

way or another the pump-mode peak efficiency i as a datum.

Some pump manufacturers have predicted the turbine-mode performance of their

pumps; others have preferred to do laboratory tests, more accurate but more

expensive. According to many authors, it is necessary to have recourse to this

manufacturers' data, since all simple performance-based prediction techniques are

unreliable (ChadhaM, Engeda & R., Engeda etal88, GopaJa1crishnan, SchnEtzer, Shafer). The performance

information provided by the manufacturers may be wrong, especially when they use

prediction techniques instead of tests (examples described by PeIton and by Wilson & P.2),

but then they are responsible for any PAT modification or replacement.

The main problem with these data, whether based on tests or on pump-mode

performance and geometry, is that the manufacturers regard the turbine-mode

performance information as confidential. In developing countries especially, it is

virtually impossible to obtain even from the representatives of the large multinational

companies any information on PATs, except for large projects. (Some manufacturers

are very reluctant to provide even the pump-mode performance information; however,

this secretive behaviour probably hampers the sale of their pumps, and of their PATs

as well.) Minott & D! point out that the problem of selection has reduced the use of PATs

in small-scale hydropower; "the suppliers of centrifugal pumps should be encouraged

to develop and publish tables, graphs, etc., which simplify the design and selection of

reverse pump prime movers".

Moreover, the prediction or tests have to be paid by the users, since a pump to be

operated as turbine is sold at a higher price than the same machine to be used as pump.

In some cases, a small part of this extra price is due to special modifications, but,

generally, most of is attributable to the performance information. This information is

expensive for the risk involved when obtained by prediction, and, when obtained by
test, because the test procedure is relatively complicated and the market for small

1	 As suggested by Giddens86a, the design of micro-hydro schemes should require only
"trade skills".
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turbines is insignificant as compared with that of 'normal' pumps (Williams92). This extra

price accounts for 10% of the normal pump's price, according to Dresser lndusies,

Lueneburg & N.85 and McClaskey & L 76, but Chapallaz etai 2 detected a much higher over-pricing, of

between 30 and 100%.

This chapter reviews the published prediction methods, some based on the geometry

and the pump-mode performance and some based solely on the latter. In the first case,

a new analysis is presented (to be used as an auxiliary tool for pump manufacturers or

for further research), and in the second case, a new prediction method is proposed

(aimed at the users and thus avoiding the need to have recourse to the manufacturers'

supervision, which is expensive and difficult to get). Finally the economic reliability

of the performance-based method is evaluated by means of the economic methodology

developed in Chapter 2.

5.2 Prediction Based on Both Geometry and Pump-mode

Performance

5.2.1 Theoretical Background

Pump-mode Performance.

Fig. 39 shows the velocity triangles at the inlet and the outlet of a radial pump running

in pump-mode. The inlet is assumed to be swirl-free and at the outlet the fluid angle

is different from the blade angle [2 on account of the slip, whose parameter is the

slip factor s. Formulae for the slip factor have been published by Bothmann & R.83,

Friberg etaiP8, Wieier67 and other authors, in terms of the tip blade angle, the number of

blades, and the ratio between tip and eye diameters.

The head transmitted to the fluid by the rotor2, assuming swirl-free inlet, is given by:

gH =c2u2p

(HRP is larger than the actual head H developed by the pump, on account of the

hydraulic losses.) The corresponding dimensionless head coefficient is:

- gH - c2u2

	

2 2	 2 2

	

r2 co	 r2wp

2 The general term rotor (suffix R) is used here to avoid the terms impeller and
runner, specific for pumps and turbines respectively.
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(1—s)u2---1	 cu2P

Cm2p

ap

'5'

-

1C1p = C,,,jp

u1P

Fig. 39. Velocity triangles in pump-mode.

From the outlet velocity triangle:

	

c 2 = u2 —(1—s) u2 Cm2p Cotfl2 = SU	 Cm2p C0t152

Taking into account that the radial velocity Cm2p is equal to the flow QRP divided by
the circumferential tip area a 2 , we arrive at...:

1'1Ri =s — qcot/32 	 [23]

where the dimensionless flow coefficient 4RP is defined as:

'1RP - QRP

Eq. [23] is the pump-rotor torque characteristics3. (QRP' the flow that passes through

the rotor, is a bit larger than Qp on account of the leakage flow.)

The head developed by the pump is equal to the head transmitted by the rotor to the

liquid, minus the hydraulic losses. These losses are: friction losses, diffusion losses

and shock losses.

Yedidiah89 criticizes the use of f32, because it is referred only to an infinitesimal point.
Based on "solidity effects", he proposes taking into account the blade angles along a
section of the blade, from the tip of the impeller to an intermediate point between the
eye and the tip.
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There are two shock losses: The inlet shock loss occurs when 13 ^	 i.e. when the

angle of the relative flow velocity approaching the eye of the rotor does not match the

angle of the rotor blades.

The outlet shock loss occurs when the angle of the absolute flow velocity leaving the

rotor does not match the angle of the fixed-vanes - in a pump with diffuser vanes, or

the free-vortex flow pattern - in a vane-less volute pump. In order to get a uniform

theory for pumps with and without diffuser vanes, we can use the equivalent volute

angle, i.e. the angle that the absolute flow velocity needs to have at the outlet of the

impeller in order to ensure a free-vortex flow pattern without flow disturbances. This

equivalent angle is, as deduced by Burton & W.91 from the paper by Worster about the flow in

volutes4...:

	a2 = tan' [ 1n(1 + __ii	 [24]
[a2	 1j]

where B2 is the volute throat area. Then the shock loss at the outlet of the rotor

occurs when ct, ^ a*2p, and it takes place in the fixed vanes of a diffuser pump or in

the cut-water of a vane-less volute pump. The best efficiency point (BEP) usually has

a slight outlet shock loss5, but we can neglect it and assume that:

a2F-a2

From the outlet velocity triangle:

s*
cot a2p =

Cm2P

Therefore:	

[25]-'	 sP

ØRP cot a, + cot fl2

4 Eq. [24] is based on the assumption of a square volute. It is somewhat different for
'real' volute shapes (Massey).

Many pumps are designed so that, for the same speed, the shock-free entry
(1i = 13 * 1P) occurs with a larger flow than the shock-free outlet (Ct', = Ct2p) and the
BEP is located somewhere in between both points, closer to the second one, since
the inlet shock loss is relatively small; "the slight shock loss at the entry in the BEP
seems to be compensated by the better performance at higher flows, particularly
with regard to cavitation" (Ventrone & N.).
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Substituting in Eq. [23], the optimum head coefficient is:

1')
I	 [26]

cota21

cotfl2 )

Turbine-mode Performance.

Fig. 40 shows the velocity triangles at the inlet and the outlet of a radial pump running

in turbine-mode. Subscript 2 is kept for the tip of the rotor and subscript 1 for the eye,

as used often in PAT literature for the sake of coherence with pump-mode, although

this is against the traditional fluid-mechanics nomenclature, that uses 1 for the inlet

and 2 for the outlet.

cu2T

fl2	
.	

Cm2T

'2T
= a2

—4

*

a8iT

/
(s - l)u1—J -
	 /

Fig. 40. Velocity triangles in turbine-mode.

The angle of absolute flow velocity at the inlet (a*2T) is equal to the volute or diffuser

angle (a2), and at the outlet the fluid angle 13ir is different from the blade angle I1 on

account of the slip, whose parameter is the slip factor ST.

The turbine-mode outlet slip has not been properly studied. According to Lueneburg & N.,

the slip-factor is equal in turbine-mode and pump-mode, although this would be odd

for the many machines with 131 ^ 132. Venone & N. state that the same formula used for

the pump-mode slip-factor can be used for its turbine-mode counterpart, and that, as

the angular deviation of the relative flow velocity between the inlet and the outlet of

the rotor is in both modes less than predicted by the one-dimensional theory, the slip

has in turbine-mode the opposite direction than in pump-mode, i.e. the fluid leaves the
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blade with an angle greater than the blade angle. Finally, according to Burton & M. ,

Burton &W. 91 and WiIhams, the turbine-mode slip is negligible, since "the blades are much

closer together and able to provide good guidance".

Fig. 40 was drawn, following Ventrone&N., with (3*1T> i. In order to keep the

consistency with pump-mode (where Sp < 1), the slip-factor ST is defmed in turbine-

mode as larger than the unity, and therefore the slip in the velocity triangle is

(ST —l )U 1T, as compared to (1—sp)u2p in pump-mode.

It can be seen in Fig. 40 that CulT and CT have opposite directions, as happens in

most PATs around their BEPs. To be consistent with the figure, the equation of the

head transmitted by the rotor has a plus sign:

	

gH	 c 2 u2 + CU1TU1T

The corresponding dimensionless coefficient is:

- gH - .uTU2T + CU1

2 2

From the inlet velocity triangle:

C 2r Cm2T cot a2
	 [27]

From the outlet velocity triangle:

	

C = C,,,11 cot fl1 -	 (	 = C cotfl - SU	
[28]

Taking into account that...

QRT C 2TQ2 = Cmiihi	
[29]

defining the rotor radius and area ratios as...

r

[30]

Va= 
a1

a-,

.., and the dimensionless turbine-rotor flow coefficient as...

RT = 
a2r2 °T

	 [31]
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we get the turbine-rotor head characteristics, which is a straight line in the $—N
plane:

YRT =COta2+—COtfll$RT-Sl4	 [32]
)

The head absorbed by the turbine is equal to the head transmitted by the liquid to the

rotor, plus the hydraulic losses: as in pump-mode, there are friction losses and a shock

loss at the inlet to the rotor (when l2 ^ 132T) but, instead of an outlet shock loss, there

is a swirl loss6 when CU2T ^ 0. The BEP will be located in the operating point where

both shock and swirl losses are minimal. As explained by Burton & M., "in a custom built

turbine the design can be arranged so that the two conditions of 'shock-free entry' and

'no whirl at exit' occur at approximately one flow: the design condition. In a PAT the

two conditions normally happen at different points on the characteristic and the

machine's peak turbine performance wifi be at some intermediate point between these

two flow conditions".

The shock-free entry point (diacritic '-) occurs when 132 = 13*2T

1=	 [33]
cot a2 + cotfl2

Substituting in Eq. [32]:

cotal+v'cotfllV2	 [34]
cot a2 + cot/l2

The swirl-free point (diacritic occurs when u1T 0

sVV
cbRT_	 ,,cot p1

Substituting in Eq. [32]:

s..vvCOta2	 [36]I,,r RT
cot f3

6 According to Chapallaz eta/92, "a slight whirl in the suction or draft tube of a PAT (and
turbines in general) is favourable especially in view of losses due to the diffusion
process (deceleration of flow) at the suction side of a PAT or turbine". However,
this effect is not taken into account here.

[35]
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5.2.2 Published Prediction Methods Using Geometry and Performance

Chapallaz, Eichenberger and Fischer.

The geometric method proposed by Chapallaz etai is the only one based only on the

geometry, and not on the pump-mode performance, because it is intended only for

those cases where the performance is unavailable (they propose another method, based

solely on the performance, to be used when it is available).

This method consists in establishing the pump specific speed p and the optimum

head coefficient VRP from the pump geometry (namely from r2/r1 and b2/r7), by using

a graph that they reproduce. Then the pump-mode BEP is calculated and their

performance-based method is used to obtain the turbine-mode BEP.

Ventrone and Navarro.

According to Ventrone & N., the shock-free entry point is the BEP, although it does not

correspond to *2T 2' but to 13 *2T (32—i, where i is an angle that depends on the

blade geometry7. However, this deviation is likely due not to a boundary-layer effect,

as they suggest, but to the swirl loss, that moves the BEP away from the shock-free

entry point. If this supposition is true, their procedure to obtain the shock-free point

cannot be generalised.

The other difference from the theoretical background developed above is that they

multiply a 1 by an obstruction coefficient.

Their method uses the pump-mode performance data in two ways: the volute angle a2

is obtained from the velocity triangle at the rotor exit for the pump-mode BEP (i.e.

from Eq. [25]), and the peak efficiencies in both modes are assumed equal (T =

Unfortunately, they do not explain the procedure used to obtain the obstruction

coefficient, the volumetric efficiency and the hydraulic efficiency, necessary to

establish the turbine-mode BEP.

Burton and Williams.

The first example of a thorough, analytical prediction of the turbine-mode

performance was published by Burton & Williams 91 : The volute performance is established by

measuring its throat area, and the different losses by measuring the wall clearance and

the leakage path (length and width of the eye clearance). Although the procedure used

to calculate the losses is not shown in the example presented by them, it is explained

in the PhD thesis published later by Arthur Williams 92: the mechanical loss is estimated as

a factQr of the disc friction, calculated according to Stepanofl 57 and the leakage loss is

7 Between 4° and 6° for pumps with 27° < <35° and singly-curved blades, and
between 0° and 1° for blades with double curvature.
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estimated according to Thome 7 . Finally, both losses are subtracted from the pump-mode

input power at the BEP, and the result compared with the hydraulic output power, in

order to establish the hydraulic efficiency. ("Accurate calculation of the viscous shear

and diffusion is difficult, because it depends on an accurate knowledge of the internal

flows in the pump, and the shape of the flow channels".) 11p is then the only

performance datum used by them to determine the turbine performance.

The turbine-mode losses are estimated from the pump-losses without assuming, as

Ventrone & N.92 do, that 11T and ip are always equal: the leakage loss is calculated by taking

into account the increase in head., the mechanical power loss is assumed to be

proportional to the square of the rotating speed and the hydraulic losses are considered

relatively smaller than those in pump-mode 8, "because in turbine-mode the volute

represents a converging, rather than a diverging passage, in which the diffusion losses

are lower".

Their work is partly based on the paper written by Worster, from which they obtained

the volute equivalent angle (Eq. [24]). In fact, they use in their equations the right part

of Eq. [24] instead of a, [9]•

Burton and Wiffiarns recognise that the exact turbine BEP will be determined by a

compromise between running with no whirl at outlet and running with little shock at

entry to the impeller blade. However, they suggest designing for a some 10%

beyond the shock-free point for two reasons:

CD They assume that the shock-free 4RT is always larger than the swirl-free d?RT [10]

(and therefore larger than 'RT). and they consider advantageous to design for a

rated 4RT larger than the optimum. The reason for this consideration is that the

efficiency curve is flatter at over-capacity. (See p. 112 for a discussion on the

advantage of over-designing.)

© The turbine 4T is larger than the rotor RT' on account of the leakage loss.

Burton and Mulugeta.

The proposal of Burton & Mukigeta 92 follows the area-ratio theory developed by Anderson, who

stated that the ratio Y of area between the impeller blades at exit (normal to flow

8 Although they wrongly take into account only the volute hydraulic efficiency in the
calculation of 'VRT / 'VT; and they consider the rotor hydraulic loss as a mechanical
loss. (The only advantage of calculating separately the rotor and the volute hydraulic
efficiencies would be the accurate calculation of the leakage loss, that depends on
the pressure difference across the rotor.)

9 Williams 92 applies this equation also to diffuser pumps, but it would probably be more
convenient to use in this case the angle of the diffuser vanes.

10 This assumption is not always valid (e.g. for some of the pumps described by
Williams92).
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velocity) to the throat area of volute was the single most important factor in explaining

the behaviour of the pump 11 . Y is defined by him as:

a2sinfl2	 [37]
B2

Burton and Mulugeta applied Andersons ideas to turbine-mode operation by

analysing the sensitivity of both shock-free entry (Eqs. [33] and [34]) and swirl-free

outlet (Eqs. [35] and [36]) points to the following 5 parameters that represent the

geometry of the machine: B/b2 , v, 2' Va and Y. (See Eq. [24] for the relation

between B and Ct2.)

They conclude that the shock-free entry point (but not the swirl-free outlet point) is,

like the pump-mode BEP, remarkably independent of all factors except Y E121• This,

together with Burton and Williams' reason (D, leads them to suggest using the shock-

free entry point as the design point, by means of two conversion factors - one for the

flow and one for the head - relating pump-mode rotor BEP and turbine-mode rotor

shock-free entry point. The proposed flow factor is constant (1.26) and the head factor

is expressed in terms of Y. (Indeed by dividing Eqs. [33] and [25], we see that the flow

factor is simply list.)

In order to use this technique, it is necessary to make judicious estimates of the

different losses involved in both modes 13 , firstly to translate from the pump-mode

machine BEP to the rotor values, and then to translate from the turbine-rotor shock-

free entry point to the actual machine operating values.

5.2.3 A New Analysis Using Geometry and Performance

No comprehensive mathematical model of the turbine-mode performance parameters

has been proposed so far. The conventional turbine theory is not applicable, since, in

the first place, conventional turbines are designed so that the shock-free entry and

swirl-free outlet points coincide. The model developed below has still many

limitations and therefore it is not proposed as a prediction technique, but just as an

1 Yeddiah oddly said that Anderson had used the area-ratio method to determine the
turbine-mode performance of a pump from its geometry; "several attempts to
correlate this approach with actual test results have ended with rather disappointing
results". However, as far as we know, Anderson never used his method in this way.

12 Although it is not usual for the individual factors to vary independently (Worster),
a 1 /a1 has an important effect, and so does (31/132 (they assume Ii = (32' but most
pumps have 13 ^ I2).
(Note that there are some misprints in the paper: in Fig. 4 the solid lines should be
broken, and vice versa; and Eq. 7 corresponds to the swirl-free point.)

13 They also suggest using only the volute efficiency (see footnote 8 above).
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auxiliary tool for pump manufacturers or for further research. It is aimed at the

numerical calculation of the BEP of radial-flow PATs.

Torque.

The turbine-mode torque dimensionless coefficient TT is equal to the rotor torque

coefficient minus the mechanical friction losses coefficient:

M
3 2 = rRT - r. 7.	 [38]

pa2ror

Firstly, according to Fig. 40, the torque transmitted to the rotor by the liquid is:

MRT = PQRT (cU2Tr2 + c12j)

The corresponding dimensionless torque coefficient is:

MRT - QRT(CU2Tr2 + CUlT!;)
rRT =

pa2r23 o4 -	 a2rc4

From Eqs. [27], [28], [29] and [30], we get the turbine-rotor torque characteristics:

rRT = cot a2 + cot/3i Jør - ST V,bRT	 [39]

where the flow coefficient is defined in Eq. [31].

Secondly, the friction torque coefficient is defined as...:

m7.
FT	 3 2

pa2i T

where mFT is the torque absorbed by the friction losses in the disc, bearings and

packing, corresponding to the rotating speed üT. As it is not proportional to T2 (one
part of it is constant and the rest is approximately proportional to CT). the appropriate

values of and cuT should be substituted in this equation, which will then be valid

only for the given speed.

By substituting Eqs. [39] and [40] in Eq. [38], the turbine torque coefficient is then:

- ________ [41]TT =[cota2 +cotflIJør —SrVØRT pa
2r2 COT

32

[40]
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Head.

The head absorbed by the turbine is equal to the head transmitted by the liquid to the

rotor plus all the hydraulic losses: the whirl loss 14, the inlet shock loss and the friction

loss. Therefore, the head coefficient is:

gH
= 2 2 1/'RT +	 + "IT +	

[42]

The first element of Eq. [42] is the head transmitted by the liquid to the rotor (see

Eq. [32]), that is:

RT -
RT [eota2+_cotfllcbRT_sTvr	 [43]

WRT =	 -
Va)

The second element of Eq. [42] is the whirl energy coefficient. The whirl energy is

defined as:

gh.=f!IiT

Therefore, its dimensionless coefficient is:

- gh0, - ______
'14r -
	 2ra4

Substituting Eqs. [28], [29] and [30], we arrive to:

(cot2/31 ' 2	 JØRT +[J	 [44]
1Vrvr	 2 k')RT +I _Si:COtfl1

2v )	 L	 Va

The third element of Eq. [42] is the shock (or 'incidence') loss coefficient. The shock

loss is defined by Friberg etai 8 as:

gh1 = 2T2 y sin2(/32 -,o;)	 [45]

where 'yj is 2 when the relative flow velocity approaches the concave side of the

rotor blade (132> 13*2T) and 4.5 when 132 < 13*2T [15]

14 Unless the machine has fixed guide vanes in the eye of the rotor, the swirl energy is
not dissipated anywhere in the turbine, but downstream, and, therefore, strictly
speaking, it is not a hydraulic loss of the turbine, but it is considered so here, for the
sake of simplicity.

15 According to Anderson38 and Lueneburg & N.' (and apparently also for Ventrone & N. 82), the
shock loss is v 2/2g, where v is the vector difference of the relative velocities
before and after the shock. This means that = 0.5 . (sin132) 2. However, Friberg's
formula seems more reliable.
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Therefore the dimensionless shock loss coefficient is:

g h = WT sin2 Ca2 -WaT	 2 2	 2 2
r2w

From the inlet velocity triangle:

- Cm2T
w2r_

sin fl2

Doing some trigonometric transformations, we arrive to:

Wr = y1 0jr[siri2 /2 cot2 132T Sifl (2132) COt/3;r + COS 132]

Again from the velocity triangle:

*	 U2T	 1
C0t j62T =- - cota2 =--- cot a2

Cm2T	 RT

Therefore:

W1r =[yJ sin2 fl2 cot 2 a2 +y,sin(2p2 )cota2 +y,cos2 /32 ]Ø T +	
[46]

+{-2i, sin2 132 cot a2 	sin(2fl2 )]bRl. +{ y, sin2 132]

Finally, the fourth element of Eq. [42] is the friction loss coefficient. The friction loss

in the rotor is proportional to the rotor flow QRT square, and the friction loss in the

casing is proportional to the turbine flow QT square. QT is a bit larger than QRT On

account of the leakage loss. However, a negligible error is produced by assuming that

the friction head loss in the whole turbine is proportional to QRT2:

' —K	 [47]giip - FT-RT

The corresponding coefficient is:

gh - KFTQT

r2w2

V/FT =	
[48]
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Putting together Eqs. [43], [44], [46] and [48], we get the turbine-mode head
characteristics (which is a parabola):

[cot2 /3 + , sin
2 162 cot 2 a2 + r sin(2/32 )cot a2 + y, cos2 fl2 + KFTa]ØT+...

...+[cota2+(l_sT)cotpI_2yisin2p2cota2_yisin(2p2)løRr+...
L	 Va	 J	 [49]

Flow.

As mentioned above, the turbine flow is the addition of the rotor flow and the leakage
flow. Its dimensionless coefficient is:

=	
=	 + 6LT	

[50]
a2r2o.I

The leakage flow is proportional to the square root of the pressure difference across
the rotor. Therefore, its cbefficient is:

qLT - KLT ..JLpRT 	 [51]
LT	 -

a2lw	 a2co

This pressure difference is proportional to the head absorbed by the rotor plus the
shock head-loss plus the friction head-loss in the rotor (assumed as half of the total
friction loss) plus the difference in the absolute velocity heads at the eye and the tip of
the rotor

2	 2
APRT = gH + gh,7. + gh + -

p	 2 2

From the velocity triangles, we have:
2	 '	 'Cir = Cj + Crnii

=
sin a,

The pressure difference coefficient, defined as...:

APRT
' 2pr,
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is then equal to:

= RT + iT +% FT	 -
t	 2v

1	 Jø2	 V

	2sin2 a	 Ri' Sr .-.!.. cotfli ØRT +%S7.V,

	

2	 Va

Substituting in Eq. [51], the leakage coefficient is then:

	

LT = 
KLTjPra. I/fP	 [52]

a2,o)T

Finally, from Eq. [50], the turbine flow coefficient is:

	

= ØRT +j//Ip
	 [53]

Efficiency.

The efficiency of the turbine is:

- Mco - _____
lii' —	 -

pgHQ wS

By substituting in it Eqs. [41], [49] and [53], the efficiency is expressed as a complex

function of the rotor flow coefficient RT . RT can be obtained numerically with a

computer program 16. The tricky aspect of the prediction lies, as with all geometry-

based methods, in the judicious estimation of the losses (i.e. mFT , KFT and KLT).

Bobok75 measured the efficiency and the hydraulic efficiency 1HP of a set of small

pumps. By analysing his data, it can be seen that the latter tends to follow a general

trend, function of the flow and the specific speed, whereas the former is much more

random: it seems indeed that the volumetric and, especially, the mechanical

efficiencies of small pumps are subject to much more variables, difficult to be

established by examination of the machine. By fitting Bobok's data in a model similar

to the one published by Anderson for the overall pump efficiency p (see Eq. [57],

p. 84), the hydraulic efficiency complies closely with the following formula:

llgp = l-0.03lQ°32 —0.054(0.0+ln))2
	

[54]

16 By neglecting the mechanical and leakage losses, it would be possible to write an
analytical formula for the 4RT corresponding to the optimum (hydraulic) efficiency.
However, this value would still be inaccurate. As it is considered here that a
geometry-based method can in practice be used only by the pump manufacturers
(see p. 56), which are assumed to have computers, there is no point in simplifying
the method at the expense of its accuracy.
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The approach suggested here is similar to the one proposed by WiIIianis (see p. 64), but

the other way round: the hydraulic efficiency is calculated with Eq. [54] and the

combined volumetric-mechanical efficiency is calculated by deduction from the

pump-mode optimum efficiency obtained by test - in the absence of a more accurate

parameter. Finally, the individual share of each one of these two efficiencies

(volumetric and mechanical) can be calculated with the equations used by Williams17

5.3 Prediction Based on Pump-mode Performance Alone

The users of PATs are unlikely to have access to the geometry of a range of machines,

and, in this unlikely event, the measurement and the further calculations required for

the prediction are both very complex tasks. Therefore, the data more realistically

available to the users are those related with the performance in pump-mode.

In this section the many published methods for predicting turbine-mode performance

from pump-mode performance are reviewed. Their accuracy is then visually indicated
by comparison with the actual PAT performances of machines for which both pump-

mode and turbine-mode test data exist. A formal accuracy evaluation will be made

later in §5.5 (p.96).

5.3.1 Published Prediction Methods Using Performance Alone

Most published performance-based prediction methods propose factors for converting

pump-mode to turbine-mode best-efficiency points: one factor for the head, one for

the flow and (sometimes) one for the efficiency, assuming the same speed for both

modes. The simplest conversion factors are constant; other factors are functions of

either fp or the more complex ones are functions of both. (Note that some

authors mention conversion factors just as "hypothesized trends", without suggesting

that they can be used as proper prediction methods.)

Other methods take into account the shape of the pump-mode characteristics; fmally

few methods undertake the turbine-mode performance prediction outside the BEP.

Constant Conversion Factors.

Naber&H.87 propose the following factors (and they imply that ITE = i1 ) [18]:

=1.3

Q	 H

17 Other formulae and graphs for the individual efficiencies of pumps are published by
lazarkiewicz & T., Patel et& 1 , Raabe81 and Thom e7.

18 Subscript E represent the predicted (estimated) conditions. Although it could be
omitted here, it is used just for the sake of consistency with the nomenclature
required later.
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PaIgrave in turn suggests that:

= 1.471

	
i_=147l	 ii
H	 17p

Finally, the method of Sanchez9' is as follows (he does not mention anything about the

efficiencies):

-=1.35	 rL13

Qp	 H

Conversion Factors in Terms of Efficiency Alone.

Based on an old German doctoral dissertation, Stepanoff, states that

HTE/HP (1'iHr ilHP)_1 . (This expression seems to assume that there is no slip in any

mode and that in turbine-mode the BEP is at the same time swirl-free and shock-free,

which is true only in exceptional circumstances.) Assuming similar hydraulic

efficiencies in both modes, the former expression is reduced to = 1HP2 As

for the flows, it is proposed that EIp = 1Hp1 (The only theoretical explanation

for this equation would be the assumption that the volumethc efficiency is equal to the

square root of the hydraulic efficiency.) The further assumption that FIHP = -I 'p leads

Stepanoff (followed by Wong87) to propose that:

- "-0.5	 TE - -1A _77p
'-'p

A simple method, proposed originally by Childs82, and mentioned subsequently also by
Garay90, Hanck63 [19], McClaskey & L.76 and Thome79a [201, is as follows (many of them suggest as
well ITE =

QTE - "-1	 - "-1
Li -

Qp	" p

According to Ventrone & N. 82, FIrE/Hp =	 and	 TE/p =	 Therefore,

with 'q rE =

19 The method proposed by Hancock uses the turbine efficiency instead of the pump
efficiency, and is not therefore a proper prediction method. It is intended as a
method of fmding an appropriate pump from the turbine operating conditions, by
assuming a turbine speed and applying these formulae.

20 Who does not propose it as a prediction tool.
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QTE - ' -1	 "TE - -2

A	 7'P	 -T/
rip

From Stepanoff's formulae, it is possible to conclude that I2 = p4 I p. Based on

this and on the assumption that TE f [211 , SharmaM obtained firE/HP = fjp' 6 and

QTEIQp = f1_0.4 (with Ffr = Ijp). Williams90 detected a calculation error in these formulae

and corrected them to:

- ' -0.8	 - -1.2

A	 'P
rip

Moreover, Williams90 suggests multiplying the former formulae by 1.1, on account of the

asymmetry of the efficiency curve, as explained above (p. 64). He proposes

therefore22:

QrE_11-o.8	 .L._ii"2
TT	 i/p
rip

Finally, in their BEng thesis (published in Mexico), Alatorre-Frenk& 1.-T B9 made curve-fitting

for a small set of pump and PAT data, and obtained the following formulae (this

method is referred to as 'Burn', i.e. PAT in Spanish):

Q	 0.85i+0.385	 11TE	 1

,	 2.00i 5 +0.205	 fi0.85i,+0.385	
—O.O3

Conversion Factors In Terms of Specific Speed Alone.

All methods based on the specific speed are empirical, i.e. based on test data.

Firstly, Diederh67 publishes two graphs for the conversion factors, valid for

0.28 ^	 ^ 1.04, and proposes that '1TE f. The graphs follow approximately the

following formulae:

QTE = l . 4O2c^ 0J71 	 'TE = l.5561°
Qp	 H

Gopalakrishnan also published two graphs, just to show the "hypothesized trend" - i.e. not

to be used in prediction (he also assumes Ilr = 'ii4. A curve-fitting yielded the

following formulae:

21 This assumption is wrongly attributed to Karassik eta!76 ; it could come from Childs92.

22 Williams calls this method Sharmas method. We call it Williams method, to
distinguish it from the Sharma's method corrected by Williams but without the 1.1
factors.
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TL 1.86 —0.55 1 . in(sc^) + 0.1 1[1n(5c)]22
QP

= 2.6— 9.1 . 1n(5c^) + 7.96[ln(5^)J"
H

Finally, Grover82 published three linear graphs valid for 0.2 ^ c2p ^ 1.1, whose equations,

according to Chappell eta!.82, are:

= 2.643 - l.399c^	 !41fl - = 2.693 - 1.212	 Z1TL = 0.893 +
Qp	 Tip

Conversion Factors in Terms of Both Efficiency and Specific Speed.

SchmiedI 8 was the first to propose a prediction method based on both ip and his head

and flow conversion factors are expressed in terms of the former, and his efficiency

factor in terms of the latter (this method is valid for 0.1 ^ 2p ^ 1.05):

\-O25
= 1.378 + 2.455(T,i7)

Qp

—1.5 16+ 2.369(ñi)°3

--= 1.158-0.265)
lip

Chapallaz eta!.92 published two graphs based on test data with specific speed as the abscissa

and, respectively, a flow and a head conversion factors as the ordinates. A curve-

fitting, based on the model proposed by Anderson 77 for f1 (see Eq. [57], p. 84), was made,

and, although the correlation is not excellent (Chapallaz's curves were drawn by hand

and do not follow a uniform trend), the equations obtained are the following:

2 10i5

-=:112 -O.6[1+(o4+1nc^) 
j

[55]

1.1 -O.8{1+(o3+1)2]03

= —0.03

Kittredge' s Method.

KEttredge61 published pump-mode and turbine-mode performance graphs (with head and

torque versus flow or speed), normalised to pump BEP, for 4 'model' machines of

different specific speeds. He proposed using these data for predicting the turbine-
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mode performance of a 'prototype' pump by comparing the shape of the pump-mode

performance curves of the 'prototype' pump with those of the 'models' and estimating

which one is more alike. (He assumes that two pumps with similar normalised pump-

mode characteristics will have similar normalised turbine characteristics.)

The main problem of Kittredge's method is that it expresses turbine head, flow, torque

and speed (but not efficiency) in terms of those for the pump, and therefore a

'prototype' with low shaft power in pump-mode (i.e. an efficient pump) will also have

a low shaft power in turbine-mode (i.e. an inefficient PAT). And vice versa: if the

'prototype' has a lower f than the 'model', then its turbine-mode efficiency will be

higher. In practice, it is more likely that a pump which runs less efficiently than the

'model' when in pump-mode will run also less efficiently than the 'model' in turbine-

mode23 . (Williams92 describes an example where the calculated turbine efficiency using

Kittredge's method is 158%!)

In order to correct this error, 1TE should be adjusted by a factor equal to the square of

the ratio of the 'prototype' and the 'model' pump-mode peak efficiencies - as

demonstrated by Wiliams92 - by correcting the turbine-mode flow or head or shaft power

or any combination of them24. Fraser & A. 81 wrote a computer program following

Kittredge's method that corrects the efficiency by adjusting the flow, whereas Williams92

distributes the correction among the head (exponent 1.2) and the flow (exponent 0.8)

in a computer program modified by him, that was originally written (without

efficiency correction) by Acres Amecan8° (see also Lawrence & P.81).

Other Methods.

According to Buse81 and Sparler88, both conversion factors are function of the specific

speed, and vary between 1.1 and 2.2, but they do not provide any formula.

Bothmann proposed an awkward method for determining, using similarity laws, the

turbine-mode performance of a pump when PAT test data are available for another

pump, even if it is not similar!

23 The same error is made by Stepanoft1.

Kredge76 provides a picturesque justification of his method: "A difficulty with the
methods [that establish a relation between the efficiencies in both modes] is the
assumption of the correct value of the efficiency. [...] Although the proposed method
is more complicated, it avoids a direct assumption of the efficiency, and gives an
indication of the approximate efficiency at which the turbine will operate".

24 The methods for calculating water-hammer in large pumping stations use this
technique (to express head, flow, torque and speed in terms of those for the pump) to
estimate the 'abnormal' behaviour of the pumps in case of failure (in fact, Kitiredge
inherited this approach from his original experience in this domain). Therefore, they
make errors in the turbine quadrant, that could be corrected as described above, or
by using a PAT prediction technique for the turbine-mode range. (The water-
hammer calculation field should learn back from the PAT field; see the reflection
ofp.4.)
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Brada and Meier published graphs just for the head conversion factor. Meier's paper

includes also a power factor graph, but it refers to something like the average power

produced in typical storage schemes by pump-turbines in both modes, but not to the

BEPs.

Erigeda & R! suggest that the ratio ( '.-E)I(1p.p) is proportional to 11p3' but they do
not mention what is the share of each individual factor.

Prediction Outside the BEP.

PATs are sometimes designed to operate exactly at their BEP, especially when there is

flexibility to decide the rotating speed of the turbine (for example when a belt-drive is

used).

However, in many cases a direct-drive is preferable - even if it implies operating the

PAT outside its BEP -, because it is more efficient, cheaper and easier to install and to

maintain. Moreover, the bearing life (for turbine and generator) is increased (WiIIiams2

detected serious bearing wear problems in PATs with belt-drive in India and

Pakistan). Finally, Smith eta92 point out that the use of induction generators favours the

direct-drive option, firstly because small induction machines with 6 and even 8 poles

are available, and secondly because, unlike synchronous generators, their speed can be

varied within a small range (see also p. 55).

A PAT with a direct-drive wifi almost never operate at its BEP, but somewhere near it.

However, just few authors undertake the issue of the performance prediction outside

theBEP.

Paterson & MM published four-quadrant performance graphs of six representative pumps

with different specific speeds. According to them, the shape of the turbine

performance curves is a function of ^p [25]• "These designs are typical of normal

commercial practice. While variations in design features such as area ratio, number of

blades, omission of [pump-model inlet guide vanes, etc. will have some repercussions

in the turbines mode, most modifications also affect the specific speed and, unless

they are extreme, should fall inside the data scatter".

Wong describes his method as follows: "To produce an approximate pump turbine

[PAT] characteristic for a radial flow impeller first draw the pump characteristic curve

and its efficiency curve. Assume the turbine has zero efficiency at about 0.4 of the

turbine BEP flow... The turbine efficiency curve can be drawn between BEP and zero

efficiency to match the shape of the pump efficiency curve. Assume the zero flow

head for the pump turbine to be one third of the shut off head of the pump. The turbine

25 Yedidiah 83 is the only who denies the validity of this statement.
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head characteristic can then be drawn between head at turbine BEP and zero flow to

reflect the pump characteristic as a mirror image." [!]

Garay does not propose any off-BEP prediction technique, but instead he proposes

applying the conversion factors to obtain the required pump from the known turbine

performance, and then, "generally, a pump can be converted to a PAT if Qp and lip

fall within 20% of the BEP of the pump selected".

The off-BEP 'Butu' prediction method of Alatorre-Frenk&T.-T! (reproduced in Alatorre-

Frenk &T!) consists in two formulae: firstly, the slope of the straight torque-speed line in

a constant-flow diagram is expressed in terms of p, and secondly the hydraulic

power is defmed as a single exponential function of the shaft power (valid for all

values of Q).

Chapaflaz etaA92 publishes in turn a set of flow-head and flow-efficiency curve shapes, each

for a different specific speed. A similar approach is followed by Buse 81 [26]

Finally, some methods for the prediction of four-quadrant performance, that include

the turbine performance prediction, are published by Kinno & K. and Thomas72.

5.3.2 Comparison of Predicted and Actual Performance

Test data in both modes of operation were located in the literature and some

unpublished sources for 57 test-PATs. This information, listed in Appendix B, is

"random, multi-sourced and in many cases of unspecified accuracy or origin"

(Paterson & M. 84). The data originated in tests performed either for water-hammer analysis

or for PAT studies. In addition to the normal measuring errors (at least 3%, according

to Mikus), the data have, in some cases, one or more of the following disadvantages:

L1 The information covers only the range between the runaway point and the BEP,

but not between the BEP and the stall point.

L] The turbine-mode range of operation is sparsely covered, and the calculation of

the BEP required crude interpolations (four-quadrant test-PAT data aimed at

water-hammer calculations).

[J The quoted speeds in both modes are below-synchronous and, therefore, the

doubt arises that the turbine-mode speed may have been wrongly assumed as

equal to pump-mode speed (with an induction generator, the turbine-mode speed

should be above-synchronous). The doubt is just a doubt because either the data

could have been already corrected using the affinity laws, or the test-PAT could

have been indeed tested at below-synchronous speed in a test-rig where it was

just helping an induction motor to drive a third machine.

26 Although his lines are the wrong way, because they are more steep for low specific
speeds.
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U It is not explicit that the published turbine-mode data were indeed originated in

tests and not in a simple prediction.

U The design of the test-PAT is not standard', for one of the following three

reasons: pump made just for research purposes; old pump; special 'model' pump

with smooth surface finish.

U The basic description of the test-PAT is missing, and therefore the type (and the

specific speed) is slightly uncertain (the pump could be double suction or

multistage, for instance).

U -The PAT head could have been measured without subtracting the outlet velocity

head and the draft-tube losses, or the PAT head was explicitly calculated in this

way, but the losses cannot be calculated because the geometry of the draft tube

is not described.

U The PAT head could have been measured including the outlet swirl (Paterson & M.).

U The data have different origins for each of the two modes of operation (namely

manufacturers' data for pump-mode and published data for turbine-mode)27.

U The quoted pump-mode BEP is in fact just the rated point, and there is not

enough information to check the real BEP.

If all the test-PATs with disadvantages were excluded, there would remain a

minuscule sample; moreover, it is impossible to judge what test-PATs are inferior.

Therefore, all of them are taken into account.

The majority of the data, presented in graph form, were digitised by means of a

scanner and graphics software, and subsequently the BEP in both modes was

calculated.

Figs. 41, 42 and 43 show conversion factors from pump-mode to turbine-mode

derived from these test data, for flow, head and efficiency (constant speed), as

functions of p. The functions calculated using some of the published prediction

methods (namely those based only on 1ip) are superimposed for comparison.

27 Gidder found that the pump-mode efficiencies of several tested machines was 3 or
4% lower than the figures provided by the manufacturers.
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ii
30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Peak pump efficiency: êp

Fig. 41. Test data T/p (•) and predicted QTE/Qp (lines), as
functions of f.

In all graphs, é stands for f. Venirone's method coincides here with
Childs' method.

ii	 .-,
30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Peak pump efficiency: êp

Fig. 42. Test data 1'T11'p (•) and predicted fITE/Hp (lines), as
functions of f.

Stepanoff's method coincides here with Childs' method.
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Fig. 43. Test data 1T / f () and predicted 1TE / ip (lines), as
functions of f.

Most methods propose = Fp. Chapallaz's method coincides here with
the Butu method.

Figs. 44, 45 and 46 show the same test-data ratios, but now as functions of the pump-

mode specific speed p, together with the ratios obtained using prediction methods

based only on

2.2
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Pump specific speed: Up

Fig. 44. Test data TIp () and predicted TEIp (lines), as
functions of	 .
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4

1
0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

Pump specific speed: Up

Fig. 45. Test data HTIHp (U) and predicted IITE/Hp (lines), as
functions of

Fig. 46. Test data iT /	 (.) and predicted lTE /	 (lines), as
functions of	 .

Most methods propose =

Finally, Figs. 47 and 48 show the test data in the same way as in Figs. 44 and 45, but

this time with the figures for each test-PAT, in order to enable the comparison with

the conversion factors proposed by Chapallaz etai.
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Pump specific speed: Op

Fig. 47. Test data QrIQp () and predicted according to
Chapallaz -E/	 (lines), as functions of 	 and	 .

The figures correspond to i p (percent) of each test-PAT. The lines do not
match exactly those originally published by Chapallaz eta/p, because they

were drawn according to the approximate formulae of Eq. [55].
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Pump specific speed: 0p

Fig. 48. Test data fir/lip (U) and predicted according to
Chapallaz [ITE/uip (lines), as functions of Q and I.

See note of previous Fig.

Figs. 41-48 show that some of the prediction methods are clearly far away from the

main trend of the test data. The accuracy of the good' methods, on the other hand, can

not be judged just by examining the graphs, and it will be evaluated numerically in
§ 5.5.
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5.4 Development of a New Empirical Prediction Method Using
Pump-mode Performance (almost) Alone

5.4.1 Introduction

The new heuristic method of forecasting PAT performance described below uses (as

Chapallaz etai do) p and as parameters, but it takes into account in addition the type

of casing, a parameter (a geometric parameter, strictly speaking) that is readily

available to the users.

Paterson & MM evidenced the difference between volute casing and bowl diffuser casing in

mixed flow pumps: In the range of specific speeds where both configurations are

available, they have distinct turbine-mode operating characteristics, relative to pump-

mode BEP. Therefore, the change of casing type produces a discontinuity in the

relation between the specific speed and the performance. In addition, on account of the

peculiar features of double-suction pumps in turbine-mode (see p. 10), single-suction

and double suction volute pumps are considered separate categories. The single-

suction volute-casing category includes multistage and diffuser pumps, under the

general description of end-suction pumps.

The new method was obtained using the test data mentioned above and listed in

Appendix B, that are more complete and varied than that available to the majority of

previous analysts. Furthermore, some of the published prediction methods (notably

Chapallaz's) are published in graph form, which hampers their dissemination; it is

considered here that formulae are a more convenient form, especially taking into

account the world-wide dissemination of electronic calculators.

5.4.2 Prediction of the Turbine-mode BEP

Fundamentals.

The proposed new prediction method for the BEP is based on the following

considerations:

The specific speed characterizes - although not perfectly - the geometric parameters

(ni.' 2' a2 , v and Va) that defme the difference between pump-mode and turbine-

mode 'theoretical' performances. On its turn, the efficiency is a parameter of the

difference between the 'theoretical' and the real performances in both modes - and the

specific speed determines what is the share of the volumethc, hydraulic and

mechanical losses (see Stepanolf57). Therefore, both are important parameters of the

conversion factors between the two modes of operation.

As there is some correlation between the specific speed of a pump and its peak

efficiency, both can be used as parameters of each other. This is why both efficiency-
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based and specific-speed-based approaches have been proposed in the literature for the

calculation of the conversion factors. The problem with both kinds of methods is that

there are many other factors involved in the relation between specific speed and

efficiency, namely size and design variations.

Although the use of both parameters is stifi imperfect (as noted above, p. 55, two

machines with exactly the same best efficiency point as pumps may have different

turbine-mode performances), the accuracy of the prediction could not be improved

without increasing tremendously its complexity.

As noted by Chapallaz etai (see Figs. 47 and 48) and by Gopaknshnan (see Figs. 44 and 45),

the conversion factors are not a monotonic function of the specific speed, but rather a

firstly (sharply) decreasing and then (slowly) increasing function. This shape can be

mathematically modelled by the the following function...:

A=l+(X+lnf^)2	 [56]

which has a minimum value of 1 when ^2p = eX.

Incidentally, function A is based on the third term (relating 2p and Ip) of the formula

proposed by Anderson for the pump peak efficiency:

= O.94—O.048Q°32 —O.055(O.l8+1n)2	 [57]

Therefore, with the test data divided in the 3 categories mentioned above (namely end-

suction, double-suction and bowl pumps), formulae of the type YE = ax 1 l).x2c were

obtained by making linear regressions with the logarithms of the conversion factors

(in YE) as dependent variables and the logarithms of both A and as the twO

independent variables.

A further variable is the X contained in Eq. [56]. In Anderson's formula, X = 0.18,

because the optimum is e-0• 18 0.83. However, as noted by Hergt eta 90, the optimum

specific speed is lower for multistage and "small" pumps (between 0.43 and 0.60 for

multistage, and between 0.28 and 0.60 for small pumps). X was optimised by hand',

i.e. by finding the value that minimised the statistical errors of the regressions.

Few test-PATs that are outside the 'main trend' were not taken into account for the

regressions. They fall into three classes:

(D Small, inefficient, low-specific-speed pumps that, especially on account of their

size, have a rather random behaviour in turbine-mode.

Pumps with very high specific speed, that have a very unstable turbine-mode

performance.

Pumps with very particular features, such as submersible pumps.
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® Pumps whose data have a doubtful quality.

Of course not all the test PATs of classes (D, © and © were eliminated from the
regressions. However, the prediction method should be applied with caution to such
pumps.

We regard this non-scientific procedure - discarding points in an arbitrary way - as the
cost of using such varied and non-scientific data.

Conversion Factors.

In accordance with the approach described above, formulae for pump-to-turbine
conversion factors were derived by curve fitting to the data for each of the 3 categories
of pumps.

The following formula was obtained for the head conversion factor, using end-suction
pump data:

The regression was made with 39 test-PATs, which means that it has 34 degrees of
freedom. The standard error is 0.1 for the first exponent (-0.8) and 0.07 for the second
(0.3), which shows that the correlation is satisfactory. The resulting standard deviation
of the relative errors (test factor/calculated factor) is 11.5%.

This three-dimensional regression can be represented in two dimensions by
constructing two graphs, one with each independent variable as the abscissa: The
correlation in terms of p, for example, is represented in the following way: the test
points are 'displaced' in the direction of the 'p axis, following the shape of the
regression plane, until they reach an arbitrary value of 'p (e.g. an average value lp)

the ordinate of these 'displaced' test points is then...:
(	 .	 -'	 I
JHrHr1

ln.P J fIPt¼u1P

-* 'ii

And the regression plane is represented by its intersection with the vertical

planefp= p,i.e.:

2 0.3

fHTEll2l_o.s11+(o6+1flcP)]
L

1HPJ
jP

[59]

[60]
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Fig. 49 shows then the correlation in terms of ^,, drawn with this procedure. Two

test-PATS were eliminated from the regression: S ENUO 37 [28] (class (D: P 200 W)

and wILL 047 (class®: it is the only submersible pump in the sample).

3

senu037

a> 1.5
I

•

•d

• :. uiVJ'	
•

. U

U

• w111047
1L

0
	

0.5	 1	 1.5	 2
Pump specific speed: Up

Fig. 49. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms of
Q, for end-suction pumps.

The • represent Eq. [59] and the line Eq. [60]. I p is 74%. m means
multistage pump and d pump with fixed vanes (diffuser): they follow the

same trend as single-stage pumps without fixed vanes.

3

1.5
I

ii	 I	 I

—1.5 —1 —0.5 0	 0.5	 1	 1.5	 2	 2.5
0.6+ ln(Up)

• End suction • 2—suction	 Bowl

Fig. 50. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms of
Q, for end-suction pumps, showing as well double-suction

and bowl pumps.

28 The codes assigned to each PAT with test data are formed with the first four letters
of the original author's name followed by three figures corresponding to lOO.p.
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Fig. 50 is similar to Fig. 49, but it shows as well the points corresponding to double

suction and bowl pumps: the former do not follow a really distinct trend, but the latter

do, and this is even more clear in the case of the efficiency conversion factor (see

Fig. 92 in Appendix C).

For the sake of completeness, the correlation in terms of f1 is shown in Fig. 51,

constructed with a procedure similar to the one used for Fig. 49.

. senuo37

•wiMO4P	
•.0	 •

.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Peak pump efficiency: êp

Fig. 51. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms
of p' for end-suction pumps.

p=0.66.

The efficiency conversion factor...:

2 ,-O.25
= 095 j-O3[1+(o5+1nc^)]

'7?

has a better correlation (5.1% standard deviation of the relative errors), and it was

obtained by eliminating three test-PATS: WILL 047 (see above), JYOTO 54

(class ® [291) and KENN1 57, (class () [301) . The correlation is represented in Fig. 52.

29 JYOTO54 was published in a newsletter of an Indian pump and turbine
manufacturer (Jyo Ltd.nla); its dissidence could be due to a misprint, an extremely
unconventional design or to a different casing (e.g. it could be a double suction
pump).

30 KENN1 57 was published in an American technical report (Kennedy &/) about two-
phase four-quadrant model studies aimed at the calculation of pressure surges in
large circulating pumps of nuclear power stations; in this case the dissidence is
clearly due to a lack of data: there are very few test points and it was necessary to do
a crude interpolation to calculate the BEP.

[61]
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Fig. 52. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
of	 , for end-suction pumps.

The procedure used to draw the • and the line is similar to the one used in
Fig. 49.

Note that the efficiencies of two multistage test-PATs (marked m) are somewhat
below the main trend' (although they were all included in the regression). This hints

about the need of a separate multistage category. Indeed the geometry of these pumps

is completely different: the outlet swirl from one stage is dissipated in a shock loss at

the fixed vanes of the next stage. However, there are too few points to be able to

formulate a separate formula from them. The only conclusion that can be extracted is

the remark that some multistage PATs may have a lower efficiency than predicted.

The last formula for end-suction pumps concerns the flow conversion factor. In this

case two facts were observed: firstly, the correlation with A is very poor, i.e. its

coefficient is almost zero, and has a large standard error; secondly, all categories

follow a similar trend. Therefore, the following single formula is proposed for all

three categories:

= 1.21	 06	 .	 [62]

The standard deviation of the relative errors is here 10.4%, and the regression has 55

degrees of freedom: all the test PATs were included. Note however the high

dispersion, to the left of Fig. 53, of the points corresponding to the following six test

PATs: SENUO37 (see above), WILLO47 (see above), GIDDO18 (class cD), WILLO26
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(class (I)), BUSEO24 (class (I) as well as () [311) and SCHMO27 (class (I) as well as
© [321).

• buse024

7	

• senuo37

•• •

. • ..w,11026	
•	 . .

._ -

• •
.
	 i

. • #• •
.	 .

U

•

•

• •

1'-
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Peak pump efficiency: êp

Fig. 53. Correlation of the flow conversion factor in terms
of f, for all pumps.

The formulae for double-suction pumps shown below (Eqs. [63] and [64]) were

obtained with just 3 degrees of freedom (sample size: 7), which arouses serious doubts

about their validity. Their correlation is quite good, as would be expected from these

degrees of freedom. The large difference between the exponents of these formulae and

those of Eqs. [58] and [61] is odd - especially the 1.7 of Eq. [64]. The regression

details and figures can be seen in Appendix C.

0.79 '-2311+(o.7+Inc)2]L9

2 1-0.6

=l.31i7[1+(O7+ln1^p)]
lip

Finally, the data about high-specific-speed bowl-casing pumps do not follow the shape

of function A. Therefore, p was directly used for the head conversion factor

(Eq. [65]), while the efficiency conversion factor (Eq. [66]) showed a very poor

31 BUSEO 24 was published by an author (Buse 81 ) who never asserted that the data were
indeed obtained in tests; moreover, all the infonnation in the graph is relative to the
pump BEP, and it was necessary to calculate the pump and turbine (absolute)
efficiencies by deducing them from the head, flow, efficiency and power lines of
turbine-mode, that show a lack of consistency.

32 SCHMO27 is a non-standard model, whose suction and discharge branches oddly
have the same diameter.
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correlation with p - and therefore it is expressed just in terms of 1p. Both

regressions excluded one class ® test-PAT (S TI R3 48: a non-standard pump built just

for laboratory purposes). Although the correlations are very good and have more

degrees of freedom than the previous correlations (namely 5 and 6 respectively), the

sample is still too small (8) to make the formulae qualify to be proposed for design

purposes. (See details in Appendix C.)

- = 0.93 L7 çl	 [65]

[66]
77p

5.4.3 Prediction Outside the BEP

Fundamentals.

By neglecting the effect of the mechanical and leakage losses on the shape of the

characteristics about the BEP 33, the torque characteristic (see Eq. [41]) follows a line

close to...:

r

	

12) +BM('2t')	 [67]
2	 I

coT	co)

and the head characteristics (see Eq. [49]) complies approximately with:

(2 +BH(2r-')+cH	 [68]
2

w)

The PAT performance outside the BEP can then be established by fmding the value of

these five coefficients AM, BM, AH, B11 and C11 . This can be achieved by defining, in

addition to the BEP values, just two dimensionless parameters: the 'first' (ET) and

'second' (E2r) elasticities of the head characteristics at the BEP, defined as:

E	
Lw) . Qw 	 [69]T_(	 fj

33 In fact it will be shown later (see Fig. 54, p. 93) that PAT test performance follows
these two equations along a broad range of conditions.
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[70]

7-,	 to)T)QT

2T =

d(2LJ 
LIT

(The A above the d means: the derivative at the BEP.) Therefore, from Eq. [68]:

2A	 [71]
H,'T

-	 uT	 H

E2 2Aff -- 	[72]

AN is then, from Eq. [72]:

BH is, from Eqs. [71] and [72]:

BH(ET—E2T)

QTWT

and CH , from Eqs. [68], [71] and [72], is:

CII 2)

On the other hand, the efficiency of the turbine is...:

IMr
- 1 QTcoT

/
pg lHr

I(07

where, from Eq. [67]:

MT A)'2T') + B1	 [73]
Qa	 WT)
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At the BEP, we have:

=0

d1L

Therefore:

(_M
w)( MT t_Qco)(H7.

dI T'°nh	 d12T')
L Wr)	 a)T)

By substituting Eq. [73], differentiating, and then substituting Eq. [69], we arrive to

the equation for AM:

A	 r	 T
'T A2

And finally, from Eqs. [73] and [74], BM is:

BM(I—ET)_MT

QTWT

Conversion Factors.

The values of AM, BM, AH, BH and C11 for each test-PAT were obtained by multiple-

variable linear regression, giving to each error a weight' proportional to the efficiency

(see the introduction to Appendix B). The correlation of the head characteristic is

always excellent (except for few axial-flow test-PATs), but, in the case of the torque

characteristic, the points close to runaway had almost always to be eliminated: there

the effect of the mechanical losses (that is neglected in the model proposed) becomes

significant.

A typical example of the regression is shown in Fig. 54. This constant-flow

representation of the turbine-mode performance (as proposed by Swiecick 61 and used by

Kittredge 61 ) has two advantages over the constant speed representation that has been used

so far: firstly, the whole range of turbine-mode performance is covered (the constant

speed graph is an incomplete representation, as the stall lies on infmity 34); and

34 A stall parabola is sometimes included in the head-flow graph, but this still leaves a
large gap in the head characteristics, and moreover the stall torque is infrequently
mentioned. One example of this is shown in Fig. 54.

[74]
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secondly, the torque characteristic (neglecting mechanical and leakage losses) is a

straight line35 . Indeed, by rearranging Eqs. [67] and [68], we get:

Q

±k
	

Q)	 QT)

Fig. 54. Example of head and torque characteristics
regression.

Qr 0.1 m3/s. The A, • and+ correspond to the test-PAT APFEO6O,
and the lines to the regression. The 4 points to the right were eliminated
from the regression of the torque characteristics. 'e' means fi and 'w'
means o (the rotating speed). Note that 0.) is usually associated with

radians per second, while N or n are used for RPM; however, it does not
make sense to use different symbols for the same concept.

Er and E2T were then obtained from Eqs. [71] and [72] (the BEP was calculated using

Eq. [88], Appendix B). The correlation between the latter and the pump-BEP

parameters (^ and f) showed that: the data scatter is much larger than for the BEP

conversion factors; the division between the three categories is apparently not

applicable; the correlation with 1p is very poor; and the points do not clearly follow

the shape of function A. The formulae obtained for the three categories are then:

The traditional constant-speed graphs, and the constant-speed coefficients , 4i and
r are used in this document for two reasons: firstly, they are the more widely used,
and secondly, the speed is the same for the rotor and for the whole machine, which
simplifies the theoretical discussions (there is no speed loss' but there is a leakage
loss, that would complicate the theory of PAT performance if constant-flow
coefficients were used).
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E = 0.68 +	 [75]

E2 . = 0.76+2.1cc	 [76]

The correlation of the 'first' elasticity (ET) is illustrated in Fig. 55. The correlation of

the 'second' elasticity (E2T), as illustrated in Fig. 100 (Appendix C), is even worst,

but, fortunately, the effect of any error in the calculation of E2T is felt only far away

from the BEP. w1LL047 was eliminated from the second regression and SWAN496

(class ©) from both.

- 4
Li

3.5
0

C,

-o
0
U,

2.5
0

2

1.5

1'	 -	 I

0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Pump specific speed: Op

• End suction • 2—suction	 A Bowl

Fig. 55. Correlation of the 'first' elasticity ET in terms of Q, for
all pumps.

5.4.4 Application of the Proposed Method

When a micro-hydro scheme is designed using a PAT, the required turbine

performance is known, and the corresponding pump-performance is unknown.

However, all prediction methods work the wrong way: they start from the pump-mode

performance and end in the turbine-mode performance. This means that the pump

selection has to be made on a trial-and-error basis, i.e. by predicting the turbine

performance of a series of pumps and finding which one is the most appropriate.

This calculation can be easily done by a computer or programmable calculator.

However, a more accessible dissemination technique is a graph, that can be, for

example, prepared in a head office and then distributed to the field officers of a micro-

hydro program.

As mentioned above (p. 76), the application of PATs can be divided in two categories:

'BEP operation (especially when a belt-drive allows adjustment of the turbine-to-
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generator speed ratio) and 'off-BEP operation' (especially with a direct-drive).

Correspondingly, two kinds of graphs will be generated36:

The first one (Fig. 56) shows only the turbine-mode BEP. One enters the graph with a

known figure for QT/VHT, and the graph shows what models are available, with what

speeds (ordinate axis o T/ -'J IT) and what efficiencies (labels in %). Then one has to

decide what speeds are acceptable, and sometimes make a trade-off between

inefficient PATs and high - and hence inefficient - gear ratios 37. Fig. 56 is based upon

the published characteristics of some of the pumps made by one manufacturer and

covers a very wide range of performances. Such a graph could be constructed for the

mix of machines, from different manufacturers, available in some particular country.

It could be given higher resolution by restricting the range of machines covered by
one graph.

100

m79. 87g• 7 1
• 63 77• 6B5. 8375

•58
• 66 75 81 8 8 a;'

•46'	 •678!868816
•778887

•56.34
.45

Flow © 1;-n head: Q—t/,)_..t 	 bc

Fig. 56. Predicted BEPs for a series of standard
centrifugal pumps.

KSB Etanorm pumps. The pumps that appear at the bottom of the pump
catalogue are here at the top. The labels correspond to the percent

efficiency. 'w' is W.

The second graph is aimed at applications where the PAT's torque-speed relationship

is given, principally constant-speed applications for electricity generation. In this case,

the performance curves are shown on a flow-head coordinate system (Fig. 57).

36 Other application graphs are published by Fraser & A. 81 , Schner92 and Wiiiams90.

37 Other factors may be taken into account in the selection of the running speed of a
PAT: Chapallaz eta!:92 recommend a speed "well below" the maximum speed accepted
for pump-mode, to avoid problems with the increase in head and power. A fast PAT
requires a smaller inertia wheel, as noted by Giddens91 , and is itself smaller and hence
cheaper, but its wear is faster, and the bearings and seals have to be replaced more
often (Williams90 91c).
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D0
I

1	 10	 100	 1000
Flow: Qt [I/si

Fig. 57. Predicted off-BEP performance for a series of
standard centrifugal pumps.

1850 RPM (i.e. 60 Hz., 4-pole induction generator). The • represent the
BEPs. The curves would be labelled with the codes of the relevant pumps.

Fig. 57 was built by defming the minimum and maximum operating points as those

where the same power can be generated by another machine that uses a smaller flow,

or where the efficiency is equal to 70% of the peak efficiency.

5.5 An Economic Evaluation of the Prediction Methods Based

on Pump-mode Performance

5.5.1 Published Approaches

The simplest way to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction methods is to compare the

predicted and the actual best-efficiency points, using as parameters the

predicted/actual ratios for head and flow (as Chapallaz eta/n do). Fig. 58 illustrates such

comparison, using the same test data described above and the new prediction method.

This approach does not take into account the fact that, when installed in real

conditions, the PAT will not operate at its actual BEP, but at the intersection between

its head-flow characteristics and the system (i.e. penstock) curve (see Fig. 6, p. 24).

For this reason, Williams92 considers a prediction as acceptable if the actual BEP is above

and to the right, or below and to the left', but not 'above and to the left', nor 'below

and to the right' of the predicted BEP, i.e. lie in the first or third quarter of the graph

above. As the acceptability limit for the actual BEP, he defines an arbitrary ellipse

shown in Fig. 59. (He was inspired by a similar ellipe defined by the British Standard

Specification for Acceptance Tests for Pumps.) Moreover, Williams defines a single
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1.3

Fig. 58. II Ti' TE and T/TE for the new prediction method.
Constant speed.

parameter Cr for the accuracy of the prediction, that measures the distance (in Fig. 59)

between the actual and the predicted BEPs, 'weighted' by the ellipse 'radius' in this

direction: it is 0.0 for an absolutely accurate prediction and 1.0 when the actual BEP is

exactly on the perimeter of the ellipse (this gives Cr an approximately 'error squared'

character). By averaging the Cr-values associated with each PAT of a set of test data,

Williams measures the accuracy of different prediction methods.

Fig. 59. The points of Fig. 58 and the elliptic limits for
acceptable prediction proposed by Wiams.

The ellipse is defined by the following points: (0.7,0.7); (1.1, 0.9);
(1.3, 1.3); and (0.9, 1.1).
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A similar approach was followed by Alatorre-Frenk & Thomas 90: they compared the predicted

point with the actual operating point (i.e. the intersection between the penstock and

the turbine head-flow curves), and they used as parameters the power and the flow.

This comparison is illustrated in Fig. 60: in most cases a larger flow is accompanied

by a larger power, and vice versa. (The procedure to calculate the actual operating

point is described in p. 104).

1.2
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0.8

Fig. 60. PToITE and To/QTE for the new prediction method.
Constant speed. Subscript 0 for actual operating conditions. Two points lie

outside the graph: JYOTO54, with coordinates (1.01, 0.79), and
KENN157, with coordinates (1.07, 1.38) (see footnotes 29 and 30 above).

All these techniques evaluate in one way or another the errors in head, flow and

power, but they do not provide an economic measure of the accuracy - or rather the

lack of it - of the prediction methods. The economic methodology developed in

Chapter 2 will be used here for this purpose.

5.5.2 Evaluation of the BEP Prediction

Introduction.

The trade-off between belt-drive and direct-drive cases was described in p. 76. The

accuracy evaluation of the turbine-mode performance will be applied to these two

cases in turn.

This section assumes that a belt-drive is used and that, therefore, the PAT is designed

to operate exactly at its BEP (this is called assumption zero). The other case is

examined in § 5.5.3.
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In addition, the following four assumptions will be made here:

(D The rated flow of the scheme T is the ideal, i.e. the one that optimises the

benefit/cost ratio V/C of the scheme.

© The penstock efficiency 1D is also the one that optimises the benefit/cost ratio.

(Strictly speaking, this assumption implies that there is a continuous range of

pipe diameters in the market.)

© There is a continuous range of available PATs (i.e. an infinite number of models

in the market).

® The scheme has a single PAT, with neither part-load nor intermittent operation.

Assumptions (D and © are hypothetical: in the reality, a micro-hydro design is usually

made in a rather arbitrary way, without a careful hydrological and economic

investigation. This means that, in the reality, errors in the prediction will sometimes

worsen the scheme, and sometimes improve it! The hypothetical assumptions Ci)

and © represent then the worst case, where any error, positive or negative, worsens the

benefit/cost ratio of the scheme.

Fig. 61 shows the predicted (dotted lines) and the actual (continuous lines) curves for

the value (V), the cost (C) and the benefit/cost ratio (V/C), according to the proposed

model. The three predicted curves may be above or below the actual curves. In this

particular case, the predicted V is smaller than the actual V because the predicted peak

efficiency i is smaller than the actual i 7. , and the predicted C is larger than the

actual C because the actual flow is larger than predicted (i.e. the actual 'cost per unit

flow' is smaller than predicted). Then the predicted V/C is here smaller than the

actual.

The actual operating point (0) is defmed by the intersection of the penstock curve and

the head-flow PAT characteristics. On account of the inaccuracy of the prediction, it

does not meet assumptions zero, (I) nor ©. The operating flow T0 is different from

the predicted TE 
[38 ] , because assumption Ci) is not met (To is not the ideal), and the

operating value (V0), cost (C0) and benefit/cost ratio (V0/C0) are slightly off the

respective actual curves, because assumptions zero and © are not met (any point in the

actual curves is assumed to meet these two assumptions). V0 and C0 may be below or

above the corresponding actual curves, depending on the kind of error produced by the

prediction, but V0/C0 will always be below the actual V/C curve.

38 The rated-point diacritic -is used here, even though in this particular case the BEP
diacritic A could be used.
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V

0

I

Fig. 61. Example of predicted, operating and ideal values and
costs, as functions of rated turbine flow.

The symbols are the same used for the subscripts: E = predicted;
0 = operating and I = ideal. The dotted lines represent the prediction and

the continuous lines the reality (see p. 21c).

In the particular case of Fig. 61, the operating flow QTO is larger than the predicted

TE' and therefore the penstock is slightly under-dimensioned: C0 is slightly below

the actual curve, and V0 as well. Finally, V0/C0 > VE/CE, which means that the

operating point is better' than the predicted one (though worse than the ideal one; see

below). However, it does not make sense to talk about positive' errors of the

prediction: this is why it is irrelevant to compare the operating benefit/cost ratio with

the predicted one. (Imagine, for example, a nonsense prediction method that suggests

that TE i'p/2; in this case V0/C0 would always be larger than VE/CE!)

On the other hand, the comparison between the operating V0/C0 and the ideal 171/C1

that would be obtained by an ideal 100%-accurate prediction method provides a
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straightforward measure of the accuracy of the prediction: Vj/C1 is at the peak of the

actual V/C curve, and therefore it is always larger than V0/Co.

Even though the predicted V/C curve is different from the actual V/C curve, it has its

peak at the same !T (on account of assumption © and because the actual value curve

is equal to the predicted value curve multiplied by a constant, and the same happens

with the cost). This means that the ideal flow 	 is equal to the predicted TE•

Assumption () (continuous range of available PATs) is also hypothetical. In the reality

there would not be continuous curves as in Fig. 61, but a series of dots. In the reality

the PAT selection is either wrong or right: the ideal method would select either the

same PAT or another one. However, it is assumed that on average the result is correct

(a 10% error with a probability of 10% is equal to a 1% error with a probability of

100%). Furthermore, it is assumed that the ideal PAT has the same peak efficiency as

the selected PAT. Again this is not true: the efficiency of PATs depends on their

specific speed, which means that the ideal PAT would in the reality be sometimes

more efficient and sometimes less efficient than the selected PAT, but the end-result

is, it is assumed, on average equivalent.

Comparison of Benefit and Cost.

From assumption (a), the power P' is always equal to the (constant) rated power

and therefore we remove it from the integral of Eq. [5], p. 18, to get:

rd(e)	 [77]
QT

Therefore:

V = KdKe (pgz 1T 1D	 (1— e)

The relation between the operating and the ideal benefits is then:

	

VQ	[78]

	

1	
( i 1 7D1 QTI )F (1 - e)

As for the cost, for the sake of algebraic manipulation, instead of C (Eq. [9], p. 20), a

simplified C' will be used:

-
C'= 1k' +k(l— D) ](i+ick0)	

[79]

{
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As we will just compare costs, we can further simplify this cost equation by assuming

k'M = 1:

- '-0.4
c'=[1+k(1—D) ]'(l+Kk0)	 [80]

This simplified C' can be made very close to C in the range of interest, namely in the

vicinity of the ideal point, by making...:

C1 =c;
	

[81]

and moreover:

d1Cd1C'
	

[82]
dq	 dcT

Substituting in Eq. [801 the ideal and the actual operating costs, we get the following

equation:

c1L - 1 + k, (i - _)
0.4 

' 2ro ''	 [83]
C1	1+ k (i - 1D1'	 QIiJ

The economic advantage of the actual operating point with respect to the ideal point

is, from Eq. [10], p. 21b:

(vo
Ic"
_____ZL.0j -

C1

This is the economic 'advantage' of a prediction method with respect to an ideal

100%-accurate method. (We will continue using the term 'economic advantage' as

defined in Chapter 2, although in this case it is always a disadvantage, i.e. íE < 1 .)

Taking into account that	 = QTE (hence 1'Tl = HTE), that 1TJ = IT' and that...:

11TQ NTO -	 'ro
1?DQ =	 7I)I	 TlDl

z 4	 H1

and substituting Eqs. [78] and [83], we get:

I + k (i - 7DI)	 [Firo H 0 (Q 0 )	 (1_ e°)

l+k41	

ITIro	 1JTHTEJ QrE)	 (l_e)	
[84]=	 -0.4

- 1DI	 I
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This is the proposed formula to evaluate the economic 'advantage' of a prediction

method.

Results of the Evaluation.

The accuracy of the prediction methods was evaluated by averaging £ )J over all test-

PATs (test data in Appendix B). The same reference scenario described in Chapter 3,

p. 41 was used. Substituting and differentiating Eqs. [9] and [80] in Eqs. [81] and [82],

we get the definition of 0' and k'D in terms of the coefficients used in Chapter 3 to

establish the reference scenario:

-	 -08

0' 
= 0(kT + kM ) + 0.8kD (l— 7D1/ q77

- \-0.4 -08
(kT +kM) + kD (1— 7DJ) q

- (k + kAf 
)77_ø' —1 k °®'

D	 /	 -0.4	 + DTI
1— T/,1)

Finally, assumptions (1) and () have to be met. Assumption ) ( T is the ideal)...:

d()
=0

leads to this implicit equation:

_®,= _21u

-AQ, 
—1

And assumption (2) (1D is the ideal)...:

d() 
=0

diD

leads to another implicit equation:

—1
D -
	 -0.4[	 lDI 1
( 1 — DJ ) [1+_	

(' - DI)]

The reference scenario is then defmed as follows: j.t = —0.8, F' = 1.0, 0' = 0.66,

= 0.27, XTJ = —1.52 and 1DI = 0.87; constant-speed operation.
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The following calculation procedure was repeated for each test-PAT: the predicted

turbine-mode BEP (point E) was calculated from the pump-mode BEP test-data; then

it was assumed that this predicted turbine-mode BEP was the optimum solution for a

hypothetical site under a given scenario, i.e. a site was simulated to match the PAT

prediction. Using the turbine-mode test-data and the simulated penstock head-flow

curve, the actual operating point (0) was established 39. Finally, the economic

advantage of the prediction method was calculated with Eq. [84].

Fig. 62 shows for each test-PAT the economic advantage of the new prediction

method. Note that the points have a nearly-parabolic envelope. Those located close to

the envelope are operating almost at the BEP, even if the flow is not the predicted,

whereas those located far below the envelope are operating at a much-lower-than-

optimum efficiency.
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Error in actual flow (with respect to ideal)

Fig. 62.	 and ToIJ ' for the new prediction method.
Constant speed, reference scenario.

Finally, Figs. 63, 64 and 65 compare the performance-based prediction methods for

end-suction, double-suction and bowl PATs respectively. The new method has the

highest values of which is not by itself a great achievement, since its accuracy is

being measured with the same set of data used for its development.

39 In fact the PAT head characteristics curve was not calculated from the original test
data, but from the elasticities ET and E2T, that were in turn calculated by regression:
see p. 92 and Appendix E.
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Economic advantage: 	 o,i
92%	 94%	 96%	 98%	 100%

Fig. 63. .Ew for end-suction (volute, diffuser and
multistage) PATs.

Constant speed, reference scenario. All methods evaluated with 41 test-
PATs, except Schmiedl (34), Grover (35) and Diederich (29), that hnve

specific-speed restrictions.

Economic advantage:	 o,i
92%	 94%	 96%	 98%	 100%

Fig. 64. iE for double-suction PATs.
Constant speed, reference scenario. All methods evaluated with 7 test-

PATs.
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Economic advantage: /to,i
92%	 94%	 96%	 98%	 100%

Fig. 65.	 for bowl-casing PATs.
Constant speed, reference scenario. All methods evaluated with 9 test-

PATs.

In addition to the methods described above, a further one, labelled 'simple', is

included in the figures: it has a constant flow conversion factor of 1.4, and a constant

head conversion factor equal to 1.56; it seems to be slightly better that the other
constant-factor prediction methods and is included here just to evaluate the advantage

of using a more complex method.

The effect of changes in the reference scenario is as follows: The new method had a

= 99.28% with end-suction pumps, under the reference scenario. This advantage

was reduced to 99.20% with constant-efficiency opemtion and to a low 98.34% with
constant-torque operafion'i'. 'oj increased to 99.43% with F = 0.7 and was slightly

reduced to 99.24% with k'D = 0.5.

The cost of the inaccuracy of the prediction methods has three elements,

corresponding to the non-compliance of the three assumptions mentioned above.
Assumption ©, related to the penstock efficiency is the most indirect one; its

weight can be measured by making k'D 0 (• 11D1 0), i.e.: the penstock is so cheap

that it is very, very large, and any increase or reduction in flow has a negligible effect

on the head-loss. The result is £j = 99.41% with k'D 0, which shows that the
indirect effect of the non-compliance of assumption © is not marginal41.

Finally, a run was made to evaluate the impact of adjusting the rotating speed of the

turbine after initial field tests, in order to achieve BEP performance, as mentioned in

p. 55. In this case	 was increased to 99.66%, i.e. the disadvantage was reduced to

less than half, which shows that this is a very useful technique, when possible.

40 Driving a positive-displacement pump, for example, is a nearly constant-torque
operation, as long as the pump head is constant.

41 According to WiIIiams, the error in the prediction is higher for high values of 1D•
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5.5.3 Evaluation of the Off-BEP Prediction

Introduction.

This second part of the accuracy evaluation assumes that a direct-drive is used and

that, therefore, there is a restriction in the driven end (namely any fixed speed-torque

relation, e.g. constant or nearly constant speed in the case of electricity generation).

The PAT does not necessarily operate at its BEP, and assumption zero (see p. 98) is

then eliminated.

Moreover, in order to be consistent with the off-BEP operation, it can not be assumed

that there is a continuous range of available PATs. As the complexity of the model

would be greatly increased if assumption © is eliminated altogether, it will be simply

refmed by considering a discrete range in 	 but a continuous range in .

Therefore, this model considers that there is a finite number of PAT 'classes': each

'class' corresponds to a given (optimum) head, and has an infmite number of models,

each one for a different (optimum) flow.

It will be assumed that the adjacent PATs (not only within the same class, but also in

neighbouring classes) have not only the same efficiency (as assumed above) but also

the same relative off-BEP performance. This, again, should not greatly affect the end-

result.

The application boundary between one class and the next one is defined by the point

where both have the same efficiency, as represented in Fig. 66. (As the model assumes

Head: Ht

Fig. 66. Typical relation between f- and RT, according to the
proposed model.

Three consecutive classes are shown. Constant speed perfonnance.
Prediction made for BUSEO24.
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that all PATs have the same relative performance, the head-efficiency relation shown

in Fig. 66 would be valid for any flow.)

Fig. 67. Typical predicted and actual (ideal) efficiency-head
relations.

On account of the prediction errors, the actual efficiency-head relation is different

from the predicted (Fig. 67). Therefore, the range of application of a given class

(marked by vertical lines in Fig. 67) is divided in two sectors: one where an ideal

prediction method would have selected the same PAT (or rather a PAT of the same

class), and one where the ideal method would have selected a PAT of a neighbouring

class.

Prediction error

Fig. 68. Typical predicted, operating and ideal efficiencies.
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This is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 68: in the small sector were the ideal method

would have selected a different class of PATs, the actual operating efficiency is lower

than the ideal, and the hatched area represents this error. In the rest of the range both

ideal and operating efficiencies are equal (and then the prediction error is veiy small

- only due to the difference between predicted and actual flow).

This model for the off-BEP accuracy evaluation requires one additional variable, to

represent the distance between one class and the next one. This variable, called , is

defined as the ratio between the optimum head for one class and the optimum head for

the next (lower) class. Adjacent pumps (with similar flows and different heads) in

pump catalogues have head ratios between 1.4 and 1.8. These are then typical values

for ö in our model. ( = 1.5 in Figs. 66, 67 and 68.)

Results of the Evaluation.

The evaluation procedure (repeated for each test-PAT) was as follows: Taking into

account the predicted turbine-mode BEP, the predicted performance outside the BEP

and an assumed value of , the range of application of the simulated PAT class was

defined. Then this class was divided into a finite number of steps, each for a different

head, and for each step the economic advantage was calculated using Eq. [84]. Finally,

all these economic advantages were averaged to get the economic advantage () of

the off-BEP prediction.

Fig. 69 shows the economic advantage (in terms of ) of the new off-BEP prediction

method on its own, i.e. assuming that the BEP prediction is error-free: the error for

100.0%

0
0>

1 

99.9%

99.8%
1	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2

Step ratio: 5

Fig. 69. Economic advantage of the new off-BEP prediction
method, in terms of the step ratio o.

End-suction PATs, reference scenario. Error-free BEP prediction; ö = 1
means no off-BEP operation (and therefore no off-BEP prediction error).
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constant-speed operation is negligible (> 99.98%), while constant-torque

operation produces a larger (although still minor) error.

The larger error associated with constant-torque operation is due to a sharper fall in

efficiency outside the BEP, as illustrated in Fig. 70.

Fig. 70. Typical efficiency-head relations for constant-speed
and constant-torque operation.

Graphs drawn using the new prediction method, and assuming 2p = 0.5
and 1D 0.

Due to the asymmetry of the head-efficiency curves (shown in Fig. 70), when the

predicted point is to the left' of the BEP, there is a risk of getting too low an actual

Head: H'te

Fig. 71. Biased definition of the application range for a PAT
class.

In this caseK< 1.
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operating efficiency f 0 . This risk can be avoided by establishing the range of

application of the PAT class with a bias, as illustrated in Fig. 71, i.e. by locating the

border between classes at the point where the efficiency of the 'lower' class (point A

in Fig. 71) is equal to the efficiency of the 'higher' class (point B) multiplied by a bias
parameter K.

When the new off-BEP prediction method is evaluated on its own (as in Fig. 69,

assuming that the BEP prediction is error-free), the bias is not applicable (i.e. the

optimum K is 1.00 for 1 < < 2). However, when the whole new prediction method
(BEP and off-BEP prediction altogether) is evaluated, the prediction errors are much
larger and K becomes relevant, especially for constant-torque operation, as shown in

Fig. 72.

99%

0

98%
0
C
0
>
-o

j97%

96%
1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2

Step ratio: 6

Fig. 72.	 of the whole new prediction method (BEP and
off-BEP), in terms of and K, for constant-torque operation.

End-suction PATs, reference scenario. The lines represent different values
of K.

Thus under constant-torque operation an improvement in economic advantage of the

order of 0.7% is achievable by biasing machine selection slightly towards apparently

oversize pumps (for ö = 1.5, a typical value, the optimum efficiency bias is 5%). With

constant-speed operation however (see Fig. 73), the bias is inapplicable for the usual

values of , and even for large values its effect is negligible.
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99.4%

. 99.3%

99.2%
0

99.1%
0

99.0%

L 
98.9%

98.8%
1	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2

Step ratio: 5

Fig. 73.	 of the whole new prediction method (off-BEP and
BEP), in terms of and K, for constant-speed operation.

End-suction PATs, reference scenario. 'kappa' is K.

55.4 A Note about Over-designing

The class selection bias mentioned above leads to the following question: is a bias

applicable also to the pure BEP prediction?, i.e.: even when the kind of flexibility

provided by a belt-drive is available, is it appropriate to design for a predicted rated

point outside the BEP?

In order to answer this question, the economic advantage of designing for a rated point

off the BEP was evaluated. In this case, the methodology followed was similar to the

one used for the BEP prediction evaluation (i.e. with = 1), but without assumption

zero (see p. 98). The predicted point is not necessarily at the BEP, but the ideal is.

The results of this evaluation (Fig. 74) answer the question: designing for a predicted

rated point outside the BEP is not appropriate for constant-speed operation 42, but it

may be for other patterns of operation, such as constant-torque. In the case shown in

Fig. 74, lower curve, a 0.2% improvement in economic advantage can be achieved by

choosing a machine with a head bias of ±4%.

42 
WiHiams90 suggested multiplying Shamia's prediction formulae by 1.1 to take into
account the asymmetry of the efficiency curve, as mentioned above (p. 73). His
method is certainly better than Sharma's, but this is probably because it gives in fact
values closer to the BEP than Sharmas.
Burton &M, 92 propose a further reason for over-designing, namely the ability to operate
the PAT with reduced flow at a "reasonable" efficiency. However, if we take into
account the head wasted at reduced flows (see Fig. 7, p. 25), the actual power
produced would be in fact lower, except for very small flows.
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(The raising trend of Tc,it in Fig. 85, p. 128 could be in some cases a further reason
against over-designing.)

Note that we are neglecting here the difference in cost between a small and a large

PAT, and therefore this conclusion is referred only to the efficiencies of the machines.

If we take into account that a smaller machine is cheaper, there could be an economic
advantage in over-designing.

100%

0

99%
0

0>0

98%

97%
0.96	 0.98	 1.00	 1.02	 1.04

Head bias: Hte/H-.te

Fig. 74.	 when the predicted rated point is outside
the BEP.

End-suction PATs, reference scenario.

5.6 Discussion

The economic methodology proposed in Chapter 2 was successfully applied to

measure the penalty associated with the inaccuracy of the prediction methods43.

The results of this evaluation show that the new BEP prediction method achieves an

economic advantage of about 99.3% (i.e. 0.7% less than using an ideal 100%-accurate

prediction method), with constant-speed operation, any kind of pump, and under a

broad range of economic and hydrological conditions. This is considered acceptable.

When the speed of the turbine can be adjusted after initial field tests, the penalty is
reduced to about 0.35%. If the PAT has to be designed to operate outside its BEP

(because pumps are only available in discrete sizes, with rated head steps of about
150%), the extra cost associated with imperfections in the off-BEP prediction is

insignificant for such constant-speed operation.

' In this case the use of the net present value (see pp. 20-21b), instead of the benefit-
cost ratio would produce a very similar result, since we are not comparing options of
different sizes, as we did in Chapters 3 and 4.'
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Constant torque operation is however less favourable: the benefit/cost ratio is reduced

by about 1.7% (compared to using the optimum PAT) for the BEP case, and by more

than 2% for the off-BEP case.

Finally, when the pump-performance data required by the new prediction method are

not available, simpler methods can be used at the expense of the benefit/cost ratio

(more than 2% reduction for the most simple methods). The advantage of using the

new PAT selection method developed here (or one of the other recent methods, see
Figs. 63-65) is therefore a substantial one in relation to the small increase in system

design effort it involves.

An issue that has not been dealt with is the relation between speed and efficiency. The

results obtained by Santolana & F. hint that it is different in both modes of operation (in

their tests, the peak efficiency diminished more abruptly in turbine-mode than in

pump-mode when the speed was reduced), but the data are clearly too scarce to enable

any conclusion to be drawn, and further research is required in this area (more data

published by Diedanch67).



6
EXPERIMENTATION

A PAT test-rig was built in the Department of Engineering of Warwick University

using a pump kindly lent by SPP Pumps Ltd., with the primaiy purpose of establishing

the turbine-mode cavitating performance of the machine. The normal (non-cavitating)

performance tests are described firstly, and the issue of cavitation is discussed later.

6.1 Pump-as-turbine Tests

6.1.1 Pump Description

The tested PAT is a SPP Unistream 65/16 end-suction pump, with 80 mm (pump-

mode inlet) and 65 mm (pump-mode outlet) branches.

The impeller has 6 double-curvature blades, 4 mm thick; their dimensions are shown

in Fig. 75a. The circumferential area between rotor blades at the tip of the impeller is

then a2 = l8inrnx(l74mmxic-6x4mm/sin33°) = 9046mm2.

The volute throat area, measured according to Fig. 75b, is B2 = 327 1mm 2. The area

ratio is then, from Eq. [37] (p. 65), Y= 9046xsin33°/3271 = 1.51.

6.1.2 Test-rig Description

An outline of the test-rig is shown in Fig. 76. The PAT is located on a tower about

4.5 m above the feed pump, so as to prevent the latter from cavitating when the former

is cavitating.

Instead of the pressurised tanks and vacuum pumps (and degassed water) used in

industrial cavitation test-rigs, in this low-cost rig the pressure of the semi-closed

circuit PAT-feed-pump is controlled with valves L2 and 112: The highest pressure

corresponds to L2 open and 112 closed, and then the pressure is reduced by gradually

115
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Fig. 75a. Geometry of the pump impeller blades.

Fig. 75b. Criterion for the measurement of the volute throat
area.

opening 112. If both valves are just slightly opened, the flow that by-passes the PAT

through the upper tank is insignificant as compared with the PAT flow, and the PAT

head and flow are kept essentially constant when the opening of 112 is varied. This

method of pressure control is adequate, except when severe cavitation is causing
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significant density changes in the hydraulic circuit. Under these latter conditions,

circuit instability is manifest and it is not possible to stabilise pressures. As the

purpose of the rig was to measure the onset of cavitation, this instability was
acceptable.

Different operating conditions are obtained by varying the electric load on the

dynamometer or by throttling the circuit with valve T. Valves Li and Hi are used for

similar purposes in non-cavitating tests, and valve Z is closed just when the circuit is
purged.

Fig. 76. Cavitation test-rig layout.
Valves designated depending on the branch they are in: the Low-pressure

PAT—pump branch or the High-pressure pump—PAT branch.
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All the measurements, except the water temperature, are logged in a portable

computer (the processing of data is described with more detail in Appendix D):

(D The flow is indirectly determined by measuring with differential pressure

transducer P1 the pressure drop across a reduction. These flow measurements

are calibrated by making special calibration tests, that consist in filling the upper

tank (by keeping C closed and L2 and Li open) and recording the tank volume
variation with transducer P4.

© The head is established b.y measuring the pressure drop across the turbine with
differential pressure transducer P2 and taking into account the difference in

velocity head between the inlet and the outlet.

The outlet pressure of the turbine is measured with pressure transducer P3.

The speed is measured by software-counting the square-wave cycles produced

by a stationaiy Hall effect device and a magnet mounted on the shaft.

® Finally, the torque is calculated by measuring with a load cell the force of the

dynamometer arm (this is a rocking dynamometer with a double-set of
bearings).

6.1.3 Pump-mode Performance

Pump-mode tests were not possible in the test-rig, but the manufacturers made

'acceptance' tests before delivery, whose results are shown in Fig. 77. The BEP for a

50

a.
a.

a,
30

a.

'20

a.
I

10
00a,
10

0	 10 20	 30
Flow: Qp [I/s]

40
0%

50

Fig. 77. Pump-mode performance, according to the
acceptance tests.

Data corrected to 2950 RPM.
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polynomial best-fit based on these test data is: 	 p = 31.29 us; uf = 35.13m

and ip = 74.0% (at 2950 RPM) 1 . Therefore ^p = 0.68.

6.1.4 Turbine-mode Performance

The non-cavitating turbine-mode tests were made in different runs, each one with a

given setting of the valves and a varying electric load on the dynamometer. In this

way no parameter was kept constant. However, the turbine head was nearly constant:

it just varied somewhat because when the flow was reduced the feed-pump head was
increased and vice-versa. By using the affmity laws we can correct the values obtained

to draw a constant-head performance representation; Fig. 78 shows this turbine-mode

'unit-head' performance graph for two different valve settings.

fr.P'4

£

100 200 300 400 500
Unit speed: wt/JHt [RPM/Jm]
£ Qt;lst run	 Nit; 1st run
+ Qt, 2nd run A Mt 2nd run

Fig. 78. PAT 'unit-head' performance at Hr 8.5 m (1St run)
and HT- 5 m (2nd run).

(Fig. 78 evinces that the difference in performance between both runs is observed in

the torque, but not in the flow, that is uniform. Unfortunately, there are not enough test

data to enable any further investigation about the relation between head - and hence

speed - and efficiency.)

19 points of the first run were selected as representative of the performance. They are
shown in more detail in Fig. 79, and listed under ALAT0 68' in Appendix B.

Using these points and the regression procedure described in Appendix B, the turbine-

mode BEP is: O 7- = 17.33 L's; 1'T = 8.99 m and 1r = 77.9%. at 1200 RPM.

1 The pump manufacturers providedas well genera1performance curves for this pump
type. According to these curves. = 31.0l/s; H = 35.2m and lp = 82.5%, at
2900 RPM.
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Fig. 79. PAT 'unit-head' performance at HT — 8.5 m (selected
points).

Finally, Fig. 80 represents a constant-speed graph and Fig. 81 a constant-flow graph,
both constructed by correcting the representative points using the affinity laws. Fig. 80

includes as well the stall and runaway parabolas2.

Fig. 80. PAT constant-speed (°T = 900 RPM) performance,
including stall and runaway parabolas.

2 According to some authors te.g. Diederh67. Engeda & the constant speed head-
flow curve always lays between the runaway and the stall parabolas; this is one case
where this is not true.
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Fig. 81. PAT constant-flow (QT = 2011s) performance.

6.2 Theory of Cavitation

6.2.1 Pumps and Turbines

The phenomenon of cavitation is the formation of vapour pockets or cavities in the

interior or on the boundaries of a moving liquid, and their subsequent condensation.

Cavitation occurs in turbomachinery when the pressure drops on account of the

acceleration of water in the rotor, and of the necessary pressure difference between the

two sides of the rotor blades.

The effects of cavitation are hydraulic (low efficiency, due to flow instability) and

mechanical (surface damage, noise and vibration). In order to avoid or to reduce them,

the available 'net positive suction head' (NPSH) must be larger than the value

required by the machine. The available NPSH is the difference between the head

corresponding to the vapour saturation pressure and the head at the turbine outlet /

pump inlet.

In the case of pumps, the available NPSH (H 4 [3]) is defined as...:

p 2) p
	 [85]

In Eq. [85], subscript represents the pump inlet and subscript v the vapour
pressure. Subscript stands for the difference between each other, subscript p means
pump-mode and A 'available'. HPA means 'available NPSH in pump-mode'.
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where the first term represents the specific energy at the inlet of the pump, and the

second term the specific energy of the vapour pressure 4. In Eq. [85] pressures Po and

Pv are both either absolute or relative.

As for the turbines,, the available NPSH (sometimes called net positive exhaust head,

NPEH, net positive draft head, NPDH, total available exhaust head, TAEH, etc.), is

traditionally defined as...:

—gz Pv	 [86]
p

where Z is the suction static head, i.e. the height of the rotor with respect to the

tail-water (positive when the rotor is above the tail-water). In this equation, Pv is

relative (to the atmospheric pressure).

The problem with Eq. [86] is that HTA depends on the head-loss between the turbine

and the tail-water, as well as on the amount of velocity-head recovered by the draft

tube. These external variables may well follow a standard pattern in large-scale hydro,
but not in niicro-hydro schemes, which, in the first place, often lack draft tubes.

Therefore, the available NPSH (HATA) for micro hydro should be defmed in the same

way as HAPA in Eq. [85].

Eq. [86] would yield the same value of HPA as Eq. [85] if the head-loss between the
turbine and the tail-water were zero and if the draft tube fully recovered the turbine-

outlet velocity head. As these assumptions are never met, the value of H,J,A calculated
with Eq. [85] will be always larger than that calculated with Eq. [86].

The critical NPSH for pumps (Hp) is usually defined by the point where the head

is reduced by 3% due to the cavitation. In the case of turbines, HT t is defmed as the
NPSH that produces a change in any performance parameter of 2%.

D. Thoma defined the dimensionless cavitation parameter a as the ratio between the

NPSFI and the head absorbed or delivered by the turbine or pump:

-
H

If the pump inlet is located below the rotor - or more specifically below the area of
lowest pressure of the rotor -, the specific energy corresponding to this height
difference has to be added to the first term of Eq. [851.
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The value of 0it at the BEP (i.e. &) is a function of the specific speed of the

machine. In the case of pumps, this function is...:

Pcnt s c

where S depends on the 'quality' of the machine: about 0.18 for good pumps, 0.24
for average pumps, and 0.40 for bad pumps 5. As for turbines, the literature does not

provide any 'quality measure', and there is somewhat an agreement on the shape of

the	 aTCT1 curve (see Fig. 82).

Fig. 82. Relation between and	 for pumps and reaction
turb(res.

The pump Pjt -values (the three lines on the top) are defined according
to Eq. [851. The turbine curves (defmed according to Eq. [86]) are those
proposed by Buse81 , de Siervo & d.L.76 77, Grover82, Lugaresi & M. 87 , Moody (quoted by
Mosonyi57) and Turton84 . The curves marked with * are for Kaplan or propeller
turbines. Grover proposes his function for PATs, but, as he does not assert

that his proposal is based on actual PAT tests, it is assumed that he used
conventional turbine data. DeSiervo's curves were drawn

assuming flT = 0.9.

This relative uniformity of ÔTyjf is probably due to the available information being all

related to large - and hence good - conventional turbines: small turbines are likely to

have larger values of	 However, even good-quality pumps have larger &.,.jt -

For Rüdnev (quoted by Pashkov&D. 77), S is 0.12...0.14 for very good pumps;
0.20.. .0.27 for good pumps and 0.32.. .0.40 for bad pumps. Anderson suggests a
value of 0.18 for normal pumps, and 0.12 for special pumps. According to
Wislicenus (quoted by Kittredge76), S is between 0.16 and 0.26, with an average of
0.24. Stepanott57 agrees in the average value of 0.24, but Stelzer79 prefers 0.27. Finally,
Kvchenko says that pumps with inducer ("upstream auger") have values of S as low
as 0.025.
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values than turbines of similar specific speed (2 or 3 times larger, according to

Chapallaz etai 2 and Meier62). This is due to the difference in the definition of &it, as well as

to the difference between both modes of operation of turbomachines:

(D On account of cavitation taking place in the low-pressure end of the impeller

blades, the danger of cavitation is less severe in turbine-mode than in pump-

mode, because in the latter the tips of the blades at the impeller eye constitute a

discontinuity that produces separation and vortices downstream, and thus

accelerates the development of cavitation, while in the former, the zone of

lowest pressure is upstream of this discontinuity (Yedidiah).

© In pump-mode, the cavities originated in the low pressure zone implode

downstream (damaging the impeller). In turbine-mode, unless the cavitation is

severe, the collapse occurs outside the impeller, without reducing the efficiency

(and with a smaller risk of damage) (Mikus83).

() The head loss between the pump inlet and the impeller eye further reduces the

pressure in the critical zone, whereas in turbine-mode, the head loss between the

eye and the outlet increases it (Wislicenus47). (In pump-turbine schemes, the head

loss between the machine and the lower reservoir is a further pump-mode

handicap.)

Finally, outside the BEP, the NPSH for pumps 6 is approximately...
(4/

gH pjg S	 [87]

whereas for turbines 0T,jt is almost constant, and therefore:

Tcr,t UTcrzt H

6.2.2 Pumps-as-turbines

No quantitative studies about turbine-mode cavitation of pumps have been published.

The turbine-mode characteristics of a Cornell pump with NPSH appear in a paper by

Nicholas88, but the awkward fact that the NPSH is exactly proportional to the head along

the whole performance range (i.e. constant c) hints that it was not obtained by tests.

Yang88 mentions a PAT test where the available NPSH (HATA) was smaller than the

required NPSH in pump-mode (HAp,. t), but HAT4 ,. t could not be established. Finally,

Priesnttz87 published a graph with the pressure distribution on the blades, but, as Grein74

6 Many authors (especially Anderson, Rüdnev and Wislicenus, see footnote 5 above)
propose the use of a 'suction specific speed' instead of for pumps. This parameter
is similar to the specific speed, but with the NPSH instead of H, and it is
approximately constant along the operating range of pumps. The coefficient S
proposed here is clearer and Eq. [87] is a simpler way to express the same, we
reckon.
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points out, "it is not yet possible to predict cavitation satisfactorily on the strength of

the pressure distribution". This surprising lack of information may be partly explained

by the fact that this is one area that has not received any input from the two fields (see

p. 4) that have made major contributions to the knowledge on PATs7.

Buse81 and Grover82 suggest using &Tir -values similar to those of conventional turbines

(see their curves in Fig. 82). According to Laux82,	 = O.SHAp t , whereas other

authors simpiy say that	 < HAPC,.it (Chapallaz et& 2, Lueneburg & N., Sthner). However,

Chapallaz et al. point out that .the Tif -values used for conventional turbines 'are

valid for relatively large machines with smooth runner surfaces; small pumps usually

tend to cavitate earlier". To remain in the safe side and to account for the increase in

Th-it due to an operating point located above the BEP (recommended by them for

PAT schemes), they propose the use of 0Tt -values "at least equal to the values for

pumps, if not higher".

6.3 Cavitation Tests

6.3.1 Test Expectations

The hypothesis for the tests is that PATs' -values should be close to those of

conventional turbines, taking into account that the differences between PATs and

conventional turbines are small as compared with the radical differences between

pump-mode and turbine-mode operation.

According to the manufacturers' data, fIp = 4.45 m at 2950 RPM L8]. Therefore,

from the BEP data in p. 119, &pjt = 0.13 and S = 0.21 (i.e. this is an average' pump

from the point of view of cavitation).

In the (non-cavitating) turbine-mode performance tests it was established that

= 0.57. The corresponding calculated with the curves for conventional

turbines (Fig. 82) is between 0.03 and 0.05. However, as we are using Eq. [85] rather

than Eq. [86], the expected value of &Tit is higher. In fact, if we take into account

that, under a head 1'T = 10 m, the outlet velocity head of the PAT is v02/2 1.6 m.

7 Firstly, the research on transients in pump systems is not concerned with the
cavitation behaviour of pumps in the 'normal' turbine performance range on account
of its short duration during a transient, and only the turbine mnaway cavitation is
relevant (Borciani & R.). Secondly, pump-turbine research is not concerned with
cavitation in turbine-mode, because it is always the pump-mode cavitation that
governs the design of energy-storage schemes (e.g. Terry & J.42).

8 The pump-mode cavitation data appears in the general pump-type performance data
mentioned in footnote 1 (p. 119) and not in the acceptanc& tests. Although the
general data is referred to a speed of 2900 RPM, we believe that the figure ,pf
2950RPM from the acceptance tests is more accurate: given the similitude in Qp
and H between both sources, the 2900 RPM datum seems to mean "using a two-
pole induction motor", instead of representing an accurate figure for the speed.
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then the minimum &Tit that could be obtained (corresponding to vapour pressure at

the outlet) is 0.16.

If, on the other hand, we consider that, in the worst case, the values provided by the

literature are referred to turbines with no velocity head recovery in the draft tube (or

where the velocity head recovery equals the head loss in the draft tube), then the

maximum expected &Tjt would be 0.16 plus 0.03.. .0.05.

We summarise: the expected Tc,itS between 0.16 and 0.21.

6.3.2 Test Results

Fig. 83 shows the shape of the 0r-1T curve at the BEP: most points with CJT> 0.3

have 11T 79% ±0.5%, the small dispersion being due to the oscillations of the system.

In 0T = 0.25 there is a distinct increase in efficiency of about 1.5%, that is typical in

cavitating turbomachinery 9 . Due to the instability discussed earlier, it was not possible

to make readings for lower values of a with this test-rig. Therefore, even though

there is no registered efficiency reduction, 0T,it is in this case equal to the lowest

value of 07 that was obtained (0.25 in the case of Fig. 83), since any further reduction

in 0T led to evident cavitation. The value of "Ta-it that would be obtained in a more

elaborate cavitation test-rig would certainly be very close.
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Fig. 83. iT as a function of 0T' for the PAT BEP.

This increase in efficiency is due to the reduction in the skin friction, by the
formation of a thin layer of vapour at the surface of the rotor (Stepanotf57, Wisicenus47 ). It
is not noticeable in the (off-BEP) operating conditions represented by the two
leftmost points of Fig. 84 (note: Fig. 84, not Fig. 83).
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The value of aT corresponding to the onset of cavitation noise (subscript B) was
established by listening the noise with the ear next to the piping 0. This onset always
occurred distinctly. In the case of Fig. 83, CYTB 0.5.

Fig. 84 shows the a7-8 and the critical aT obtained for several points around the
BEP. The shape of the am -curve is similar to that of pump-mode incipient ap (as

published by Hergt eta!90 and Karassik87), although it is interesting to note that here its

minimum value does not coincide with the BEP, but probably with the swirl-free

outlet point.

Finally, Fig. 85 represents the expected performance for constant-speed operation, and

was obtained (using the affmity-laws) from the same data as Fig. 84.
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Fig. 84. o (noise-begin), CT .J it and r 7- as functions of T' for
constant-head operation.

The head actually varied somewhat, but the results were affinity-laws-
corrected to HT 10 m.

10 An unfruitful attempt was made to correlate the standard deviation of the PAT-outlet
pressure readings with the noise or the cavitating performance. It was incidentally
noticed that the relation between the outlet pressure and its standard deviation was
(oddly) increasing: the pressure readings became more steady when they were very
low.
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6.4 Discussion

The value of &Tit = 0.25 obtained in the tests lies outside the expected range

(0.16.. .0.21). This is probably due to the difference (in size and geometry) between

this PAT and conventional turbines, as well as to a larger amount of dissolved and

entrained air - a critical parameter in cavitation. Although the latter was not measured,

it was very likely larger than the quasi-degassed conditions of large hydro, yet smaller

than the high-air-content conditions of run-of-the-river micro-hydro. (A high air

content promotes cavitation but also dampens its negative effects, as its

compressibility reduces the velocity of implosion.)

(Given the value of &Tjt = 0.25, this PAT would require an outlet pressure not lower
than —82 kPa, when operated at 1500 RPM, with HT = 14 m. This means that it could
be installed 8.4 m above the tail-race. Or 2.1 m above it when operated at a maximum
speed of 3700 RPM, with a head of 85 m. These heights would be adequate for most
inicro-hydro installations.)

According to Karassik87, there is a high degree of erosion in pumps between the incipient

and the critical cavitation (and GUlich & R. 88 found a correlation between noise and

erosion). However, due to the differences between both modes of operation (see
above, p. 124) the damage in turbine-mode for cTB < arA < amri, even with noisy
operation, should be negligible.
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It is hoped that these tests will be a useful basis for further research, to find out if

these &Tit results are a generalised PAT trend, and to verify the validity of the

assumption regarding the absence of damage in incipient cavitation.

Meanwhile, it is proposed here to consider that &Tc,.jt is, in general, twice as large
as

According to Mkus, it is not possible to draw conclusions about turbine-mode
cavitation from pump-mode cavitation, but it seems likely that a bad' pump (with
respect to cavitation) will also be a bad PAT.



7
CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

7,1 Conclusions

The purpose of this work was to investigate some areas of uncertainty that have

inhibited the application of pumps-as-turbines (PATs).

Four problems in particular were addressed, namely the accommodation of seasonal

flow variations, water-hammer, the prediction of turbine-mode performance when

only the pump-mode performance is known, and fmally cavitation in PATs.

In order to evaluate competing solutions to these problems, an economic methodology

was developed. This permitted various economic, hydrological and technical

parameters to be varied, such as the sensitivity of output energy value to output power

and the shape of the exceedence curve.

Using this methodology, both the parallel operation of PATs and their intermittent

operation (suitable for some end-uses such as grid-linked electricity generation) were

compared with the use of conventional turbines. It was found that, in spite of the lack

of flow control devices in PATs, the usually large reduction in cost makes them more

economic than conventional machines.

The different technical options for accommodating water-hammer were then

compared. It was observed that, given the relatively high cost of the penstock in

micro-hydro schemes, it is usually preferable to provide an external device to damp

the pressure fluctuations than to use a very thick-walled penstock.

Different methods for forecasting PAT performance have been proposed in the

literature; some based on pump-mode performance and some based as well on the

geometry of the machine. By means of the economic methodology, the accuracy of the

130
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former methods was evaluated. A new method, based on pump-mode performance and

on the type of casing (a datum readily available to the users), was developed and

similarly evaluated.

It was found that, under typical conditions, the inaccuracy of the better prediction

methods reduces the benefit-to-cost ratio of the scheme by less than 1%. This is

considered negligible, given the high cost of turbine-mode laboratory tests which

would otherwise be necessary.

Finally, cavitation in PATs, an issue that had not been previously studied, was

examined. The results of cavitation tests made in a purpose-made rig showed that

cavitation is slightly worse in PATs than in conventional turbines of similar specific

speed.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

PAT Performance Prediction.

It was mentioned in p. 55 that two pumps with exactly the same pump-mode BEPs can

have as PATs different performances. The main parameter that explains this

difference is probably the area ratio, i.e. the ratio of area between the impeller blades

at exit (normal to flow velocity) to the volute throat area. The shape of the pump-

mode characteristics is a function of the area-ratio, so that the shut-off head, for

example, could be used as an indicator. Although an attempt was already made (see

p. 190) to correlate the ratio of shut-off head to BEP head in pump-mode, on one

hand, to the pump-to-turbine head and flow conversion factors, on the other, there is

still scope for further analytical work, using the data in Appendix B (the shut-off head

ratio is included there for this purpose). For example, the turbine-mode efficiency

could be predicted more accurately, since a pump with a small area-ratio is bound to

have as turbine a low efficiency.

The constant speed performance of radial-flow PATs usually follows closely the stall

parabola, as shown in Fig. 80 (p. 120), and the BEP is also very close to it. This is also

shown in Fig. 57 (p. 96), where the turbine-mode head-flow characteristics follows

from the BEP upwards a straight line in a logarithmic graph. The accurate prediction

of the stall parabola could then be very useful 1. (Moreover, the experimental

determination of the stall head-flow parabola is quite easy for pump manufacturers.)

There is a lot of work to be done on multistage, double-suction and bowl-casing

PATs. Most of this work is experimental, since there is very little published test data

1	 Many authors have dealt with runaway (Csemniczky, de SLervo & L., Diedech 67, Engeda & R!a,

Gopalakrishnan & F. 84, Nergt eta!84 , Laux82, Meier, Stelzer79), but almost nobody with stall (Hergt

etafr', Paterson & M.84).
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on these kinds of pumps, but the theoretical analysis of their turbine-mode

performance could also be rewarding.

Finally, the relationship between speed and efficiency has to be studied, as pointed out

in p. 114. This also requires careful laboratoiy work.

Cavitation.

It would be convenient to do both destructive and non-destructive cavitation tests on

more PATs, in order to evaluate the &T-values and to formulate a general cavitation

theory. (However, the high cost of these tests would make them justifiable only for

large pump manufacturers involved in large PAT programs.)

Other issues.

The need for research on the use of cheap car and lorry brakes for PAT stalling was

already mentioned in p. 50.

Another issue of interest would be the economic and technical comparison between

hydraulic ram pumps and pump-PAT sets, aimed at proposing an application

boundary between both technologies.
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USACE	 United States Army Corps of Engineers
USBE	 United States Bureau of Reclamation

USDE	 United States Department of Energy
UT	 University of Tennessee
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THE DESIGN OF DOUBLE-SIPHONS

A siphon is one of the means to enable the intermittent operation of pumps-as-

turbines. The siphon can be either double or simple. The former is more complex and

expensive, but more efficient as well, as its priming wastes much less water than that

of the latter (see p.31).

A diagram of a double siphon was published by Williams67 (Fig. 86). In fact, the siphon

mentioned by him has a different application: it is used to provide an intermittent

back-flow through the trash-rack of a micro-hydro scheme, to clean it. (In his case, the

storage tank is located above the intake and fed by a hydraulic ram pump.)

Fig. 86. Doub'e siphon system from Williams67.

H.W.L and L.W.L. mean high and low water levels.

The alternative design proposed in Fig. 16 (p. 32) seeks to be more appropriate for the

conditions of I. 0., by minimising head losses and construction costs. Its principle of

operation is the same.

151
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Double-siphon Performance.

The design of a double siphon has to observe the following guide-lines (see Fig. 87):

Fig. 87. The geometry of double siphons.
V6 is the small volume of water that is wasted while the reservoir is filled,

i.e. between steps b and c of Fig. 16 - much less than with a simple
siphon.

(I) The top of the first peak of the siphon (Y) needs to be below the high water level

to ensure appropriate priming. The vertical distance between the high water

level and the top of the air-admission tube in the first peak must be equal to the

head loss between the reservoir and this point (h1,xy) plus the velocity head in

this point (vy 2/2g) plus a small margin Za.

© The vertical distance z6 between the bottom of the air-expelling tube and its

open end is equal to the distance mentioned above ± [Vy 2/2g] ± z0) plus

the vertical distance between the top of the air-admission tube and the bottom of

the pipe plus a small margin Zb. This margin Zb ensures that no water overflows

the first peak (Y) before the siphon is primed. This overflow would discharge

into the sink (S), which would in turn overflow the second peak (Z), wasting

water.. (z6 is the compression head, i.e. the height of the column of water that

compresses the air trapped inside the first peak of the siphon during the filling

stage.)

® The vertical distance between the ceiling of the sink (S) and the floor of the

second peak (Z) is z6 plus a small margin z, (to ensure that the 'trapped' air is

expelled through the air-expelling tube and not through the main pipe).

© The vertical distance between the open-end of the air-admission tube and its

bottom is equal to hjxy ± [vy 2/2g] plus a margin Zd (see Fig. 16, e).
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© The vertical distance between the open-end of the air admission tube and the top

of the second peak (Z) is equal to the head loss between the reservoir and this

point (hjxz) plus velocity head (VZ 2/2g) plus Zd plus a small margin Ze, in order

to ensure that the penstock will remain full even when the water level is the

lowest.

© The vertical distance between the high and the low water levels (i.e. the

reservoir depth ZS) has to be large enough to avoid overflowing the first peak (Y)

before the siphon is primed: Assuming an isothermal compression of an ideal

gas, the product of volume and pressure is equal at the beginning (Fig. 16, b)

and the end (Fig. 16, c) of the process. Expressing the pressure as head of

column of water (i.e. dividing it by the specific gravity of water), we have:

H( + +V3 +V4 +V5 )=(H m +Z6 ) .( V +V+V+V5+V)

Expressing some of the volumes as the product of their vertical heights and their

horizontal areas:

= A1 (z — z, —z6)

= A3 (z3 Zd —z6)

V4 = A1 Zd

V6 = A1 z6

Putting all together we get the minimum value for the 'storage height' ZS (a
larger Z can be obtained by selecting a large value for zd):

HatmA3 + Hcitm Ai + V, + V, + ZdA3
zs = z6

	

	+za
HA1 - z6A3

(!) Finally, the vent at the top of the second peak must be higher than the high water

level, to avoid spilling water. Moreover, its diameter must be large enough to

admit, when the siphon loses its prime, an air flow equal in volume to the

turbine rated flow, with a head loss smaller than z6 (otherwise the water trapped

in the sink between both peaks would be sucked).

Alternative Designs.

The intermittent operation (I. 0.) of PATs with a siphon penstock has an inherent

instability for relatively large flows, described in Chapter 3 (p. 37): if the turbine flow,

slightly reduced as the head drops, happens to match the available flow, the system

sticks there, operating continuously.

As the station is likely to operate in the unstable range during many days of the year,

and as the deeper the reservoir the lower the power in this range, it will be desirable in
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many cases to minimise the reservoir depth (ZS). In the case of a double siphon, this

can be achieved by increasing the horizontal area (A i) of the inlet to the first peak (see

Fig. 87).

Fig. 88 shows one such double-siphon design, with a large concrete inlet. This design

incorporates a trash-rack at the bottom of the inlet, that would be cleaned by a back-

flow each time the siphon loses its prime (as suggested by Dechaumé 91 , etc.).

Fig. 88. Double siphon with a large concrete inlet, to reduce
the storage depth.

If this. depth is too small for the low-flow season, it can be adjusted by increasing Zd.

The small amount of extra energy that can be generated in this way hardly justifies

building a deeper reservoir. However, if a deep reservoir already exists, it may be

desirable to adjust the depth Z continuously (see p. 39).

This adjustment can be performed by a simple digital control with one input and one

output (Fig. 89): the input tells the control whether the station is running or not,

preferably by sensing the presence of water in the penstock, and the output actuates a

small valve that admits air to the siphon. This air-admission valve must then remain

open until the beginning of the running stage.

The proposed control algorithm is as follows: When the control is turned on, it waits

until the siphon loses its prime (at the minimum head) and then measures the time

required to fill the reservoir. With Eq. [17] (p. 36) it now knows the normalised

available flow D. Then it calculates the optimum depth with Eq. [22], and the

corresponding running time with Eq. [16]. It actuates the air-admission valve at the

appropriate moment, and repeats the process from the beginning, except that now the

head at which the siphon loses its prime is not the minimum, but the optimum.
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Fig. 89. Automatic adjustment of the reservoir depth of a
double siphon with a digital control.

A cheaper option is to install in the siphon several air-admission valves at different

heights, and to open or close them manually on a daily or seasonal basis. The design

shown in Fig. 90 incorporates two valves: both are closed for low flows; the lower one

is opened for medium flows and the upper one is opened for large flows.

Fig. 90. Manual adjustment of the reservoir depth of a double-
siphon.
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PAT TEST DATA

Introduction

The test data used in Chapter 5 (see p. 77) are fully described here, along with the best

efficiency points (BEPs) in both modes of operation. At the end of the Appendix, the

unused published test data are also listed.

All the turbine-mode BEPs were calculated by fitting polynomial regressions to the

available performance data (see Fig. 54, p. 93), according to the mathematical model

of the characteristics defined by Eqs. [671 and [681 (p. 90).

As mentioned in p. 92, these multiple-variable linear regressions were made by

weighing the errors for each point with the corresponding efficiency, in order to

ensure that the fitting is better in the range of most interest.

Therefore, Eq. [68] is transformed to...:

___	 ____	 hlT'0r"1
71TAHHJ+BH1°]+CH H )

HT

and the values of AH, BH and CH are obtained by making a zero-intercept multiple-

variable linear regression, with the expressions enclosed in brackets as the three

independent variables.

Similarly, AM and BM are obtained by transforming Eq. [67] to:

=

	 [Q

2	
77QcO'

J 
+ BM 

MT )
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However, this equation can not be applied to runaway, where Mr = 0, and therefore it

is more convenient to transform it again to:

'°TQT' 
BM '°JJ J1+pgH)

In most cases the actual torque characteristics differ from this model near the

runaway, were the mechanical losses (whose effect on the shape of the curve is

neglected here; see p. 90) become significant. In these cases the points near the

runaway were eliminated from the regressions, in order to ensure a good curve-fitting

in the zone of interest (around the BEP). (The points used for the regressions are listed

below for each test PAT.)

Finally, by differentiating the efficiency we obtain the following expression to locate

the BEP:

ô	 1D2	 B	 [88]i M Ft''M
c\IAAgAM A AM

The pump-mode BEP was obtained in a similar way, i.e. by fitting second-degree

polynomials to both the head and the torque characteristics, except in some cases

where the pump-mode performance data were either unavailable or too scarce.

Pump-mode shut-off head and power (diacritic ') are also included in the data for
future research.

Used Test Data
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ALATO68

Category: end-suction/volute (radial flow)

0.683
D2	 174mm
Data extent:	 staIl-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 own tests
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 SPP
Type:	 standard pump (Unistream 65/16)
Original source:	 author's tests
Other sources:

Pump thta from manufacturers.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 ti)	 M
[IIs]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

31.29 35.13	 2950 47.15 74.0%
Shut-off: H/ñ = 1.27; Pp/Pp = 0.555
Turbine BEP
17.33	 8.99	 1200	 9.46 77.9%
Regressions: H[1->191; M[6-415]
Elasticities: Er = 1.44; E-,r = 2.05

Turbine performance (19 points)
15.00	 6.29	 0	 9.00	 0.0%
18.03	 8.65	 378 12.26 31.8%
18.07	 8.46	 553 12.00 46.4%
17.99	 8.52	 618 11.90 51.2%
17.77	 8.24	 691 11.47 57.9%
17.73	 8.23	 763 11.34 634%
17.86	 8.42	 871 11.17 69.1%
17.46	 8.40	 1026 10.3j, 77.1%
17.29	 8.57	 1104	 9.85 78.3%
17.24	 8.64	 1134	 9.6	 78.5%
17.06	 8.59	 1167	 9.24 78.6%
16.64	 8.80	 1234	 8.63 778%
16.38	 8.76	 1302	 7.86 76.2%
16.04	 9.00	 1377	 7.2	 73.4%
15.87	 9.76	 1508	 6.54 68.1%14.81	 9.86	 1581	 5.35 61.9%

	

14.12 10.36	 1722	 4.13 52.0%

	

13.61 10.58	 1756	 4i

	

11.00 10.58	 1823	 0.00	 0.0%

APFEO6O

Category:	 double-suction

0.604
D2	=-350mm

Data extent	 stall (no M)&3runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study: 	 PATs

Make:	 KSB

Type:	 standard pump (RDL 200-340A)
Original source:	 Apfelbacher & E

and EoId eta/
Other sources:

Turbine data from Franke e/a1 9 ; type and
pump data from manufacturers.

Data processing:
P obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

	

Q H	 M
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

90.0 32.50	 1450 224.9 84.0%
Shut-off: iI/fi = 1.28; i/fr = 0.483
Turbine BEP

	

124.5 44.82	 1500 293.6 84.3%
Regressions: H[1-*14]; M[1-l01

	Elasticities: E	 1.57; E-,	 2.50
Turbine performance (14 points)

	

111.4 33.81	 0	 n/a	 0.0%

	

138.5 53.13	 1500 374.8 81.6%

	

132.1 49.26	 1500 337.2 83.0%

	

125.0 45.13	 1500 297.3 84.4%

	

118.1 41.50	 1500 257.9 84.3%

	

111.1 38.13	 1500 221.2 83.7%

	

104.8 35.02	 1500 188.0 82.0%

	

97.2 32.16	 1500 152.9 78.3%

	

91.2 29.82	 1500 124.9 73.6%

	

83.6 27.71	 1500	 93.0 64.3%

	

77.0 26.38	 1500	 67.8 535%

	

69.4 24.79	 1500	 40.8 38.0%

	

62.2 23.96	 1500	 18.2 19.5%

	

57.0 23.65	 1500	 0.0	 0.0%
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BUSEO24

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.240

(although this could be T)

n/a

Data extent:	 -runaway

Data quality:	 only relative values
(It is not explicit that the data were
actually obtained in tests, and not by•
prediction.)

Data presentation:	 constant speed graph

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 Ingersoll-Rand

Type:	 standard? pump

Original source:	 Buse8

Data processing:
Power curve was used only to
calculate p.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 ii

[1/si	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nmi
Pump BEP
1.000 1.000 401.6 0.387 60.3%
Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.26; Pp/Pp = 0.440

Turbine BEP
2.100 2.407 401.6 0.660 56.0%
Regressions: H[1-10]; M[1-8]
Elasticities: ET= 1.59; E2T= 1.89
Turbine performance (10 points)
2.294 2.786 401.6 0.832 55.9%
2.194 2.582 401.6 0.743 56.2%
1.995 2.216 401.6 0.584 56.6%
1.800 1.907 401.6 0.442 55.2%
1.603 1.628 401.6 0.310 51.0%
1.404 1.384 401.6 0.201 44.4%
1.204 1.187 401.6 0.119 35.8%
1.009 1.020 401.6 0.057 23.9%
0.806 0.915 401.6 0.018 10.5%
0.706 0.875 401.6 0.000	 0.0%

COOP2 97

Category:	 bowl (mixed-flow)
2.97

D2	 686mm
Data extent:	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 axial thrust

Data presentation:	 table

Nature of the study: 	 PATs

Make:	 Ingersoll-Rand
Type:	 standard pump

Original source: 	 Coor & W.61
Data processing:

Original head data with draft tube; data
modified to take into account the velocity
head recovery in it, but not the head-loss,
nor the entry head-loss in pump-mode.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 11

[1/s]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1539	 9.75 700.0	 2295 87.5%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 2.46; Pp/Pp 1.86
Turbine BEP
1744 13.16 730.0	 2541 86.3%

Regressions: H[1-l0]; M[1-l0]

Elasticities: ET = 2.77; E9T 4.09
Turbine performance (14 points)
2136 22.66 731.2	 5030 81.1%
2071 20.93 730.4	 4591 82.6%
2004 19.40 729.4	 4183 83.8%
1984 18.64 729.5	 3986 83.9%
1924 17.14 728.3	 3595 84.8%
1883 16.32 727.4	 3364 85.0%
1810 14.73 726.2	 256 86.0%
1788 14.12 725.2	 2802 85.9%
1744 13.22 725.4	 2554 85.9%
1652 11.37 725.5	 2091 86.2%
1592	 9.96 724.2	 1746 85.2%
1542	 8.81 723.5	 1481 84.3%
1529	 8.60 723.3	 1424 83.6%
1451	 7.21 722.2	 1096 80.8%



Q H	 M
[1/si	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1766	 8.96 714.0	 2456

Shut-off data: missing
Turbine BEP
2073 13.18 725.0	 3011

Regressions: H[3-1l]; M[3-11]
Elasticities: ET = 3.08; E2T = 5.39
Turbine performance (11 points)
2242 17.66 729.4	 4138
2199 16.40 728.2	 3826
2126 14.34 726.4	 3301
2033 12.39 726.1	 2763
1944 10.61 724.4	 2261
1841	 9.05 723.6	 1775
1799	 8.57 723.4	 1588
1733	 7.62 723.1	 1299
1652	 6.38 721.2	 904
1604	 5.81 721.2	 700
1548	 5.21 721.5	 531

1

84 .5%

85.3%

81.4%
82.5%
84 .0%
85.0%
84 .8%
82.3%
79.6%
76.0%
66.0%
57.9%
50.8%
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C00P346
	

CURT1O 6

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
(with fixed vanes)

1.06

Category:

D2

Data extent
Data quality:
Extra data:
Data presentation:
Nature of the study:

Make:
Type:
Original source:
Data processing:

bowl (mixed-flow)
3.46

686 mm
only around the BEP

absolute values
axial thrust

table
PATs

Ingersoll-Rand
standard pump

Cooper & W.81

See C00P297.

--r

D2

Data extent

Data quality:
Extra data:
Data presentation:
Nature of the study:

Make:
Type:

Original source:

177mm
stall-runaway

absolute values
outlet swirl, geometry

constant speed graphs

transients in pumps
CEGB

model

Cur

Performance data:
	 Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 11
[1/si	 [ml [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
33.8	 12.3	 2000	 25.6 75.8%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.28; Pp/Pp 0.540

Turbine BEP
47.3	 19.4	 2000	 31.3 73.0%

Regressions: H[l-il8]; M[8-l5]

Elasticities: ET = 1.88; E2 = 2.70
Turbine performance (18 points)

	171.5 305.9	 2000 625.8 25.5%

	

151.2 225.8	 2000 471.4 29.1%

	

133.3 176.1	 2000 360.2 32.8%

	

119.4 137.4	 2000 279.2 36.4%
104.2	 99.9	 2000 201.3 41.3%

85.7	 66.1	 2000 131.9 49.7%
69.6	 41.8	 2000	 82.2 60.3%
63.0	 34.4	 2000	 65.7 64.8%
54.4	 25.6	 2000	 45.8 70.3%
49.3	 20.9	 2000	 35.2 72.9%
45.6	 18.0	 2000	 28.3 73.7%
41.5	 15.5	 2000	 21.8 72.5%
37.5	 13.2	 2000	 15.8 67.8%
33.4	 11.0	 2000	 9.8 57.4%
30.6	 9.7	 2000	 6.7 48.1%
29.3	 9.5	 2000	 5.1 39.1%
26.0	 8.1	 2000	 2.3 23.7%
23.3	 7.9	 2000	 0.0	 0.0%
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DIEDO28

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.289

0.325 m?
Data extent:	 stall (no M)-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 different diameters

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type:	 standard pump

(Etanorm 65-3 15 or 80-3 15)

Original source: Diedech67
Data processing:

Pp obtained by extrapolation.

DIEDO37

Category: multistage (6 radial-flow stages)
0.371

D2 	 0.180m?

Data extent:	 stall (no M)-,runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values

Extra data:	 different speeds

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study: 	 PATs

Make:	 KSB

Type:	 standard pump (Movi 50/6?)

Original source:	 Diech67

Data processing:
Pp obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:
Performance data:

Q	 H	 co	 M

[I/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP
30.62 111.3	 3000 154.7 68.8%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.21; Pp/Pp = 0.54

Turbine BEP
49.53 221.2	 3000 235.1 68.8%

Regressions: H[l-+15]; M[1-410]

Elasticities: ET= 1.32; E2T= 2.22

Turbine performance (15 points)
43.44 146.4	 0	 n/a	 0.0%
52.81 243.3	 3000 271.5 67.7%
50.05 224.9	 3000 241.2 68.7%
47.26 207.2	 3000 210.8 68.9%
44.48 192.7	 3000 182.0 68.0%
41.69 179.9	 3000 155.8 66.6%
38.91 169.6	 3000 133.3 64.7%
36.12 160.4	 3000 111.7 61.7%
33.40 152.9	 3000	 90.9 57.0%
30.66 146.6	 3000	 70.8 50.5%
27.89 140.7	 3000	 51.7 42.2%
25.08 1354	 3000	 33.4 31.5%
22.28 130.6	 3000	 17.5 19.2%
19.52 126.5	 3000	 4.1	 5.4%
18.56 125.3	 3000	 0.0	 0.0%

Q	 H	 M	 ii
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM]	 [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

6.37 16.35	 2000	 7.47 65.3%

Shut-off: li/li = 1.28; Pp/Pp = 0.47
Turbine BEP

	

10.51 29.96	 2000	 10.41 70.6%

Regressions: H[1-il5]; M[1-*15]

Elasticities: ET= 1.58; E2T= 2.18

Turbine performance (15 points)

	

10.66 29.35	 0	 n/a	 0.0%

	

11.12 32.72	 2000	 11.96 70.2%

	

10.55 30.19	 2000	 10.51 70.4%

	

10.01 27.83	 2000	 9.15 70.2%

	

9.45 25.54	 2000	 7.88 69.7%

	

8.90 23.49	 2000	 6.74 68.8%

	

8.34 21.60	 2000	 5.64 66.9%

	

7.79 19.86	 2000	 4.60 63.4%

	

7.22 18.32	 2000	 3.61 58.3%

	

6.68 17.06	 2000	 2.79 52.3%

	

6.13 15.85	 2000	 2.04 44.8%

	

5.57 14.91	 2000	 1.40 36.1%

	

5.01 14.15	 2000	 0.86 25.8%

	

4.45 13.60	 2000	 0.40 14.1%

	

3.84 13.27	 2000	 0.00	 0.0%
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DIEDO88

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.881

D1	 0.215m?
Data extent	 stall (no M)<-runaway
Data quality:

	

	 absolute values
(is (i really 2900 RPM?)

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study: 	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type: standard pump (Etanorm 100-200?)

(could be the same as
ENGEO82 and STRO81)

Original source:	 Dieiich67
Data processing:

Pp obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M
[1/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

80.5 45.93	 2900 144.0 82.9%

Shut-off: ulp/fIj, = 1.25; Pp/Pp = 0.61
Turbine BEP

	

114.0 66.96	 2900 205.6 83.4%

Regressions: H[1-16]; M[l-131

Elasticities: ET=. 1.68; E,r= 2.26
Turbine performance (16 points)

	

102.0 68.99	 0	 n/a	 0.0%

	

127.9 82.11	 2900 272.4 83.1%

	

122.4 75.99	 2900 250.7 83.5%

	

116.7 69.70	 2900 219.2 83.5%

	

111.2 64.24	 2900 191.7 83.2%

	

105.6 59.02	 2900 166.1 82.5%

	

100.1 54.18	 2900 142.3 81.3%

	

94.6 49.79	 2900 120.8 79.4%

	

89.0 45.79	 2900 100:9 76.7%

	

83.5 42.29	 2900	 83.0 72.8%

	

77.9 38.96	 2900	 66.2 67.5%

	

72.3 35.97	 2900	 50.3 60.0%

	

66.7 33.19	 2900	 36.0 50.3%

	

61.2 30.87	 2900	 22.8 37.4%

	

55.8 28.72	 2900	 10.7 20.7%

	

51.0 27.01	 2900	 0.0	 0.0%

ENGEO57

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.575

0.262 m?
Data extent	 -a1most runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values

(is W' really 1475 RPM?)
Extra data:	 different rotor clearances
Data presentation:	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type: standard pump (Etanorm 100-250?)
Original source:	 Enga & R!
Other sources:

ijp from Engeda & fl8a, to achieve a better
consistency between HT, 1 Tand T•

p (and also D2) from manufacturers, to
achieve the quoted ..
Performance data with different
clearances in Engeda & R.87.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M	 ii
[1/sI	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
43.06 21.70	 1475 74.15 80.0%

Shut-off: H/ñ	 1.12; Pp/Pp = 0.462
Turbine BEP
51.48 28.60	 1475 76.69 82.1%

Regressions: H[1-6]; M[l-36]

Elasticities: ET = 1.64; E2T= 3.10

Turbine performance (6 points)

62.25 40.89	 1475 129.29 80.0%
55.79 32.41	 1475 92.88 80.9%
46.12 24.05	 1475 56.03 79.6%
36.16 18.91	 1475 27.21 62.7%
28.12 16.17	 1475 11.14 38.6%
21.57 14.73	 1475	 1.39	 6.9%
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ENGEO82

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
(semi-open impeller)

0.821

D2	 219mm

Data extent	 -runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 different rotor clearances,

different speeds, geometry,
closed impeller...

(Although it seems that the authors do
not consider the closed-impeller data
very reliable, since they did not include
the corresponding T in the table of Engeda
& R,8.)

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 KSB
Type:

	

	 modified standard pump
(Etanorm 100-200?)
(see also DIEDO88)

Original source:	 Engeda & R!

Other sources:
Turbine performance from Engeda & R.89a

(only 1050 RPM data was used, because
its extent is broader).
Performance data with different
clearances in Engeda & R.87.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 Ti
[us]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

43.06 13.50	 1475 44.73 82.5%

Shut-off: H/fi = 1.12: Pp/Pp = 0.437
Turbine BEP

	

40.51 10.27	 1050 30.42 82.0%

Regressions: H[1-391; M[l-8]
Elasticities: ET = 1.56; E2T= 1.89

Turbine performance (9 points)

	

49.26 14.12	 1050 49.06 79.1%

	

44.78 12.10	 1050 39.18 81.1%

	

42.39 11.02	 1050 34.08 81.8%

	

38.02	 9.38	 1050 26.05 81.9%

	

34.60	 8.19	 1050 20.21 80.0%

	

30.93	 6.99	 1050 14.57 75.6%

	

27.55	 6.11	 1050 10.44 69.6%

	

23.67	 5.36	 1050	 6.25 55.2%

	

16.94	 4.68	 1050	 0.00	 0.0%

ENGE122

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
1.22

D9	 185mm
Data extent	 -4runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values

Extra data:	 different speeds

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 KSB

Type: standard pump (Etanorm 100-160?)

Original source: 	 Engeda & R.

Other sources:
Turbine performance from Engeda & R.,

because it has absolute values (only
1250 RPM data was used, because it is
clearer and its extent broader)
Performance data with different
clearances in Engeda & R.87.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M	 ii
VlsI	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
41.67	 7.78	 1475 25.73 80.0%

Shut-off: ii/ft = 1.25; //P = 0.538

Turbine BEP

	

55.00 11.24	 1250 3444 74.4%

Regressions: H[1-8]; M[l-8}
Elasticities: ET = 1.77; E2T = 2.00

Turbine performance (8 points)

	

61.50 13.64	 1250 45 • 50 72.4%

	

54.45 11.13	 1250 33 • 45 73.7%
50.04	 9.59	 1250 26.32 73.2%
44.65	 7.90	 1250 18.70 70.8%
41.81	 7.11	 1250 15.16 68.1%
38.32	 6.20	 1250 ii.30 63.5%
32.90	 5.09	 1250	 6.15 49.0%
26.27	 4.01	 1250	 i.i-	 14.6%
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ENGE151

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
(semi-open impeller)

(According to the authors, a similar 1 T
was obtained with a closed impeller.)

1.51
224mm

Data extent	 -runaway

Data quality:	 only relative values
Extra data:	 different clearances

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 KSB

Type:

	

	 modified standard pump
(Etanorm 150-200?)

Original source: 	 Engeda & R.
(Only X = 0.34% was used.)

Other sources:
With the help of Fig. 1 of the original
source (that, by the way, uses a defmition
of ijt 8 times larger than the rest of the
paper), and comparing with
manufacturers' information, it was
possible to determine the type, and hence
the pump data.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (j)	 M	 11
[1/si	 Em] [RPMI [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

103.6 10.50	 1450	 83.6 84.0%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.39; PpiP,, = 0.600

Turbine BEP

	

138.0 17.62	 1450 119.0 75.8%

Regressions: H[l-l01; M[1-10l
Elasticities: ET = 1.81; E2T= 1.90

Turbine performance (10 points)

	

133.2 16.59	 1450 106.9 74.9%

	

130.3 15.95	 1450 100.5	 4.9%

	

123.1 14.32	 1450	 83.8 73.6%

	

118.2 13.33	 1450	 74.7	 3.5%

	

109.7 11.75	 1450	 58.9 70.7%

	

100.9 10.32	 1450	 45.6 67.8%
94.1	 9.23	 1450	 35.1 62.6%
87.5	 8.22	 1450	 27.0 58.2%
79.6	 7.16	 1450	 16.6 45.1%
68.4	 5.75	 1450	 4.6 18.3%

GIDDO 18

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
0.181

D2 	 =200mm
Data extent	 only around the BEP

Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 table

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 TKL

Type:	 standard pump (50x32-200)

Original source:	 -	 Giddens91

Data processing:
The tests were made with draft tube and
flow straightener, but the head data
correspond apparently to the actual H,
and therefore no corrections were made.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 ii
[1/sI	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
5.51	 66.5	 3000 24.11 47.4%

Shut-off: li/fi = 1.17; Pp/Pp = 0.503

Turbine BEP

	

10.07 177.1	 3000 24.23 43.5%
Regressions: H[1-411]; M[1-8]

Elasticities: ET= 1.57; £27 -. 2.26
Turbine performance (11 points)

	

10.51 188.9	 3000 26.69 43.1%

	

10.20 181.7	 3000 25.10 43.4%

	

9.79 169.2	 3000 22.24 43.0%

	

9.30 157.4	 3000 19.87 43.5%

	

8.78 146.1	 3000 17.35 43.3%

	

8.48 136.3	 3000 15.22 42.2%

	

8.08 129.6	 3000 13.57 41.5%

	

7.31 116.5	 3000	 9.83 37.0%

	

6.61 105.4	 3000	 6.65 30.6%
6.19	 99.1	 3000	 5.00 26.1%
5.59	 92.7	 3000	 2.62 16.2%
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GIDDO35

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

0.357
D2 	 =160mm
Data extent	 only around the BFP
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation: 	 table
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 TKL
Type:	 standard pump (65x50-160)
Original source: 	 Giddens91

Data processing: 	 See GIDDO18.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
	10.71 41.76	 3000 20.86 66.9%

	

Shut-off: Jp/i 	 1.20; Pp/Pp = 0.439
Turbine BEP

	14.14 64.74	 3000 19.77 69.2%

Regressions: H[l-16]; M[1-l3]
Elasticities: E = 1.19; E2r = 1.48
Turbine performance (16 points)

	16.59 80.16	 3000 28.31 68.2%

	

15.80 74.51	 3000 24.92 67.8%

	

15.19 71.04	 3000 23.00 68.3%

	

14.89 68.75	 3000 21.73 68.0%

	

14.49 66.94	 3000 20.80 68.7%

	

13.99 63.77	 3000 19.33 69.4%

	

13.42 59.95	 3000 17.36 69.1%

	

12.60 56.79	 3000 15.57 69.7%

	

11.70 53.12	 3000 13.52 69.7%

	

10.91 49.72	 3000 11.10 65.6%

	

10.11 47.03	 3000	 9.45 63.7%

	

9.51 44.66	 3000	 8.11 61.1%

	

8.57 41.67	 3000	 6.16 55.3%

	

8.01 40.25	 3000	 4.99 49.6%

	

7.60 39.42	 3000	 4.14 44.2%

	

6.81 36.93	 3000	 2.39 30.4%

GIDDO79

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

0.797
D2 	 =125mm
Data extent:	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 table
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 TKL
Type:	 standard pump (80x65-125)
Original source:	 Giddens91

Data processing:	 See GIDDO18.

Performance data:

	

Q	 H	 M	 ii

	

[1/s]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP
19.62 21.43	 3000 17.65 74.4%
Shut-off: H/fI = 1.27; P/P = 0.532
Turbine BEP
29.10 29.81	 3000 21.28 78.6%
Regressions: H[1-17]; M[1-14]
Elasticities: Er 1.71; E2r = 2.91
Turbine performance (17 points)

30.78 33.07	 3000 24.91 78.4%
29.68 31.18	 3000 22.59 78.2%
29.20 30.00	 3000 21.46 78.5%
29.00 29.60	 3000 21.04 78.5%
28.51 28.70	 3000 20.31 79.5%
27.99 27.79	 3000 19.14 78.8%
27.37 26.77	 3000 18.10 79.1%
26.99 26.09	 3000 17.10 77.8%
25.88 24.68	 3000 15.23 76.4%
24.78 23.48	 3000 13.57 74.7%
23.87 22.07	 3000 11.95 72.7%
22.68 20.58	 3000 10.29 70.6%
20.39 18.39	 3000	 7.20 61.5%
18.80 17.60	 3000	 5.57 53.9%
17.60 16.50	 3000	 4.04 44.6%
16.09 15.29	 3000	 2.17 28.2%
14.81 14.51	 3000	 0.87 12.9%
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HIDRO44

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
0.442

D2	 0.356m?
Data extent:	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values

(The shape of the power curve is very
unlikely.)

Extra data:	 different diameters

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Hidrostal
Type:	 standard? pump (125-3 15)

Original source: 	 KidrostaI
Data processing:

Pp obtained by extrapolation.

HIDR17 7

Category:
	

bowl (mixed-flow)?

1.775

D2	 n/a
Data extent
	

only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values

(is really 1750 RPM??)
Data presentation: constant speed graphs
Nature of the study: 	 PATs
Make:	 Hidrostal
Type:	 standard? pump (E8K-HD)
Original source: 	 HidrostaJ°
Data processing:

Shut-off data obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 11
[us]	 [ml [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

84.4 62.90	 1800 355.0 77.8%

Shut-off: H/ft = 1.10; Pp/Pp = 0.19
Turbine BEP

	

109.1 78.24	 1800 341.6 76.9%

Regressions: H[1-9]; M[l-9]

Elasticities: Er 1.09; E2T= 2.21
Turbine performance (9 points)

	

115.8 83.87	 1800 386.9 76.6%

	

112.3 81.00	 1800 364.0 76.9%

	

108.2 77.32	 1800 334.6 76.9%

	

102.2 72.84	 1800 296.0 76.4%

	

95.9 69.17	 1800 260.3 75.5%

	

89.6 65.80	 1800 226.0 73.7%

	

83.5 63.08	 1800 195.0 71.2%

	

77.7 60.85	 1800 167.0 67.9%

	

73.0 59.24	 1800 145.2 64.6%

	

Q	 H	 0)	 M

	

[us]	 [m]	 [RPMI [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

114.4 11.64	 1750	 89.5

Shut-off: lip/ftp 5.7; Pp/Pp = 1.4
Turbine BEP
178.3 17.71 1750 133.9

Regressions: H[1-413]; M[1-13]
Elasticities: Er 1.69; E2T = 1.42
Turbine performance (13 points)

	

190.3 19.92	 1750 157.3

	

180.3 17.98	 1750 137.1

	

170.8 16.32	 1750 118.7

	

160.4 14.77	 1750 101.0

	

150.2 13.33	 1750	 84.3

	

140.4 11.99	 1750	 68.9

	

130.4 10.59	 1750	 54.0

	

120.2	 9.25	 1750	 40.5

	

110.0	 8.06	 1750	 28.7

	

100.2	 7.00	 1750	 18.7

	

90.0	 5.99	 1750	 10.4

	

80.3	 5.04	 1750	 4.2

	

74.1	 4.55	 1750	 1.1

Ti

79.6%

79 .2%

77.6%
79.0%
79.6%
79.6%
78.7%
76.4%
73.0%
68.0%
60.4%
49 .7%
36.2%
19 .4%

5.9%
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JYOTO54

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?

0.540
D2 	 n/a

Data extent:	 near the BEP,
but without including it

Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 Jyoti

Type:	 standard? pump
Original source: 	 Jyo Ltd,

(Pump BEP from table, not form graph.)

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

10.67 24.01	 3000 11.11 72.0%

Shut-off: H/ft = n/a; Pp/Pp = n/a
Turbine BEP

	

17.10 44.52	 3000 14.43 60.7%

Regressions: H[1-35]; MIl->51
Elasticities: ET 2.06; E-,T = 3.92

Turbine performance (5 points)

	

16.09 39.13	 3000 11.73 59.7%

	

15.43 36.70	 3000 10.75 60.9%

	

13.80 30.09	 3000	 6.73 52.0%

	

12.76 26.73	 3000	 5.27 49.5%

	

11.22 23.43	 3000	 2.75 33.6%

JYOT18 3

Category: end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?

1.83
D2 	 n/a
Data extent:	 near the BEP,

but without including it
Data quality:	 absolute values

(is rrea1ly 1450 RPM??)
Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Jyoti
Type:	 standard? pump
Original source:	 Jyo Ltd.

(Pump BEP from table, not form graph.)

Performance data:

Q	 H	 0)	 M	 ii
[1/si	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

42.47 4.497	 1450 15.82 78.0%

Shut-off: H/f1 = n/a; P/F = n/a
Turbine BEP

	

53.39 8.967	 1450 19.76 63.9%

Regressions: H[1-9]; M[1-9]

Elasticities: Er 1.85; E2T = 3.63

Turbine performance (9 points)

	

55.55 9.852	 1450 23.62 66.8%

	

53.33 8.934	 1450 20.11 65.4%

	

50.00 7.784	 1450 15.94 63.4%

	

46.67 7.061	 1450 12.93 60.8%

	

43.33 6.471	 1450 10.10 55.8%

	

40.00 5.944	 1450	 7.75 50.4%

	

36.67 5.484	 1450	 5.58 43.0%

	

33.33 5.011	 1450	 3.86 35.8%

	

30.00 4.693	 1450	 2.30 25.3%
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KENN157

Category: end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)
1.57

D2 	 n/a
Data extent	 sta1l-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 different air contents
Data presentation:	 table
Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Combustion Engineering
Type:	 model (scale 1:5)
Original source: 	 Kennedy eta!80

(Pump points in p. 4-42; turbine points
394, 396,433,1488 and 1494.)

Other sources:
Shut-off data from Marn80

Data processing:
Pump-mode rated point is not the BEP

pump BEP was calculated.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 11

[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

208.9 72.19	 4500 399.6 78.5%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.54; Pp/Pp = 0.73 1
Turbine BEP

	

306.2 127.45	 4500 725.0 89.3%

Regressions: H[1-5]; M[1-5]
Elasticities: Er l.78; E,T = 1.93
Turbine performance (5 points)

	

114.8 27.34	 0 156.2	 0.0%

	

130.3 24.50	 2380 106.9 85.2%

	

111.5 18.82	 2250	 68.5 78.4%

	

170.2 45.40	 3775 132.0 68.9%

	

170.0 50.92	 4504	 84.4 46.9%

KITTO38

Category:	 double-suction
0.388

D2	 505 mm

Data extent	 stalk-nmaway

Data quality: approximate absolute values
Extra data:	 geometry

Data presentation:	 constant flow graph
Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 De Lava!
Type:	 old standard pump (L10/8)
Original source: 	 Ktedge80
Other sources:

Turbine performance from Kittredge61,
because it is clearer. Runaway tuned with
figures from Kedge76.

Data processing:
According to a comparative analysis
taking into account the information
provided by the author about other Dc
Laval pumps, and also according to Brown
& R.80, the specific speed proposed by the
author (Ns = 1500) corresponds to the
whole machine, and therefore it was
corrected; this analysis lead also to thc
approximate calculation of H and Qp.
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Performance data:

Q H	 M
[1/si	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
112.0	 50.3	 1160 541.8 84.0%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.28; Pp/Pp = 0.330
Turbine BEP
112.0	 30.3	 837 306.6 80.9%

Regressions: H[ l- 20]; M[1-17]

Elasticities: ET 1.31; E2T = 2.57

Turbine performance (20 points)
112.0	 39.0	 0 392.6	 0.0%
112.0	 35.0	 115 383.0 12.0%
112.0	 31.7	 233 372.0 26.2%
112.0	 29.2	 350 361.3 41.4%
112.0	 26.5	 524 342.7 64.6%
112.0	 26.0	 580 335.5 71.4%
112.0	 27.2	 694 325.2 79.1%
112.0	 28.4	 757 316.9 80.6%
112.0	 30.0	 818 309.3 80.3%
112.0	 31.7	 876 301.4 79.5%
112.0	 33.4	 931 295.2 78.4%
112.0	 35.5	 989 288.9 76.9%
112.0	 37.5	 1046 281.8 75.0%
112.0	 42.1	 1159 269.5 70.7%
112.0	 48.	 1272 257.7 64.1%
112.0	 66.4	 1503 235.0 50.7%
112.0	 86.6	 1737 205.0 39.2%
112.0 109.3	 1965 157.5 27.0%
112.0 135	 2201	 95.0 14.8%
112.0 171.1	 2489	 0.0	 0.0%

KITTO74

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
(with fixed vanes)

0.742
D2 	 312mm
Data extent	 stallE-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 geometry
Data presentation: 	 constant speed and

constant flow graphs
Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Voith
Type:	 old standard pump
Original source: 	 Klttredge33

Data processing:
Pump-mode rated point is not the BEP
= BEP calculated with pump
performance data.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 ii
[1/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
52.53	 6.53 700.0	 54.6 84.1%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.17; Pp/Pp = 0.3 85
Turbine BEP
50.00	 6.27 578.2	 43.3 85.3%

Regressions: H[1-2O]; M[l-20]

Elasticities: ET= 1.51; E2T = 1.98
Turbine performance (20 points)
50.00	 6.07	 0.0	 62.6	 0.0%
50.00	 5.81	 48.7	 60.5 10.8%
50.00	 5.71	 77.0	 60.7 17.5%
50.00	 5.62 100.3	 60.2 22.9%
50.00	 5.57 123.6	 59.6 28.2%
50.00	 5.51 153.2	 59.1 35.1%
50.00	 5.49 176.5	 58.1 39.9%
50.00	 5.49 202.2	 57.6 45.3%
50.00	 5.53 228.0	 56.6 49.9%
50.00	 5.54 277.0	 54.9 58.7%
50.00	 5.60 327.2	 53.0 66.1%
50.00	 5.69 376.1	 51.1 72.2%
50.00	 5.80 427.5	 49.2 77.5%
78.19 13.94 700.0 117.1 80.3%
70.04 11.55 700.0	 90.9 84.0%
60.03	 9.05 700.0	 62.8 86.4%
50.19	 6.94 700.0	 39.2 84.1%
40.15	 5.50 700.0	 20.6 69.6%
30.14	 4.82 700.0	 7.9 40.9%
20.81	 4.43 700.0	 0.0	 0.0%
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KNAPO44

Category:	 double-suction
0.446

D2	 n/a

Data extent	 stall-runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values

Data presentation: Kármán-Knapp diagram

Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps

Make:	 Byron Jackson

Type:	 old standard pump
Original source: Knapp

(Pump data from Figs. 2 and 3, because
these graphs are more accurate; turbine
performance from Fig. 7; Figs. 4 and 5
yield a very different turbine
performance and they were not used
because their scale is less clear and they
are less consistent the difference
between the 1100 and 3100 RPM data is
too far away from the affinity laws!)

Other sources:
Efficiencies from Swanson53.
Also published by Kiliredge53 in a paper
about transients in pumps (it is
interesting to note that in a later paper
with the PAT approach, Klttredge61 did not
include this data: apparently he
considered that mentioning a PAT
with T1T = ui-12.6% was not a good
way to advertise PATs!)

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

17.35 44.74	 3100 29.52 79.4%

Shut-off: lip/lip 1.29; Pp/Pp = 0.450

Turbine BEP

	

24.91 69.43	 3100 34.89 66.8%
Regressions: H[1-9]; M[1-8]
Elasticities: ET- 1.48; E-,T - 2.15

Turbine performance (9 points)

	

16.53 30.48	 0 21.92	 0.0%

	

17.15 30.48	 366 22.04 16.5%

	

17.48 30.48	 920 20.68 38.1%

	

17.30 30.48	 1346 19.00 51.8%

	

15.58 28.55	 2151 13.56 70.0%

	

12.91 30.48	 2676	 6.78 49.3%

	

14.63 45.72	 3416	 6.78 37.0%

	

10.77 30.48	 2853	 2.71 25.2%

	

9.43 30.48	 2923	 0.00	 0.0%

KNAPO63

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.630

=340mm
Data extent stall-runaway

Data quality: approximate absolute values
Data presentation: Kármn-Knapp diagram

Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Byron Jackson

Type:	 model? (or old standard pump?)
Original source:	 Knapp41

Data processing:
is not explicit for this machine nor for

KNAPO 67; the only explicit datum is that
the rated head H is 295 ft for both; as
they are in group B (designed for a
prototype speed of 180 RPM, as
compared with 150 RPM of group A),
we know that their speed must be in the
upper part of the mentioned speed range
(2100-2600 RPM), and we assume
2500 RPM. Finally, in order to keep the
consistency with this assumed
model/prototype ratio, and taking into
account a prototype flow of 1600 ft3/s,
their rated flow must be around 8.29 ft3/s
(that is the value we choose).
The literature on PATs contains several
hypothesis concerning the specific speed
of both machines: Stepanoft proposed
1850 and 2150 (divide by 2733 to get
2,), taking into account that the single-

volute pump BEP is well away from the
rated point (in the first edition of this
book, he had suggested Ns = 2140 for
both machines , using the rated prototype
conditions). So do Lawrence & B1 (2000 and
2035). Kinno&K. suppose 2110 and 1500,
but this is because they thought that
double-volute meant double-suction!
There is also a lot of guessing about the
diameter of the impeller 13.25",
according to Lawrence & p81, 13" for Kinno &
K.; we simply chose the average
between 12.25" and 14.5" (the mentioned
range).
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Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
	

11
[1/si	 Em]	 [RPMI [Nm]

Pump BEP
183.2 102.1	 2500	 784 89.3%
Shut-off: lip/ftp = 1.03; Pp/Pp = 0.524

Turbine BEP
267.3 128.7	 2500	 1166 90.5%
Regressions: H[1-20I; M[1-19]
Elasticities: ET = 1.46; E2T= 2.03
Turbine performance (20 points)

	

234 .9 103 .8	 0
	

1282
	

0.0%

	

197.1
	

62.9	 497
	

833 35.7%

	

199 .9
	

62.9
	

746
	

819 51.9%

	

199 . 2
	

62.9	 998
	

777 66 .1%

	

250.2
	

98.9
	

1483
	

1177 75.4%

	

230.5
	

89.9
	

1889
	

898 87.5%

	

238.5
	

98.9	 2098
	

939 89 .3%

	

119 .8
	

27.0
	

1179
	

235 91.8%

	

214 .8
	

89.9	 2309
	

699 89 .3%

	

218.8	 98.9	 2533	 699 87 .5%

	

127.1
	

36.0	 1556
	

235 85.6%

	

204 . 9
	

98.9	 2712
	

562 80.3%

	

133 .9
	

45.0	 1845
	

235 77.1%

	

140.7
	

54.0	 2094	 235 69.4%

	

145.8
	

62.9	 2300
	

235 63.0%

	

151.5
	

71.9	 2512
	

235 58.0%

	

156 .0
	

80.9	 2691	 235 53.6%

	

160.0	 89.9	 2864	 235 50.1%

	

164 . 5
	

98.9	 3047
	

235 47.1%

	

139 . 8
	

89.9	 3057
	

0
	

0.0%

KNAPO64

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

0.647
D2	 n/a
Data extent:	 stalk-*runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation: Kármán-Knapp diagram

Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Byron Jackson
Type:	 model?...

..This test data was published also by
Peabody39. According to him, it is "based
on actual tests of a scale model of one of
the pumps for the Colorado River
Aqueduct". However, in the next year,
Peabody says that the preliminary studies
(apparently making reference to his 1939
paper) "were based upon pump
characteristics taken from a pump,
having a specific speed somewhat near
that of the full sized pumps, but not in
any sense a scale model". If it is a model,
then thc prototype would probably be the
pumps of the intake pumping plant (see
1940), because they have a similar
specific speed, and then the model ratio
would be about 1:6

Original source:	 Knapp37

Other sources:
Locked rotor, absolute values and pump
BEP from Knapp.

Data processing:
The lack of consistency between Fig. 10
(1937) and the left part of Fig. 2 (1938)
shows that the rated point used to build
the former is not the optimum; this rated
point was found by achieving this
consistency.
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Performance data:

Q	 H	 CL)	 M	 ii
[1/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
	210.7 87.42	 2133	 880 91.8%

Shut-off: lip/tip = 1.12; Pp/Pp 0.493
Turbine BEP

	224.6 90.92	 1933	 858 86.8%
Regressions: H[1-16]; M[1-413]
Elasticities: ET= 1.38; E2= 2.08
Turbine performance (16 points)

	154.9 40.54	 0	 577	 0.0%

	

245.0 90.92	 1157	 1208 67.0%

	

241.2 90.92	 1377	 1122 75.3%

	

236.9 90.92	 1563	 1035 80.3%

	

231.9 90.92	 1736	 949 83.5%

	

225.6 90.92	 1900	 863 85.4%

	

218.4 90.92	 2051	 776 85.7%

	

209.6 90.92	 2179	 690 84.4%

	

200.4 90.92	 2273	 604 80.5%

	

189.1 90.92	 2358	 518 75.9%

	

179.2 90.92	 2421	 431 68.5%

	

166.2 90.92	 2475	 345 60.4%

	

154.6 90.92	 2525	 258 49.7%

	

141.6 90.92	 2570	 172 36.8%

	

128.3 90.92	 2611	 86 20.7%

	

114.1 90.92	 2639	 0	 0.0%

KNAPO67

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
(double-volute)

0.670
D2 	 =340mm
Data extent stail*-runaway

Data quality: approximate absolute values
Data presentation: Kármân-Knapp diagram

Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Byron Jackson

Type:	 old standard? pump (or a model?)
Original source:	 Knapp41

Other sources:
lip from Knapp&D.42.

Data processing:
The same pump-mode rated point as for
KNAPO63, buta different BEP.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 1
[1/si	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
195.5	 98.1	 2500 794.8 90.4%

Shut-off: li/li = 0.999; Pp/Pp 0.409
Turbine BEP
268.3 116.2	 2500 1045.8 89.6%
Regressions: H[1-19]; M[l-,18]

Elasticities: Er = 1.34; E2T = 1.95

Turbine performance (19 points)
234.8	 75.6	 0 1010.2	 0.0%
156.8	 32.4	 252 439.3 23.3%
159.3	 33.2	 497 439.3 44.1%
161.3	 34.6	 746 439.3 62.7%
242.3	 80.9	 1400 948.2 72.3%
236.6	 80.9	 1663 876.7 81.3%
231.9	 80.9	 1832 823.2 85.8%
228.2	 80.9	 1961 780.6 88.6%
216.2	 809	 2253 658.9 90.6%
211.0	 80.9	 2343 604.2 88.6%
181.0	 62.9	 2115 439.3 87.1%
182.6	 66.2	 2213 439.3 85.8%
185.1	 71.9	 2346 439.3 82.7%
187.6	 80.9	 2533 439.3 78.3%
191.2	 89•9	 2688 439.3 73.4%
194.3	 98.9	 2854 439.3 69.7%
197.3 107.9	 2998 439.3 66.1%
150.3	 80.9	 2691 219.6 51.9%
110.9	 80.9	 2903	 0.0	 0.0%
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LAUXO39

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.397

D2	 n/a
Data extent	 -runaway
Data quality:	 only relative values

(It is not explicit that the data were
actually obtained in tests.)

Extra data:	 different air contents

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Suizer
Type:	 standard? pump (11PH25)
Original source:	 Laux80
Other sources:

Performance data with different air
contents in GüIich81.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 1
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1.000 1.000 664.4 0.174 80.8%
Shut-off: fi/fi1, = 1.13; Pp/Pp = 0.392
Turbine BEP
1.409 1.487 664.4 0.252 85.4%

Regressions: H[1-l2]; M[1-,10J

Elasticities: ET= 1.39; E2T= 1.73
Turbine performance (12 points)
1.604 1.804 664.4 0.338 82.9%
1.500 1.625 664.4 0.291 84.6%
1.374 1.438 664.4 0.237 85.0%
1.311 1.345 664.4 0.211 85.1%
1.257 1.275 664.4 0.191 84.5%
1.130 1.127 664.4 0.147 81.8%
0.999 0.999 664.4 0.108 76.9%
0.889 0.902 664.4 0.079 70.1%
0.758 0810 664.4 0.050 57.6%
0.632 0.736 664.4 0.025 38.2%
0.502 0.678 664.4 0.005 10.5%
0.464 0.663 664.4 0.000	 0.0%

LUENO43

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
0.439

n/a
Data extent	 -)runaway
Data quality:	 only relative values

(It is not explicit that the data were
actually obtained in tests.)

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graphs

Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Bingham-Willamette?

Type:	 standard? pump
Original source:	 Lueneburg & N!
Data processing:

Lack of consistency between the HT, 1 T
and T curves = the latter was discarded
because its scale makes it the least
accurate (it was used only to
calculate hp).

Peiformance data:

Q	 H	 ci)	 M	 1
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1.000 1.000 734.6 0.183 69.5%

Shut-off: He/uI, = 1.20; P/P = 0.406
Turbine BEP
1.349 1.659 734.6 0.203 71.0%

Regressions: H[1-11]; M[1->9]
Elasticities: ET = 1.56; E,T= 2.52

Turbine performance (11 points)
1.499 1.979 734.6 0.262 69.2%
1.396 1.755 734.6 0.220 70.3%
1.299 1.558 734.6 0.182 70.4%
1.196 1.385 734.6 0.148 69.9%
1.094 1.241 734.6 0.117 67.6%
0.996 1.130 734.6 0.090 63.0%
0.896 1.027 734.6 0.065 55.3%
0.796 0.947 734.6 0.044 45.4%
0.698 0.885 734.6 0.024 30.8%

	

0.600 0.836 734.6 0.004	 5.5%

	

0.587 0.831 734.6 0.000	 0.0%
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MEIEO56

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
(with fixed vanes)

0.569
D2	n/a
Data extent	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 only relative values

(It is not explicit that the data were
actually obtained in tests.)

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 pump-turbines
Make:	 Escher Wyss
Type:	 standard? pump (or a model?)
Original source:	 Meer82
Data processing:

lip calculated by deduction.

Performance data:

Q H	 M
[I/si	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1.000 1.000 952.2 0.111 89.0%
Shut-off: !p/ñp = 1.16; isp/Pp = 0.536
Turbine BEP
1.095 0.923 813.8 0.100 86.1%
Regressions: H[ 1 -10]; M[1-10]
Elasticities: ET = 1.65; E2r= 1.90
Turbine performance (10 points)
1.188 1.059 813.8 0.123 85.0%
1.168 1.027 813.8 0.118 85.4%
1.128 0.969 813.8 0.108 86.0%
1.086 0.910 813.8 0.098 86.4%
1.046 0.858 813.8 0.089 86.3%
1.006 0.805 813.8 0.080 86.1%
0.965 0.755 813.8 0.071 85.1%
0.925 0.706 813.8 0.063 83.7%
0.884 0.662 813.8 0.055 81.7%
0.843 0.619 813.8 0.048 79.2%

MIKUO49

Category: multistage (3 radial-flow stages)
0.497

315mm
Data extent:	 stall (no M)<-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values

(see note about T' below)
Extra data:	 modifications
Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type:	 standard pump

(DIN 1944, group II; WKL... or WKF...)
Original source: 	 Mikus
Data processing:

Lack of consistency between the H, Ti
and P curves in both modes of operation

in both cases the latter was discarded.
The value of T = 1510 RPM was taken
from Fig. 2, but in Fig. 4 (where the
turbine performance data comes from)
the data may have been affinity-laws-
corrected to 1500 RPM, in which case
the data below would be slightly wrong.
P obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M	 ii
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM1 [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

60.06 33.65	 1500 156.6 80.6%
Shut-off: Ip/uip = 1.24; pp/Pp = 0.562
Turbine BEP

	

83.21 46.47	 1510 176.7 73.7%
Regressions: H[1-l3]; M[1-l2]

Elasticities: ET = 1.34; E2T= 1.85
Turbine performance (13 points)

	

80.27 36.55	 0	 n/a	 0.0%

	

92.84 54.36	 1510 231.3 739%

	

90.48 52.32	 1510 216.9 73.9%

	

83.22 46.38	 1510 174.7 73.0%

	

75.71 41.09	 1510 138.1 71.6%

	

68.02 36.47	 1510 106.4 69.2%

	

62.79 33.79	 1510	 88.2 67.0%

	

57.10 31.31	 1510	 70.6 637%

	

52.59 29.56	 1510	 58.3 60.5%

	

46.58 27.51	 1510	 43.1 54.3%

	

40.04 25.76	 1510	 28.2 44.2%

	

34.04 24. 53	1510	 12.8 24.8%

	

29.17 23.7	 1510	 0.0	 0.0%
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MIYAO79

Category:	 double-suction
0.798

350mm
Data extent:	 stall-runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 radial thrust
Data presentation: Kármán-Knapp diagram

Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps

Make:	 Hitachi
Type:	 model (scale 1:4.11)

Original source: 	 Miyashiro & K.70

Data processing:
The pump-mode rated point (necessary
to determine the turbine performance,
that is expressed in its terms) is the H
and the 11p corresponding to Q,..

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
297.5 127.6	 2940	 1335 90.6%

Shut-off: lip/tip 1.47; Pp/pp = 0.827
Turbine BEP
369.4 182.0	 2940	 1895 88.5%

Regressions: H[1-l5]; M[1-l4]
Elasticities: ET = 1.65; E2T = 2.78
Turbine perfonnance (15 points)
282.3 120.6	 0	 1770	 0.0%
301.1 120.6	 1355	 1644 65.5%
167.6	 36.2	 1190	 411 86.2%
302.5 120.6	 2438	 1233 88.0%
291.6 120.6	 2595	 1096 86.4%
270.7 120.6	 2919	 822 78.5%
202.9	 72.4	 2339	 411 69.9%
251.5 120.6	 3147	 548 60.7%
222.7	 96.5	 2830	 411 57.8%
229.6 108.5	 3029	 411 53.3%
236.6 120.6	 3210	 411 49.4%
250.5 1447	 3589	 411 43.5%
2171 120.6	 3282	 274 36.7%
195.6 120.6	 3346	 137 20.8%
184.4 120.6	 3381	 0	 0.0%

MIYA194

Category:	 bowl (mixed-flow)
1.94

D2	 409mm
Data extent	 stall-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant head graph
Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Hitachi

Type:	 model (scale 1:8.2)
Original source:	 Miyashiro & K.69

Data processing:
Lack of consistency between H , ip arid
Pa,, curves == the latter was discarded
because it yields an efficiency curve with
a very unlikely shape.
In the turbine performance points there is
a big jump between the 7th and the 8th
points; unfortunately, it is very difficult
to get additional intermediate points, on
account of the sharp geometry of the
flow-torque curve near runaway in
Fig. 10.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M	 ii
[us]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

349.4 19.96	 1640 460.1 86.5%

Shut-off: li/ti = 1.81; pp/Pp = 0.923
Turbine BEP

	

424.4 23.20	 1607 455.4 79.4%

Regressions: H[1-8]; M[1-47]

Elasticities: ET = 2.58; E2T = 4.26
Turbine performance (8 points)

	

289.6 23.20	 0 502.4	 0.0%

	

311.1 23.20	 203 529.7 16.0%

	

334.0 23.20	 433 557.1 33.3%

	

356.9 23.20	 693 566.9 50.7%

	

381.4 23.20	 984 560.6 66.6%

	

402.4 23.20	 1270 523.0 76.0%

	

423.6 23.20	 1592 454.1 78.6%

	

444.7 23.20	 2494	 0.0	 0.0%
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M1YA348

Category:	 bowl (axial-flow)

3.48
1)-,	 409mm
Data extent:	 stall-3runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant head graph
Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Hitachi
Type:	 model (scale 1:8.2)
Original source:	 Miyashiro & K,69

Data processing:
Lack of consistency between H , Tip and
P curves = an average was used.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 ii
[I/si	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
327.6	 8.77	 1640 187.8 87.4%

Shut-off: Ip/i = 2.50; Pp/Pp = 1.88
Turbine BEP

	

413.8 10.70	 1507 215.3 78.3%

Regressions: H[4-9]; MT2-9]
Elasticities: ET = 3.15; E2T= 4.96

Turbine performance (9 points)

	

225.4 10.70	 0 218.6	 0.0%

	

267.5 10.70	 423 215.7 34.1%

	

311.3 10.70	 666 223.0 47,6%

	

353.0 10.70	 913 240.6 62.2%

	

394.8 10.70	 1297 236.4 77.6%

	

438.5 10.70	 1766 188.6 75.8%

	

482.2 10.70	 2192 139.5 63.3%

	

528.9 10.70	 2644	 75.0 37.4%

	

575.6 10.70	 3060	 0.0	 0.0%

NELIO44

Category: multistage (2 radial-flow stages)

0.448
D2	 284mm
Data extent:	 -a1most runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values

(in this case T is clearly 1750 RPM)
Extra data:	 geometry
Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Ingersoll-Rand

Type:	 standard pump

Original source: 	 Neik & C.84

Data processing:
Pump BEP directly from original source
(not calculated).
Lack of consistency between HT , 1lT and

curves = the former was discarded to
match the turbine BEP proposed by the
authors.
Shut-off data slightly extrapolated.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 Ii

[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

36.10 33.80	 1750	 79.8 81.8%

Shut-off: H/fi = 1.28; Pp/Pp = 0.307
Turbine BEP

	

50.46 48.47	 1750	 95.7 73.2%

Regressions: H[1-38]; M[1-8]
Elasticities: ET = 1.54; E2T = 2.00
Turbine performance (8 points)

	

60.10 63.27	 1750 143.4 70.5%

	

55.19 56.19	 1750 119.9 72.2%

	

50.12 48.32	 1750	 95.2 73.4%

	

45.21 42.27	 1750	 75.4 73.8%

	

40.12 35.38	 1750	 53.6 70.6%

	

34.98 29.19	 1750	 33.5 61.3%

	

29.99 25.68	 1750	 19.9 48.3%

	

25.03 24.59	 1750	 11.7 35.6%
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PECKO98

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

0.984

273 mm
Data extent:	 stall<-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 geometry
Data presentation: 	 constant head graph
Nature of the study:	 investigation of flow

conditions
Make:	 Loughborough College
Type: special laboratory pump (impeller 'B')
Original source:	 Peck51

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
[IIsI	 [ml	 [RPM]	 [Nm]

Pump BEP
52.10	 9.15	 1199	 49.1 75.7%
Shut-off: lip/tip = 1.50; Pp/Pp = 0.445

Turbine BEP
51.85	 9.15	 857	 38.2 73.8%
Regressions: H[ 1.- l 3I; M[1-4l3]

Elasticities: ET = 2.06; E2r 3.83
Turbine performance (13 points)
37.74	 9.15	 0	 43.7	 0.0%
40.61	 9.15	 110	 44.8 14.3%
43.24	 9.15	 222	 45.7 27.4%
45.53	 9.15	 330	 46.5 39.3%
47.47	 9.15	 436	 46.7 50.1%
49.09	 9.15	 547	 45.9	 59.8%
50.26	 9.15	 654	 43.8 66.7%
51.37	 9.15	 764	 40.8 70.8%
51.88	 9.15	 873	 37.5 73.6%
51.98	 9.15	 986	 32.6 72.3%
49.95	 9.15	 1096	 23.9 61.3%
46.23	 9.15	 1204	 12.0 36.7%
40.67	 9.15	 1290	 0.0	 0.0%

SANTO 50

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)

0.500
200 mm

Data extent:	 -aImost runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 radial load, different speeds
Data presentation:	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 n/a
Type:	 standard pump
Original source:	 SantoIaa & F.92

Data processing:
P obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
[lIs]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
19.42 23.12	 2000 29.15 72.1%

Shut-off: lip/tip = 1.16; Pp/Pp = 0.38
Turbine BEP
32.95 50.58	 2000 49.47 63.4%

Regressions: H[1-16]; M[1-l2l
Elasticities: ET = 1.90; E2T = 3.18
Turbine performance (16 points)
40.90 78.77	 2000 89.41 59.3%
39.38 72.67	 2000 81.34 60.7%
37.84 67.3Q	 2000 73.85 61.9%
36.43 61.56	 2000 65.93 62.8%
34.87 56.56	 2000 58.55 63.4%
33.67 52.31	 2000 52.38 63.5%
32.49 49.17	 2000 4755 63.6%
31.34 45.41	 2000 41.96 63.0%
29.90 42.41	 2000 36.90 62.2%
28.57 38.93	 2000 31.84 61.1%
27.19 35.97	 2000 26.75 58.4%
25.03 32.43	 2000 20.92 55.0%
22.88 29.10	 2000 15.58 50.0%
20.25 25.91	 2000 10.43 42.4%
17.84 2 2.72	 2000	 5.91 31.2%
14.55 20.17	 2000	 1.40 10.2%
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SCHMO27

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.271

D2	 250mm
Data extent:	 -runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 RUtséhi (7)

Type:

	

	 commercial pump (NCP8-250)
that does not follow ISO standards

Original source:	 SchmiedI8

Data processing:
Pump BE? directly from original source.
Runaway point from intersection of HT
and MT =0 curves (and not from flT =0
and T=° points).

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M

[1/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

8.70 19.90	 1450 17.31 64.6%

Shut-off: lip/lip = n/a; Pp/Pp = n/a

Turbine BE?

	

11.88 21.74	 1000 15.82 65.4%

Regressions: H[l-17]; M[1-l7]

Elasticities: ET= 1.41; E2r= 1.76
Turbine performance (17 points)

	

15.31 31.99	 1000 27.76 60.5%

	

14.80 30.20	 1000 25.66 61.3%

	

14.27 28.76	 1000 24.05 62.6%

	

13.96 27.72	 1000 22.88 63.1%

	

13.48 26.25	 1000 21.20 64.0%

	

12.91 24.58	 1000 19.26 64.8%

	

12.37 23.12	 1000 17.49 65.3%

	

11.78 21.59	 1000 15.70 65.9%

	

11.19 20.25	 1000 13.97 65.8%

	

10.57 18.67	 1000 12.03 65.1%

	

9.80 16.95	 1000	 9.97 64.1%

	

8.92 15.27	 1000	 7.89 61.8%

	

8.32 14.07	 1000	 6.41 58.4%

	

7.53 12.92	 1000	 4.95 54.3%

	

6.84 12.14	 1000	 3.66 47.1%

	

554 11.16	 1000	 1.85 32.0%

	

3.73 10.15	 1040	 0.00	 0.0%

SENUO37

Category: end-suction/volute (radial flow)
(semi-open impeller)

0.366
1)7 	 101.4mm
Data extent:	 only around the BEP

Data quality:	 absolute values

Data presentation:	 table
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Gilkes
Type:	 standard pump (EM 132)
Original source: 	 Senu9°

(experiment No. 3)

Other sources:
Also published by WiIIiams.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M	 11
[1/si	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nml

Pump BEP
1.382	 8.11	 2500 0.801 52.4%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.22; Pp/Pp = 0.556

Turbine BEP
2.801 29.14	 2500 1.640 53.6%
Regressions: H[2-17]; M[2-317]

Elasticities: ET= 1.64; E2T= 2.06

Turbine performance (17 points)
3.180 35.27	 2500 2.178 51.8%
3.000 33.13	 2500 1.980 53.2%
2.900 30.99	 2500 1.799 53.4%
2.800 29.26	 2500 1.667 54.3%
2.700 27.32	 2500 1.534 55.5%
2.600 25.38	 2500 1.403 56.7%
2.500 24.06	 2500 1.221 54.2%
2.400 22.83	 2500 1.039 50.6%
2.300 21.51	 2500 0.908 49.0%
2.200 20.59	 2500 0.809 47.7%
2.100 19.16	 2500 0.693 46.0%
2.000 18.25	 2500 0.610 44.6%
1.900 16.82	 2500 0.511 42.7%
1.800 16.11	 2500 0.445 41.0%
1.700 14.88	 2500 0.363 38.3%
1.600 14.17	 2500 0.297 35.0%
1.500 13.25	 2500 0.207 27.8%
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SMITO35
	

ST1R348

Category:	 double-suction	 Category:	 bowl (axial-flow)

	

0.346	 2,	 3.48
246mm	 D2	 n/a

Data extent	 only around the BEP	 Data extent	 stall<-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values	 Data quality: approximate absolutc values
Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph	 Extra data:	 different heads, axial thrust,
Nature of the study:	 PATs	 geometry

Make:	 Worthington-Simpson
Type:	 standard pump (3L2)

with reduced impeller
(The results of tests with full-sized
impeller made in Nottingham
Polytechnic are unreliable, according to
Williams.)

Original source: 	 SmUi (unpublished)
Other sources:

Reproduced by WiIIiams.
Pump data from manufacturers,
interpolating impeller sizes.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (0	 M
[I/sI	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
20.00 15.40	 1425 27.65 73.2%
Shut-off: lip/lip = 1.28; Pp/Pp = 0.443
Turbine BEP

	

25.37 24.24	 1450 22.78 57.4%
Regressions: H[1-20]; M[l-20]
Elasticities: Er 1.37; E2T = 2.71
Turbine performance (20 points)

	

26.40 25.90	 1450 24.95 56.5%

	

25.50 24.30	 1450 23.01 57.5%

	

24.60 23.00	 1450 21.01 57 . 5%

	

23.60 22.10	 1450 19.03 56 .5%

	

22.70 21.10	 1450 17.54 56.7%

	

22.30 20.70	 1450 16.84 56 . 5%

	

21.90 20.50	 1450 16.09 55.5%

	

21.60 20.10	 1450 15.42 55.0%

	

21.30 19.70	 1450 14.77 54 .5%

	

20.70 19.20	 1450 13.91 54 .2%

	

20.30 18.90	 1450 13.26 53.5%

	

20.00 18.70	 1450 12.92 53 .5%

	

19.80 18.50	 1450 12.42 52.5%

	

19.30 18.30	 1450 11.75 51.5%

	

18.70 17.80	 1450 10.53 49.0%

	

17.30 17.10	 1450	 9.08 47.5%

	

17.10 16.90	 1450	 8.68 46.5%

	

16.70 16.70	 1450	 8.02 44 .5%

	

16.15 16.60	 1450	 7.19 41.5%

	

15.70 16.30	 1450	 6.53 39.5%

Data presentation:	 constant head graphs
Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps
Make:	 National Engineering Laboratory
Type:	 special laboratory pump
Original source:	 SrIing.
Data processing:

Lack of consistency between the H , lip
and Pp curves = the latter was discarded
to match the 'ip mentioned by the author
(8 4%).
Absolute values decided in an arbitrary
way, taking into account the size of the
dynamometer.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 6)	 M
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1408 6.957	 665	 1653 83.4%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 2.59; Pp/Pp = 2.16
Turbine BEP
1419 6.526	 482	 1232 68.6%

Regressions: H[1-14]; M[1-12]
Elasticities: ET = 3.69; E2T= 6.13
Turbine performance (14 points)

	

752 6.526	 0	 1467	 0.0%

	

850 6.526	 65	 1501 19.0%

	

964 6.526	 137	 1526 35.7%

	

1078 6.526	 215	 1522 49.8%

	

1177 6.526	 294	 1503 61.4%

	

1284 6.526	 379	 1381 66.8%

	

1397 6.526	 465	 1213 66.2%

	

1498 6.526	 543	 1082 64.2%

	

1600 6.526	 618	 975 61.7%

	

1702 6.526	 689	 870 57.7%

	

1815 6.526	 769	 717 49.7%

	

1934 6.526	 845	 527 37.8%

	

2064 6.526	 925	 294 21.6%

	

2231 6.526	 1020	 0	 0.0%
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Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
0.226

D2 	 320mm

Data extent:	 stall (no M)-3runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:

	

	 different ring clearances,
different speeds, geometry

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type:	 standard pump (Etanorm 50-3 15)

Original source:	 Strate etaJ0
(Only smaller ring clearance was used.)
(Some points from Fig. 4.)

Other sources:
Pump data from manufacturers (the
pump type was deduced from the
geometry data in p. 5 of the original
source).

Data processing:
Slight lack of consistency between the
HT, h r and P . curves = an average was
used.
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ST RA 043

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
0.434

334mm

Data extent	 stall (no M)-runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values

Extra data:	 different ring clearances,
geometry

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 KSB
Type:	 standard pump (Etanorm 100-3 15)

Original source: 	 Strate eta/0
(Only smaller ring clearance was used.)

Other sources:
Pump data from manufacturers (the
pump type was deduced from the
geometry data in p. 5 of the original
source).

Data processing:
Slight lack of consistency between the
Hr, flr and P curves = the latter was
discarded.

Performance data:
Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
[us]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
12.53 32.30	 1450 42.49 61.5%
Shut-off: Hp/Hp = 1.11; Pp/Pp = 0.31
Turbine BEP
12.19 27.98	 920 18.01 51.9%
Regressions: H[1-10]; M[l-8]

Elasticities: ET = 1.38; E2T = 1.48
Turbine performance (10 points)

	

11.20 18.15	 0	 n/a	 0.0%

	

19.11 56.24	 920 48.62 44.4%

	

16.78 45.30	 920 37.37 48.3%

	

12.98 30.73	 920 21.15 52 .1%

	

12.71 30.13	 920 20.43 52.4%

	

12.30 28.38	 920 18.62 52.4%

	

10.24 22.01	 920 11.71 51.0%

	

8.18 17.32	 20	 6.48 44 .9%

	

6.15 14.23	 920	 2.18 24 .4%

	

5.12 13.21	 920	 0.00
	

0.0%

Q	 H	 (j)	 M
[us]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

51.39 34.70	 1450 142.2 81.0%

Shut-off: lip/tip = 1.15; Pp/pp = 0.27 8
Turbine BEP

	

69.39 49.01	 1500 170.9 80.5%
Regressions: H[1-14]; M[1->11]

Elasticities: E = 1.22; E-,T = 2.04
Turbine performance (14 points)

	

78.16 57.42	 1500 223.3

	

73.33 52.87	 1500 194.3

	

71.63 51.12	 1500 183.5

	

69.86 49.37	 1500 173.5

	

68.33 47.97	 1500 164.9

	

67.39 46.91	 1500 158.4

	

66.27 46.22	 1500 153.5

	

65.10 45.54	 1500 148.0

	

60.08 42.07	 1500 124.2

	

49.71 36.22	 1500	 80.8

	

40.25 32.88	 1500	 48.4

	

30.14 30.97	 1500	 17.2

	

24.02 30.05	 1500	 1.0

	

23.29 30.07	 1500	 0.0

79.7%
80. 3%
80.3%
80.6%
80 .6%
80.3%
50 .2%
79 .9%
78.7%
71.9%
58.6%
29.6%

2.2%
0 .0%
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STRAO81

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.813

D-,	 219mm

Data extent	 stall (no M$4runaway
Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data:	 different ring clearances,

geometry

Data presentation:	 constant speed graphs
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 KSB
Type: standard pump (Etanorm 100-200?)

(see also DIEDO88)

Original source:	 Strate etai

(Only smaller ring clearance was used.)
Other sources:

Pwnp data from manufacturers (the
pump type was deduced from the
geometry data in p. 5 of the original
source).

Data processing:
Slight lack of consistency between the
HT, 11 rand P curves = the latter was
discarded.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 ()	 M	 11
[I/si	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
42.92 13.35	 1450	 43.3 85.5%
Shut-off: H/1I = 1.21;	 = 0.441

Turbine BEP
56.15 22.11	 1500	 60.4 77.9%
Regressions: H[1-l41; M[1-l3]

Elasticities: ET = 1.5 ; E2T = 2.07
Turbine performance (14 points)
80.11 40.43	 1500 140.3 69.4%
70.18 31.70	 1500 103.5 74.5%
60.00 24.77	 1500	 71.9 77.5%
58.68 23.66	 1500	 67,5 77.8%
57.55 22.72	 1500	 63.8 78.1%
56.83 22.48	 1500	 62.3 78.1%
56.05 22.07	 1500	 60.1 77.9%
55.05 21.64	 1500	 57,9 77,9%
54.24 21.12	 1500	 557 77.9%
53.34 2 0.71	 1500	 53,5 77.6%50.06 18.72	 1500	 44,7 76.4%43.59 15.47	 1500	 30.8 73.2%33.45 12.50	 1500	 14.0 53.7%22.63 10.37	 1500	 0.0	 0.0%

STRtJO51

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

0.518
D2 	 n/a
Data extent	 stalk-runaway
Data quality:	 only relative values
Data presentation:	 constant speed and

constant head graphs

Nature of the study: 	 pump-turbines
Make:	 Suizer

Type:	 standard pump (a bit old)
Original source:	 Strub59

Data processing:
Lack of consistency between the Jp, lip
and Ap curves = the latter was discarded
because its scale makes it the least
accurate.
The stall torque was calculated by
extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 0)	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
1.000 1.000 866.8 0.129 84.0%
Shut-off: IIp/ lip = 1.31; pp/Pp = 0.488
Turbine BEP
1.305 1.274 866.8 0.154 85.6%
Regressions: H[1-l7]; M[1-17l

Elasticities: ET= 1.58; E2T= 2.13
Turbine performance (17 points)
1.155 1.000	 0.0 0.176	 0.0%
1.169 1.000 84.7 0.176 13.6%
1.180 1.000 170.0 0.176 27.1%
1.194 1.000 254.6 0.171 39.0%
1.202 1.000 339.9 0.169 51.1%
1.211 1.000 424.4 0.165 61.6%
1.214 1.000 510.7 0.157 70.7%
1.210 1.000 595.7 0.150 78.7%
1.669 1.950 866.8 0.283 80.6%
1.495 1.598 866.8 0.216 83.9%
1.319 1.304 866.8 0.159 85.6%
1.230 1.175 866.8 0.134 86.1%
1.142 1.046 866.8 0.110 85.6%
0.967 0.828 866.8 0.069 79.4%
0.791 0.681 866.8 0.036 61.1%
0.617 0.623 866.8 0.012 30.0%
0.499 0.599 866.8 0.000	 0.0%
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SWAN274

Category:	 bowl (mixed-flow)
2.74

1)2	 210mm

Data extent	 sta1k-runaway

Data quality: approximate absolute values
Extra data:	 geometry

Data presentation:	 constant flow graph

Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps

Make:	 Peerless

Type:	 old standard pump (1OMH)

Original source:	 Swanson53

Other sources:
Efficiencies (and geometry) from
Kittredge61.
Pump BEP (and hence absolute values)
from the manufacturers.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 ()	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

SWAN496

Category:	 bowl (axial-flow)
4.96

D2	 203 mm

Data extent:	 stal1-runaway

Data quality: approximate absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant flow graph

Nature of the study: 	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Peerless

Type:	 old standard pump (1OPL)

Original source: 	 Swanson53

Other sources:
Geometry from Krttredge61.
Pump BEP (and hence absolute values)
from the manufacturers.

Data processing:
lip is 80% according to Swanson and
77.3% according to the manufacturers;
however, the value of 75.2% was chosen
to achieve consistency between the
relative values of MT, HT and ii7-.

Pump BEP
90.40	 5.61	 1760 32.50
Shut-off: Hp/tip = 2.00; i'p/Pp 1.37
Turbine BEP
90.40	 3.48	 1173 19.71
Regressions: H[4-10]; M[4-10]

Elasticities: ET = 2.93; E2T = 4.67

Turbine performance (10 points)
90.40 11.91	 0 69.02
90.40 10.11	 194 57.72
90.40	 8.13	 394 47.09
90.40	 5.97	 593 37.44
90.40	 4.49	 794 30.96
90.40	 3.gi	 993 24.93
90.40	 3.51	 1194 19.11
90.40	 2.97	 1394 13.15
90.40	 2.44	 1593	 6.36
90.40	 2.16	 1773	 0.00

Performance data:
83.0%

Q	 H	 M
[I/si	 [mi	 [RPMI [Nm]

Pump BEP
78.5%	 51.73 0.793 970.0 5.263 75.2%

Shut-off: H/ti 2.85; P/P = 2.01

Turbine BEP
51.73 0.540 609.2 3.266 76.0%

Regressions: H[7-13]; M[11-14l

	

26:9%	 Elasticities: Er 2.31; E2T= 2.86
44	 Turbine performance (19 points)

	

74:8%	 51.73 0.874	 0.0 3.305	 0.0%

	

76.7%	 51.73 0.765	 47.5 2.709	 3.5%

	

72.8%	 51.73 0.687	 97.0 2.551	 7.4%

	

49.1%	 51.73 0.644 143.9 2.664 12.3%
0.0% 51.73 0.643 194.3 3.015 18.8%

51.73 0.654 243.1 3.459 26.6%
51.73 0.652 289.7 3.806 34.9%
51.73 0.629 337.2 3.972 43.9%
51.73 0.602 388.5 4.013 53.5%
51.73 0.590 435.3 4.095 62.4%
51.73 0.580 484.2 4.069 70.1%
51.73 0.567 531.3 3.867 74.8%
51.73 0.545 580.7 3.516 77.3%
51.73 0.519 630.3	 3.083 77.3%
51.73 0.493 677.6 2.630 74.7%
51.73 0.447 727.4 2.082 69.9%
51.73 0.400 769.0 1.588 63.0%
51.73 0.317 832.7 0.839 45.5%
51.73 0.221 902.9 0.000	 0.0%
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THOMO62

Category: end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
0.622

n/a
Data extent	 stall-runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant speed and

constant flow graphs (Thoma diagram)

Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 n/a
Type:	 old standard? pump
Original sources:	 mona31 and Kedge31

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M
[I/si	 [m]	 [RPMI [Nm]

Pump BEP
8.54 4.285	 1060 4.729 68.4%

Shut-off: iip/fi = 1.06; Pp/Pp = 0.288
Turbine BEP

	

14.16 8.043	 1060 8.042 79.9%

Regressions: H[1-8]; M[1-^8]
Elasticities: ET = 1.4.6; E2T = 2.58

Turbine performance (8 points)
9.19 3.927	 0 4.903	 0.0%
9.19 3.273	 307 4.346 47.5%
9.19	 3.130	 540 3.787 76.0%
9.19 3.315	 675 3.336 79.0%
9.19 3.859	 825 2.969 73.8%
9.74 5.490	 1060 3.183 67.4%
5.30 4.062	 1060 0.238 12.5%
4.45 3.876	 1060 0.000	 0.0%

THOM15O

Category: multistage (2 radial-flow stages)

1.503

1)2	 1372mm[!?]
Data extent	 sta1k-runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 table, Suter-type

Nature of the study:	 transients in pumps
Make:	 Byron-Jackson

Type:	 standard?? pump (54RXM)
Original source:	 Thomas
Data processing:

The runaway point was obtained by
interpolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 (i)	 M	 ii
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP
2377 25.88 592.0 11533 84.4%

Shut-off: H/fI = 1.52; Pp/Pp = 0.785
Turbine BEP
2940 40.75 592.0 13753 72.6%

Regressions: H[1-9]; M[1-49]
Elasticities: ET = 2.08; E7' 3.10
Turbine performance (9 points)
2170 30.28	 0.0 13520	 0.0%
2170 28.32	 98.7 12489 21.4%
2170 25.80 197.3 11000 41.4%
2170 24.40 296.0	 9625 57.5%
2170 22.71 394.7	 8021 68.6%
2170 22.15 493.3	 6416 70.3%
2170 22.15 592.0	 5156 67.8%
1808 18.79 592.0	 2062 38.4%
1602 16.49 592.0	 0	 0.0%
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THORO42
	

THORO9O

Category:

D2

Data extent:
Data quality:
Extra data:

Data presentation:
Nature of the study:
Make:
Type:
Original source:

double-suction
0.426

318mm
-4almost runaway

absolute values
different diameters

(only for turbine-mode)

constant speed graph
PATs

Worthington-Simpson
standard pump (6L2)
Thome90 (unpublished)

Category:	 double-suction
0.904

D2 	 216mm
Data extent	 -,nlnaway,

but without including the BEP

Data quality: 	 absolute values
Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph

Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Worthington-Simpson
Type:	 standard pump (6L1)
Original source:	 Thorne (unpublished)

Performance data:
Performance data:

Q H	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

38.48 30.19	 1480	 88.0 83.6%
Shut-off: 1!p/uI = 1.21; P/P = 0.440
Turbine BEP

	

48.15 40.84	 1510	 94.6 77.6%
Regressions: H[1-6]; M[1-45]
Elasticities: ET = 1.35; E2 = 2.08

Turbine performance (6 points)

	

65.28 66.50	 1518 190.9 71.3%

	

58.75 54.60	 1514 148.2 747%

	

49.03 41.50	 1509	 98.1 77.7%

	

41.67 34.50	 1506	 67.8 759%

	

27.78 24.90	 1502	 23.5 546%

	

19.45 22.70	 1500	 3.2 11.6%

Q	 H	 w	 M	 1
[us]	 [m]	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

40.94 11.59	 1485 34.28 87.3%
Shut-off: Ftp/lIp 1.11;	 0.372
Turbine BEP

	

64.90 24.64	 1525 73.21 74.6%
Regressions: H[ 1 -15}; M[l-,10]
Elasticities: ET = 1.94; E2T = 3.22
Turbine performance (15 points)

	

66.67 26.29	 1528 81.41 75.8%

	

63.89 23.94	 1524 71.21 75.8%

	

61.11 21.84	 1521 61.50 74.9%

	

58.34 20.02	 1518 52.76 73.2%

	

55.56 18.48	 1515 45.02 71.0%

	

52.78 17.02	 1512 37.53 67.5%

	

50.00 15.70	 1510 30.98 63.7%

	

47.23 14.49	 1508 25.09 59.1%

	

44.45 13.54	 1506 20.35 54.4%

	

41.67 12.58	 1505 15.79 48.4%

	

38.89 11.85	 1504 12.01 41.8%

	

36.11 11.06	 1502	 8.53 34.3%

	

33.34 10.37	 150].	 5.32 24.7%
30.56	 9.69	 1500	 2.49 13.5%
27.78	 9.20	 1500	 0.00	 0.0%
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VENTO84

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.845

280mm
Data extent:	 only around the BEP

Data quality:	 absolute values
Extra data: hydraulic efficiency, geometry

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 n/a
Type:	 standard pump (ISO class C)

Original source:	 Ventrone & N.
Data processing:

Pump BEP directly from original source.
Lack of consistency between the Ni, 1T
and 11T curves = the latter was discarded
to match the BEP figures given by the
authors.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 co	 M

[us]	 Em]	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

86.1 20,11	 1450 144.3 77.5%
Shut-off: H/ñ = 1.21; Pp/Pp = 0.515
Turbine BEP

	

120.5 34.00	 1550 192.7 77.9%
Regressions: H[1-*6]; M[1-6]

Elasticities: ET= 1.68; E2T= 2.65

Turbine performance (6 points)

	

138.8 43.61	 1550 277.2 75.8%

	

132.5 40.06	 1550 247.1 77.1%

	

122.0 34.83	 1550 200.4 78.1%

	

117.9 32.85	 1550 182.3 77,9%

	

103.3 26.66	 1550 124.8 75.0%

	

88.7 22.13	 1550	 79.2 66.8%

WILLO26

Category: end-suction/volute (radial flow)
0.261

D9	 134mm
Data extent:	 -*runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
(Power determined by measuring electric
ouput power and correcting with
generator efficiency.)

Extra data:	 different diameters
(only in turbine-mode)

Data presentation: 	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study: 	 PATs

Make:	 Worthington-Simpson
Type:	 standard pump (25 WB 125)
Original source:	 Williams92

Data processing:
Pp obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 ci)	 M
[us]	 [m]	 ERPMI [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

2.226 21.24	 2900 3.587 42.6%
Shut-off: Hp/flp = 1.20; P/P = 0.56
Turbine BEP

	

3.754 55.86	 3100 2.975 47.0%
Regressions: H[1-412]; M[1-,lO]
Elasticities: ET = 1.43; E2T = 2.47

Turbine performance (12 points)

	

3.902 59.42	 3100 3.271 46.7%

	

3.875 58.16	 3100 3.159 46.4%

	

3.795 56.33	 3100 3.009 46.6%

	

3.715 56.11	 3100 2.909 46.2%
3.634	 53.36	 3100 2.789 47.6%

	

3.501 50.51	 3100 2.537 47.5%

	

3.367 47.99	 3100 2.246 46.0%

	

3.153 44.79	 3100 1.988 46.6%

	

2.913 41.71	 3100 1.556 42.4%

	

2.512 37.25	 3100 1.037 36.7%

	

2.378 35.42	 3100 0.753 29.6%

	

1.951 31.42	 3100 0.000	 0.0%
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WILLO47

Category:	 submersible (radial flow)
0.467

184mm
Data extent:	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation: 	 table
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Flygt
Type:	 standard pump (BS21O2HT)
Original source:	 Williams92

Other sources:
Original test data kindly provided by
Williams.

Data processing:
Data corrected assuming usual values for
the slip and the efficiency of the
generator.
The flow was established indirectly (by
measuring the feed-pump head), but the
values are unlikely = they were slightly
corrected.
P obtained by extrapolation.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M
[I/si	 [ml	 [RPM] IINm]

Pump BEP

	

9.86 25.85	 2850 14.72 56.9%

Shut-off: H/li = 1.64; Pp/Pp = 0.70
Turbine BEP

	

18.68 40.31	 3000 12.11 51.5%

Regressions: H[1-8]; M[1-8]
Elasticities: ET = 2.51; E2T = 9.36
Turbine perfom-ce (8 points)

	

21.60 5 .5O	 3042 19.41 49.1%

	

20.40 52.00	 2952 16.46 48.9%

	

19.75 48.00	 2938 14.88 49.3%

	

17.40 35.00	 2769 10.59 51.4%

	

16.40 30.50	 2746	 8.70 51.0%

	

14.40 2 4.00	 2682	 5.62 46.6%

	

12.90 21.50	 2661	 3.28 33.6%

	

12.00 19.50	 2562	 2.47 28.9%

WILL12 6

Category:	 submersible (mixed? flow)
1.26

1)2	 l4Ofllrfl
Data extent	 near the BEP,

but without including it
Data extent	 only around the BEP
Data quality:	 absolute values
Data presentation:	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study:	 PATs
Make:	 Flygt
Type:	 standard pump (BS21O2MT)
Original source:	 Williams89

Other sources:
Reproduced by Williams92.

Generator efficiency kindly provided by
Williams.

Data processing:
PAT efficiency calculated taking into
account the generator efficiency.
Not enough pump-mode performance
points to calculate the pump BEP (nor
P) pump BEP from original source.

Performance data:

Q	 H	 Ci)	 M	 Ii

[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]
Pump BEP

	

25.00 12.80	 2850 15.35 68.5%

Shut-off: lip/lip = 2.03; Pp/Pp = n/a

Turbine BEP

	

44.79 27.12	 3000 25.50 67.2%

Regressions: H[l-l3]; M[l-l3]
Elasticities: ET = 2.27; EIT = 3.62
Turbine performance (13 points)

	

43.00 24.80	 3000 22.20 66.7%

	

42.00 23.43	 3000 20.52 66.8%

	

41.00 22.22	 3000 18.91 66.5%

	

40.00 21.10	 3000 17.31 65.7%

	

39.00 20.00	 3000 15.75 64.7%

	

38.00 18.90	 3000 14.19 63.3%

	

37.00 17.90	 3000 12.71 61.5%

	

36.00 16.93	 3000 11.32 59.5%

	

35.00 16.00	 3000 10.01 57.3%

	

34.00 15.15	 3000	 8.71 54.2%

	

33.00 14.30	 3000	 7.48 50.8%

	

32.00 13.55	 3000	 6.39 47.2%

	

31.00 12.80	 3000	 5.39 43.5%
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YANG12 3

Category:	 bowl (mixed-flow)

1.237

D2	 n/a

Data extent	 -4runaway

Data quality:	 only relative values
(Draft tube included in turbine-mode,
and apparently not in pump-mode.)

Extra data:	 different exhaust heads

Data presentation:	 constant speed graph

Nature of the study:	 PATs

Make:	 Laync and Bowlcr?

Type:	 standard pump

Original source: 	 Yang

Data processing:
fjp calculated by deduction (from Figs. 8
and 9).
Runaway from Fig. 11.

Performance data:

Q H	 M
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

1.000 1.000	 2070 0.054 83.6%

Shut-off: H/ti = 1.53; P/P = missing

Turbine BEP

	

1.282 1.293	 2070 0.057 76.5%

Regressions: H[4-l41; M[l-313]

Elasticities: ET= 1.84; E2T= 3.41

Turbine performance (14 points)

	

1.497 1.702	 2070 0.084 73.1%

	

1.468 1.656	 2070 0.082 74.3%

	

1.445 1.617	 2070 0.079 74.9%

	

1.409 1.546	 2070 0.074 75.6%

	

1.344 1.397	 2070 0.065 76.1%

	

1.301 1.335	 2070 0.060 76.5%

	

1.238 1.227	 2070 0.053 77.6%

	

1.208 1.172	 2070 0.050 77.6%

	

1.097 0.992	 2070 0.037 75.3%

	

1.033 0.904	 2070 0.030 71.0%

	

1.012 0 .886	 2070 0.028 69.7%

	

0.922 0.796	 2070 0.019 57.2%

	

0.896 0 .787	 2070 0.017 54.8%

	

0.706 0.626	 2070 0.000	 0.0%

YEDIO38

Category: end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
0.382

=127mm

Data extent	 -runaway

Data quality:	 absolute values
(is w1- really 3550 RPM?)

Extra data:	 different diameters
(but T1T only for the full size)

Data presentation:	 constant speed graph
Nature of the study: 	 PATs
Make:	 Worthington-Simpson
Type:	 standard pump (1'/2CH-52)
Original source:	 Yidah

Performance data:

Q	 H	 M
	

Ti
[us]	 [ml	 [RPM] [Nm]

Pump BEP

	

6.94	 35.1	 3500 10.17 64 .0%
Shut-off: lip/tip = 1.16; Ip/Pp 0.5

Turbine BEP

	

11.53	 61.4	 3550 12.14 65.0%
Regressions: H[1-*6]; M[1-6l

Elasticities: ET 1.33; E, = 2.03

Turbine performance (6 points)

	

21.67 184.0	 3550 50.39 47.9%

	

18.61 134.2	 3550 35.05 53 .2%

	

14.89	 89.2	 3550 21.56 61.6%

	

10.59	 56.3	 3550 10.04 63.9%

	

8.64	 44.4	 3550	 6.12 60.6%

	

6.76	 38.3	 3550	 3.17 46.4%



Source
Brown &

Csemniky83

Giddens etai82

Kobori83

'fang83

Remarks
0.5 45
1.60
0.907
2.55
3.55
4.71

	

0.820
	

only overall efficiency

	

0.570
	

also in Kobon54

1.088
1.103
1.110
1.129
1.325

Remarks
0.187
0.206
3.46
	

also in Brada82

special impeller
0.432
0.538
0.563
0.600
0.706
0.8 27
0.995
1.45
0.471
0.5 45
0.589
0.736
0.466
0.371
0.269

flO iT
0.276
0.588
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Unused Test Data

No Efficiencies.

Category
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)
double-suction
bowl (axial-flow)
bowl (axial-flow)
bowl (axial-flow)
submersible
double-suction (2-stages)
bowl (mixed-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)

Only Turbine-mode.

Source	 Category
Avila-Garcia & G.-C.. 83	 end- suction/volute

end-suction/volute
Brada & B.82	 bowl (axial-flow)
Cooper & W. 81	 mixed flow/bowl
Cornell Pump Co.82 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suctiori/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suctionlvolute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

HidrostaJ°	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Lueneburg & N.85	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Marquis83	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Nicholas83	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Priesni 87	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Semple & W.84	 multistage (12 radial-flow stages)
Taylor83	 multistage (13 radial-flow stages)
Wilson & p92	 double-suction
Yedidiah83	 multistage (10 radial-flow stages)

end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

Pump-turbines.

Sources
Amblard79 ; Borel & M. 83; Brada82; DeFazio67; Homberger & R!; Koväts 4 ; Martin & H. 90; Mayo & W. 82; Meier; Narayan79;
Pejovió eta/76 ; Schobinger & TY; Stelzer79 ; Teny & J.42; Vissarionov eta!89; Yamamoto eta!8



Turbine-mode without BEP.

Source	 Category
Brown&R.80 ?

7
?

Burgoyne eta/p end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)?

Csemmaky	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
bowl (mixed-flow)?
bowl (mixed-flow)?
bowl (axial-flow)
bowl (axial-flow)

Engeda & R 87	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Martina	 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
Stepanoff57	multistage (radial-flow)

multistage (radial-flow)
multistage (4 radial-flow stages)
double-suction
bowl (axial-flow)
bowl (axial-flow)
bowl (axial-flow)

Tognola6°	 double-suction (2-stages)

Only BEPs in Both Modes, and without 1T•

Source	 Category
Schmiedl 88 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)

Yedidiah83 end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suctiori/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)?

Rejected Data.

Remarks

only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway
only runaway
only runaway
only runaway
only runaway

only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall
only runaway and stall

Remarks

Remarks
unreliable
inadequate data
very strange!
special machine
sparse data
unreliable torque data
inadequate data
no (i, unreliable
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Source
Brown & R.80
Kamath & S.82
Olson74
Sprecher5t
Williams92
Williams etai
Winks
Wong87

Category
'1

end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
multistage (5 radial-flow stages)
end-suction/volute (radial-flow)
submersible (2 stages)
end-suction/volute (mixed-flow)

0.296
0.483
0.573
2.12
2.16
2.20
2.28
2.32
2.96
1.08
1.72
1.78
2.42
2.93
0.330
0.361
0.435
0.446
0.470
1.28
2.45

2.63
4.94
0.53 1

0.155
0.206
0.3 14
0.406
0.412
0.53 1
0.928
0.323
0.43 4
0.43 8
0.45 0
0.468
0.642
0.8 42

0.417
1.537
0.339
0.494
0.332
0.367
1.58 1



APPENDIX C

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW

PERFORMANCE-BASED PREDICTION METHOD

Previous Attempts

The following attempts were made to correlate the turbine-mode performance with

various parameters of the pump-mode performance:

The first attempt used a methodology similar to the described in p. 71 to estimate the

hydraulic, volumetric and mechanical efficiencies in pump-mode and tried to find a

correlation between the volumetric efficiency and the flow conversion factor, on one

hand, and between the hydraulic efficiency and the head conversion factor, on the

other.

The second attempt looked at the operation in both modes as segments of a continuum

four-quadrant representation, and tried to fmd some kind of continuity between both

segments, i.e. a correlation between the shut-off point in pump-mode and the stall

point in turbine-mode.

The third attempt followed the assumption that the best parameter to characterize the

geometry of the machine is, rather than the specific speed - related just to the BEP -,

the shape of the pump-mode characteristics (inspired by Anderson ), and tried to find a

correlation between the head and torque at pump-mode shut-off (relative to pump BEP

values) and the conversion factors.

The fourth attempt used the pump-mode peak efficiency, the specific speed and the

pump category as parameters for the conversion factors.

Finally, a fifth attempt tried to find a turbine-mode operating point near the BEP

whose location could be established more accurately than the BEP. It was assumed in

this case that an accurate head and flow prediction for a point near the BEP could in
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many cases be more valuable than' a less-accurate BEP prediction, even if this

involved a loss of few percent in efficiency.

The most successful of the series is the fourth attempt, described in § 5.4 and below.
The formulae obtained by curve-fitting are reproduced here, along with the regression

details and the graphs that were not included in § 5.4.

Flow Conversion Factor for All Pumps.

The flow conversion factor is:

= 1.21 -0.6	 [62]

Regression made with 57 points, 55 degrees of freedom. The exponent of Ip has a

standard error of 0.09. The standard deviation of the relative errors is 10.4%.

Correlation shown in Fig. 53 (p. 89).

End-suction Pumps.

This category includes volute pumps with or without fixed-vanes, multistage pumps

and one submersible pump.

The head conversion factor is:

03
1.21 3 0.8 [l + (O6 + lfl ) 2 ]	 [58]

H

Regression made with 39 points, 36 degrees of freedom: SENtJO37 and WILLO47

were eliminated. The exponent of Ip has a standard error of 0.10 and the exponent of
A (i.e. of [1+(0.6±ln)2]) has a standard error of 0.07. The standard deviation of the

relative errors is 11.5%. Correlation shown in Figs. 49 (p. 86) and 51 (p. 87).

The efficiency conversion factor is:

= 0.95 03 [i + (o.s+ lnp)2]°25	 [611
77p

Regression made with 38 points, 34 degrees of freedom: JYOTO54, KENN157 and
WILL 047 were eliminated. The exponent of f1 has a standard error of 0.06 and the

exponent of A has a standard error of 0.04. The standard deviation of the relative

errors is 5.1%. Correlation shown in Figs. 52 (p. 88) and 91.
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Fig. 91. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
of f, for end-suction pumps.

The procedure used to draw the • and the line is similar to the one used in
Fig. 49.

Fig. 92 is similar to Fig. 52, but it includes as well the points corresponding to double

suction and bowl pumps, just to show how they follow a distinct trend (especially the

latter).
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U,
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0.7
—1.5 —1 —0.5 0	 0.5	 1

0.5+ ln()p)
• End suction • 2—suction

Fig. 92. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
of	 , for end-suction pumps, including as well double-suction

and bowl pumps.

Double-suction Pumps.

The head conversion factor is:
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H 
= 0.79 ui23[1 +(o.7 +lnQp)2J 1.9

	
[63]

0.3	 0.4	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9	 1
Pump specific speed: Up

Fig. 93. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms
of	 , for double-suction pumps.

1p83

Regression made with 7 points, 3 degrees of freedom. The exponent of ip has a
standard error of 0.86 and the exponent of A has a standard error of 0.5 . The standard
deviation of the relative errors is 8.3%. Correlation shown in Figs. 93 and 94.
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Fig. 94. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms
of f1, for double-suction pumps.
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The efficiency conversion factor is:

-- = 1.31 i 7 [i +(0.7 + lnc^p ) 2 f06	 [64]

1
.

a

.

0.75'
0.3	 0.4	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9

Pump specific speed: Up

Fig. 95. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
of	 for double-suction pumps.

1p'83•

Regression made with 7 points, 3 degrees of freedom. The exponent of f1 has a

standard error of 0.33 and the exponent of A has a standard error of 0.19. The

standard deviation of the relative errors is 3.3%. Correlation shown in Figs. 95 and 96.

1.1	 i 	 I

0.75'
70%	 75%	 80%	 85%	 90%	 95%

Peck pump efficiency: êp

Fig. 96. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
of Ip , for double-suction pumps.
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Bowl Pumps.

The head conversion factor is:

[65]

Regression made with 8 points, 5 degrees of freedom: STIR3 48 was eliminated. The

exponent of 11 p has a standard error of 0.4 and the exponent of ^2p has a standard error
of 0.05. The standard deviation of the relative errors is 4.7%. Correlation shown in
Figs. 97 and 98.

1.2
2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Pump specific speed: Op

Fig. 97. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms
of	 for bowl pumps.
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Fig. 98. Correlation of the head conversion factor in terms
of f, for bowl pumps.

2.90.

The efficiency conversion factor is:

4=0.88io3	 [66]
lip

Regression made with 8 points, 6 degrees of freedom: STIR3 48 was eliminated. The

exponent of p has a standard error of 0.3. The standard deviation of the relative

errors is 4.0%. Correlation shown in Fig. 99.
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Fig. 99. Correlation of the efficiency conversion factor in terms
for bowl pumps.
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Elasticities for Off-BEP Prediction.

The first elasticity is, for all pumps:

E =0.68+l.2),
	 [75]

Regression made with 56 points, 53 degrees of freedom: SWAN4 96 was eliminated.

The coefficient of , has a standard error of 0.11 . The standard deviation of the

relative errors is 16.5% (0.28 absolute standard error). Correlation shown in Fig. 55

(p. 94).

The second elasticity is, for all pumps:

E27.E. = 0.76+2.l	 [76]

Regression made with 58 points, 55 degrees of freedom: SWAN496 and WILLO47 (of
course) were eliminated. The coefficient of p has a standard error of 0.25. The

standard deviation of the relative errors is 23.5% (0.67 absolute standard error).

Correlation shown in Fig. 100.

0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Pump specific speed: Up

• End suction • 2—suction	 Bowl

Fig. 100. Correlation of the 'second' elasticity E2T in terms of
,,, for all pumps.



APPENDIX D

CAVITATION TEST-DATA PROCESSING

Flow.

The flow was indirectly determined by measuring with a differential pressure

transducer the pressure drop across the reduction shown in Fig. 101 ('a').

Fig. 101. Paul working on the pressure tappings.
a: reduction used for flow measurements; b: PAT-inlet pressure tappings;

C: PAT; d: PAT-outlet pressure tappings;
e: pipe used for the calibration of the flow measurements.

The calibration of the flow measurements was made by filling a tank through the pipe

marked e in Fig. 101.

Head.

The pressure drop across the PAT was measured with a differential pressure

transducer ( h g' in Fig. 102), and the turbine head was calculated taking into account
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the difference in velocity heads between the inlet and the outlet of the turbine and the

slight head-loss between the turbine flanges and the pressure tappings ('b' and 'd').

Fig. 102. Panoramic view of the test-rig.
a: reduction used for flow measurements; b: PAT-inlet pressure tappings;

C: PAT; d: PAT-outlet pressure tappings; f: dynamometer;
g: differential pressure transducers; h: electronic thermometer;

i: laptop computer.

Torque.

The torque was calculated by measuring with a load cell ('1' in Fig. 103) the force of

the dynamometer arm ('j'). Note the spring link ('k') between the dynamometer and

Fig. 103. The dynamometer and the load cell.
f: dynamometer; j: dynamometer arm; k: spring link; 1: load cell;

m: power supply for the windings of the dynamometer; n: amperometer;
0: rocking bearings; p: fixed bearings.

.,
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the load cell: it damps the vibrations due to a slight miss-alignment of the

dynamometer. Each torque measurement is the average of many readings made during

one cycle of the spring vibration - whose frequency is independent of the torque (see

Fig. 104).

0	 1	 2	 3	 7	 8	 9	 10
Time: t [s]

Fig. 104. Spring vibrations registered in the load cell.
The torque readings were made by averaging through one cycle = 0.794 s.

The load cell does not record the friction in the fixed bearings ('p' in Fig. 105,

middle) nor the ventilation losses inside the dynamometer'. The torque absorbed in

these two ways is assumed to have two components: one fixed and one proportional to

the speed. The values of these components were established by trial-and-error 2 until a

reasonable consistency was achieved between the normal' performance data and the

two extremes of the characteristics (namely stall and runaway, whose obtaining is

described below). This consistency is shown in Figs. 78, 79 and 81.

Stall.

The stall measurements mentioned in the previous paragraph were made by

connecting with an 'L' bar the shaft coupling and the two eyebolts marked q in

Fig. 105, so that the shaft is locked and the load cell records the stall torque.

Following the recommendation of Strate etaL°, the stall measurements were made in

different positions of the rotor. Four positions were used, and for each position the

flow and torque were recorded for different values of the head. The lines on the top of

1 Neither does it record the friction in the PAT bearings and packed gland, but this is
an internal loss of the PAT.

2 The hysteresis torque difference mentioned below could not be used here because it
includes as well the friction in the PAT bearing and gland (it is larger).
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Fig. 106 are the resulting head-flow parabolas for each one of the four rotor positions

labelled w, x, y and z. The average parabola is gH= 277000•QT2 (with QT in

m3/s) [3]

Fig. 105. The dynamometer and the PAT.
C: PAT; f: dynamometer; g: differential pressure transducers;

h: electronic thermometer, 0: rocking bearings; p: fixed bearings;
q: eyebolts.

Fig. 106. Stall measurements.

The torque-flow parabolas on the bottom of Fig. 106 follow a different sequence,

namely w-z-x-y, and there is a large gap between the first and the second pair of lines.

This change in sequence and this gap are not related with the rotor position, but with a

3	 The stall points in Fig. 80 (p. 120) correspond to those labelled w in Fig. 106,
slightly adjusted to fit the average parabola (drawn with a line in Fig. 80).
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hysteresis effect concerned with the friction in the fixed bearings. Indeed, the readings

with positions x and y were made by reducing the head, while w and z were made by

increasing it. When the head, and hence the torque, is increased, the spring link ('k' in

Fig. 103) is slightly elongated and the dynamometer slightly rotates, but the friction in

the fixed bearings (the two dynamometer bearings + the PAT bearing ± the PAT

packed gland) is opposed to this movement and it absorbs a small part of the torque

produced by the turbine. When the head is reduced, the friction in the bearings has the

opposite effect, and the recorded torque is larger that the actual. The average parabola
is MT 40000. QT 2 (with QT in m3 /s) (this average was used to draw the stall points in

Figs. 78, 79 and 81).

Runaway.

The second points from right to left in both torque and head curves of Figs. 78 and 79

were obtained by removing all the electric load from the dynamometer, but they are

still quite far away from the true' runaway points (i.e. the rightmost points), on

account of the bearings friction and ventilation losses in the dynamometer (Only the

friction in the rocking bearings ('o') is registered by the load cell.).

The 'tnie runaway performance was measured by uncoupling the dynamometer. The

head-speed curve was found to be parabolic, with a best-fit of gH =
(see Fig. 107). However, in the case of the head-flow curve, shown in Fig. 80, the

regression obtained was slightly deviated from the theoretical parabola, i.e.
Q/V(gHT) = 0.00 l305-0.O2064Qr (with QT in m3/s). This deviation is probably due

to the effect of the mechanical friction in the PAT bearing and packed gland, that is

significant in runaway.

250

200

150

I
100

0

'50

0
0	 50	 100	 150	 200	 250 300

Speed: wt [rad/sJ

Fig. 107. Relation between - and FIT in runaway.
The line corresponds to the best-fit.
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